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The 1978-79 Visiting Women Scienti ts Program owes a great deal of its

-success to the three field representativ s (Ms. Gail Goldman in Pennsylvania,

Ms. Sandy Levine in California, and Ms. Rbecca Peters in Minnesota), and the

51 participating women scientists. Others who were extremely helpful with

program implementation include district an county personnel,in the four

states involved; principals, counselors, and eachers in the 140 schools which

were ,visited; and approximately 25,000 student who participated. Thanks are

due to Ms. M. Joan Callanan, the National Scien e Foundation program manager,

for her valuable assistane in planning and con ucting the 1978-79 program.

RTI's Project Director for the 1978-79 Visit g Women Scientists Program

was Ms. Carol Place. Ms. Mary9Ellen Taylor served s the North Carolina field

representative and assisted in materials development and supervision of field

operations;°M1r. Larry Conaway assisted with overall roject supervision and

preparation of reports and the Manual on Program Operations. Dr. Iris Weiss,

the project directcr for the 1978 pilot program was on leave of absence during
.

,

much of the 1978-79 program. Prior to her leave of absence she provided

overall project supervision and coordinated development of project materials;

while on leave she assisted with reports and the Manual on Program Operations.

Ms. Millie Sparks and Mr. David Moazed conducted data processing activities.

Ms. Celestine Smith was the project secretary; Ms. Edna Harris, Ms. Barbara
0

Elliott, and Ms. Linda Shaver provided secretarial support for this report.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The National Science Foundation (NSF) recognizes that the underrepre-

sentation of women in science careers is a serious waste of national Xalent,

and one of the responsibilities of the NSF's Science Education Directorate is

to deyelop and test methods of increasing the participation of women in ca-

reers in science. In fiscal year 1976 NSF inaugurated a Women in Science

Program which consists of three components: (1) Science Career Workshops for

women undergraduate and'graduate students in science, (2) Science Career

Facilitation Projects for women who wish to reenter careers in science, and

(3) a Visiting Women Scientists Project for high school students.

In June 1977 the Center for Educational Research and Evaluation of the

Research Triangle Institute (RTI) in North Carolina was awarded a contract to

design a pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program to motivate female high

school students to consider and pursue careers in science (including engin-

eering, mathematics, and social science, as well as the life and physical

sciences). This pilot program was conducted by RTI during the spring of 1978.

Based on its success, NSF contracted with MI to conduct a similar program

during the 1978-79 school year.

A. Overview of the 1978 Pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program

The design phase of the pilot program included the development:of (1) a-
1

roster of women scientists, (2) a logistical plan for scheduling and conduct-

ing visits, (3) materials to be used in the program, and (4) plans for evalu-

ation. Feedback from a liver.member Advisory _Panel was used_in revising___the_

plans for the pilot program, and the forms and procedures to be used were

approved by the Office of Management and Budget. A complete description of

the planning activities can be found in the final report for the design phase.1

The objectives established for the Visitiug Women Scientists Program

were:

1.' To provide an opportunity for high school students to meet and
interact with women scientists as role models.

2. To provide examples of women in a variety of science careers.

3. To provide evidence of women who have combined personal lives and
successful careers in a variety of ways.



le., To provide information about the importance of science and scien-
,,

\\ tists in solving world problems.
,

5,e To provide information about science and technology job°opportu-
nities for women in the future (including emerging careers), and
equal opportunity laws and affirmative action programs which guar-
fantee women access to these opportunities.

\
\
\

6. To pr vide information about the preparation needed for various
scienc careers, the importance of keeping various options open, and
the sou ces of financial aid which are available for obtaining this'
preparatibn.

7. To encourage teachers ard counselors to provide support and encour-
agement to women who are considering science careers.

8. To promote the attitude among both males and females that science
careers are Appropriate for women as well as men.

To encourage high school females to seek additional information
about women in science careers, and to provide help in obtaining
such information.

The 1978 pilot program, which included an experimental evaluation, in-

volved visits by 40 women scientists to 110 high schools across the United

States. An RTI field representative accompanied each woman scientist and was

responsible for working with each school to establish a schedule, for preparing

each woman scientist for her visits, and for assisting during the day of the

visit.

A national sample of high schools was offered the opportunity to partici-

pate in the pilot program. Those that accepted the offer were randomly assigned

to experimental and control groups. Additional schools were contacted for

visits when the original sample did not provide a sufficient number of interest-

ed schools. Students in all schools were given the opportunity to return a

postage-paid postcard to RTI for additional information, and all schools were

sent a resource packet of science career information. In addition to the

visit, experimental and additional schools received "The Women's Prejudice

Film" to be shown before the visit (available through Sandler Institutional

Films, Inc., Hollywood, California).

Typically, a circuit of three or four schools in a geographic area were

visited in one week by an RTI field representative and a woman scientist from

the area. Half of the geographic circuits were randomly assigned to be visit-

ed by women scientists chosen from the roster developed for this program; the

remaining circuits were to be visited by women scientists who were "handpicked"

based on recommendations.

2
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Each visit in the pilot program consisted of some combination of the

following activities: (1) a large group meeting usually consisting of approx-

imately 90 tenth grade females; (2) one or more seminars of approximately 25

females who were particularly interested in exploring science career opportun-

ities; (3) meetings with individual classes, usually including approximately

30 females and males; (4) a meeting with school staff members including counse-

lors, librarians, and representatives of the science, mathematics ani social

science departmeits; (5) P time when the woman scientist and field representa-

tive would be available to speak with interested students on an informal

basis; and (6) an informal meeting with the principal and contact person.

Evaluation of the 1978 pilot program was based on data provided by stu-

dents, school contact persons, women scientists, aud field 'kepresentatives.

In addition, RTI staff members observed a number of the Nisits. Although

there were a few problems in the pilot program, student reactions to the

visits were extremely favorable, and both women scientists and school contact

persons -responded overwhelmingly in favor of future participation in the

program.

The procedures and results of the 1978 pilot program are described in

detail in the final report for the pilot program.2

B. .0verview of the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program

The pilot program demonstrated that a Visiting Women Scientists Program

for secondary schools is feasible. The program functioned smoothly and based

on the data collected, there was a great deal of interest in continuing it.

In addition, comparisons between experimental and control schools demonstrated

that the program was effective in encouraging high school females to-seek

further information about science careers.

For 1978-79 the program remained essentially the same, with a few modi-

fications suggested by pilot program experiences. Recommended changes were

discussed at a program review meeting which included a field representative

and two women scientists who had participated in the pilot.program, as well as

representatives of the original Advisory Panel.

The 1978-79 program involved visits by 51 women scientists to 12 junior

high and high schools in North,Carolina and a total of 128 schools in the

areas of Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Minneapolis-St. Paul. Each school was

visited by both a woman scientist and an RTI field representative. The North



Carolina visits were conducted to testsrevised procedures ind materials, and

also to provide the program to the schools. The three metropolitan areas were

selected to reduce costs and to assure diversity.

'For the 1978-79 program an RTI field represeetative and a woman scientist

from the area generally visited three schools in one week, on Tuesday, Wednes-

day, and Thursday. Each visit consisted of some combination of the following

activities: (1) one or two large group meetings of approximately 100 ninth

and/or tenth grade female students; (2) one or more follow-up meetings to the

large group for approximately 30 females most interested in pursuing a science

career; (3) one or more seminars for approximately 25 females, generally from

.grades 11 and 12, who were particularly interested in .or suited for a science

career; and (4) a meeting with various members of Ile school staff, including

counselors, librarians, teachers, and administrators.

Since the effectiveness of the Visiting Women Scientists Program was

determined during the pilot program, there was no need for an experimental-con-

trol comparison in the 1978-79 program. However, in order to ensure suc-

cesiful program implementation and to provide descriptive data for reporting

purposes, evaluative data were again collected from students, school contact

persons, women scientists and field representatives. As in the pilot program,

student reactions to the visits were very favorable; and both womet scientists

and school contact persons responded overwhelmingly in favor of future partic-

ipation in the program.

In addition to conducting visits to schools, the 1978-79 program included

two other activities. A national Women Scientists Roster was developed for

the use of school districts and organizations interested in conducting programs

similar to the Visiting Women Scientists Program. It will be available through

the National Science Teachers Association.

The Manual on Program Operations was also developed for the use of those

who may be interested in designing and conducting programs to bring women

scientists in contact with female itudeats. The manual describes in detail

the materials and procedures used in conducting the Visiting Women Scientists

Program, and it recommends steps which can be taken to avoid problems. The

manual will be submitted to the National Technical Information Service (NTIS),

and to the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC).

4
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C. The Organization of this Report.

The schoolvwhich participated in the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists

PLogram are described in Chapter II, while Chapter III deacribes.the womqn

scientists. Chapter IV presents information about the materials used in the

19/8-79 program. Chaptei V describes the roles of the field representatives

and school contact.persons, and Chapter VIidescribes program opentiOns and

meetings ccnducted in the schools. The Women Scientists Roster and the Manual

on Program Operations are discussed in Chapter VII. The forms and procedures

used in collecting evaluative and descriPtive data are explained in Chapter VIII,

and the evaluation,results are presented in Chapter IX.

5 I
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II. PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

A. 'School SeleCtion in the 1978 Pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program

Schools in a nationalprobability sample were offered the opportunity to

participate iu the 1978 pilot,Visiting Women Scientisus Program; those who

expressed interest in participation were randomly assignetto experimental and

control groups. These procedures made it possible to estimate the percent of

schools in the nation whith would he interested in participating in the Visit-

ing'Women Scientists Program if giyen the same Opportunity using similar

'contact procedures. 'At the same. time it was possible to evaluate the effec-
,

tiveness of thevrogram,and to generalize these resultuto the nation as a
. .

whole

"While the use of a national .probahility sample has a'number, of,important

'advintages in terms,of evaluation design considerations, ,it has distinct-

logistical disadvantages, In the pilot prograiS, the schools.tO be visited

were dispersed widely throughout the United'States.; To reduce travel costs,

they were clustered with four schools in,the.same geographical,aiea, tO be

visited during a single week. ,While this approach' reduced costs somewhat,

there were still high travel costs for field representatives, and women scien-

tistst This approach also Created scheduling problems. It was often difficult

to find sweek and a schedule of visits within that week which satisfied all

four schools. In addition, when a visit had to be cancelled by a school it

was often impossible to reschedule the visit during that week.

. The Three Metropolitan Areas Included in the 1978-79 Visiting

Women Scientists Program

For the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program, a cost-effective

operation was devised. &Miler than selecting a random sample of schools, the

program was localized in three metropolitan areas of the country, ind costs

wer,e reduced by using field iepresentatives and women scientists from the

three areas. Several additional North Carolina schools were visited early in

the program in order to test revised materials and procedures.

Limiting the program to three, areas'helped to improve communication with

school and district personnel. In the pilot program it had been necessary to

restrict.communication with school and district personnel to mail and tele-

6



phone contact. In the 1978-79 program, it was possible to work more closely

with district personnel in planning contact with schools; in Philadelphia and

Los Angeles it was possible to meet with a number of school representatives

prior to the visits. ---

While the 1978-79 program was nt based on a random sample, it was still

considered important to include a reasonably diverse group of schools. In

order to increase the number of urban schools visited, the decision was made

to conduct the 1978-79 program in three metropolitan areas containing a large

number of urban schools.

The three metropolitan areas chosen were Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and

Minneapolis-St. Paul. School officials in the county of Los Angeles and the

school district of Philadelphia had contacted RTI during the pilot program to

indfcate interest in participation, but the design of the pilot program made

it impossible to include them at that time. When recontacted during the

planning stage of the 1978-79 program, both school systems expressed interest

in Participating. Minneapolis-St. Paul was selected as a midwestern'area

which would provide diversity. Four of the largcr districts in that area were

contacted initially, about participation, and all four indicated they:would

like to :participate. The archdioceses in the three-areas were also contacted

and each of them indicated interest in including some of their schools.

Once the three areas had been chosen for the 1978-79 Visiting Women

Scientists Program and distridt interest determined, a number of steps were

taken to obtain and contact schools, as described-id the following sections.

C. Obtaining Schools in the Three Areas 0'

Due to the ever-increasing number of research studies involving public

schools, state education officials have begun to control access to the schools

in their state. The Council of Chief State School Officers has established

7tfie Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems (CEIS) which has as one of

its major functions the screening of research studies which involve public

schools. While the Visiting Women Scientists Program i not primarily a

research study, it does involve econsiderable amount of data collection in

the schools. To avoid possible problems in obtaining state clearance of the

Visiting Women Sciehtists Program, CEIS was asked to review, and approve the
,7

plans for the program.



Following CEIS approval of the plans'for the program, a letter and de-

scriptive materials were sent to the Chief State School Officer (CSSO) in each

of the states which would be involved. The CSSOs were asked to contact RTI if

they had any questions about the program. Similarly, the superintendent of

each participating district and archdiocese received a letter describing the

program and a form to indicate approval to contact schools in their system

(see Appendix A for the letters and superintendent form). None of the CSSOs

or district superintendents raised any objections to including their schools;

in fact, several wrote letters of endorsement fot the program, which RTI

included with materials sent to the schools.

D. Contacting Schools

The procedures used in selecting and contacting'schools varied. In

Minneapolis-St. Paul it was possible to invite all junior high and high schools

in four large districts to participate, while also including private and

parochial schools. In Philadelphia and Los Angeles, it was necessary to
s.

'select a suaset of the schools. In Philadelphia, ihe prograsiwas initially.

offered to senior high schools and to some parochial and private schools., In

Los' Angeles, county office personnel originally selected-one high school and

an alternate per district; a few parochial and private' clio ls were also in-
,

cluded. Alternate schools were scheduled when originallyle ected schools did

not wish to participate.

4,:n Philadelphia and Minneapolis-St. Paul, original contacts did not .

provide the desired number of schools to be visited. TherefArei letters and

forms-were sent to additional distritts in those areis. Also, schools who did

not return their form to indicate interest were contacted by telephone. These

efforts provided ten additional schools in Pennsylvania'aid six in Minnesota.

A letter was sent to the principal of each school along with a brochure

describing the Visiting Women Scientists Program.. A form was included on

which they were to indicate interest iind provide information about possible

dates for the visit and a contact person to help plan the visit. A postage-,

paid envelope was enclosed for the return of the form. See Appendix B for the

principal letter and form.

Since many of the schools in Los Angeles and Philadelphia are part of a

single schoôl system, it was possible to arrange a meeting in each area with

8 I o



representatives of the schools to be visited. RTI staff explained the pur-

poses and procedures of the program and gave the participants, many of whom

would later serve as contact persons, an opportunity to ask questions.

E. Difficulties in Scheduling Visits

Care was t4ken in scheduling visits to avoid dates on which principals

indicated their, school would not be in session or would have conflicting ac-

tivities taking place. However, a/number of problems arose with originally

scheduled visit dates.

Twenty-seven schools which were scheduled to receive visits experienced

some difficulty with the originally scheduled date. The most cómmon schedul-

ing problems were: (1) schools closed due to snow, (2) the visit date was

immediately before or after vacation and the school felt the visit would be

inconvenient; and (3) the visit date conflicted with other, activities.such as

testing, teacher workdays, or other major school functions. ;n all but one

case the schools wished to reschedule the visit, and these requests were

accommodated. In the one case, the school preferred not's.to participate.

This year's design to visit three schools in one week allowed visits to.

be easily rescheduled when necessaty, and it was nearly always possible to -

allow a school to select the specific date for rescheduling. When it became

necessary, field representatives were scheduled tó'conduct visits on as many

as four days in a week. While the original plan was to schedule visits on

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, some 'schools preferred a visit on Monday or

Friday; in other cases scheduling conflicts made it necessary to schedule a

visit on one of those days.

F. Destription of the Schools

,One hundred and forty schools participated in the 197,8-79 Visiting Women

Scientists Program; including 46 in Los Angeles County, 42 in-the Minneapolis-

St. Paul aiea, 40 in the Philadelphia'area, and 12 in North Carolina. Included

. in the 140 schools were 119 public schools, 15 parochial schools, and 6 inde-

pendent private schools. One hundred and nine of the visits were conducted in

high schools; 20 in junior high schools; 6 in junior-senior high schools; 4 in

schools with the grades K-12; and 1 in a school with grades 6 through 8.

As shown in Table 1, the schools were distributed among a number of

different types of communities. One percent were located in rural areas, six

9 1
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Table 1 .

DISTRIBUTION OF THE SCHOOLS AMONG COMMUNITY TYPES1

Number of Percent of
Schools Schools

Rural or farming community 2 1

Small city or town (less than 50,000) 8 6

Urban ,

Medium-sized city (50,000-100,000) 16 12

Large city (100,000-500,000) 27 20
. Very large city (more.than 500400) 40 30

Suburban ,

ftburb of medium-sized city 4 3

Suburbf large citi 20 15.

Suburb of-verylarge city- 18 13
- ,

_ TOTAL_ 135'

JJ

41 boes not include five schools for which thii information was not provided.

percent in small cities o i\c) was, 62 percent in urban areas and 31 percent of

the schools were located in suburban areas.'

Juniorligh school enrollments averaged approximately 1,049 students;

junior-senior high schools averaged approximately 1,208; and the average high

school enrollment was approximately 1,867. The smallest school visited hut a

total enrollment of 134 students; the lartest school contained 4,350 students.

The distribution of schools according to enrollment is shown in Tabli 2.

1

a
- Table 2

SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS1

chool Enrollment
Number of
Schools

Percent of
Schools

1,

300 or less 5 4

301 - 500 9 7

501 - 1,000 20 15

1,001 - 1,500 26 20

1,501 - 2,000. 30 23

2,001 - 2,500 21 16,

More than 2,500 22 17

TOTAL 133

Does not include seven schools for which this information was not provided.



As shown in Table 3, many schools visited in 1978-79 had substantial

minority enrollments. Over one-fourth had greatc than a 60 percent total

minority'enrollment, and over 15 percent had minority enrollments greater than

90 percent. A total of 37 schools had enrollments that were 30 percent or

more black students; 12 of these schools were more than 90 percent black.

Thirteen schools had Hispanic populations conitituting more than 30 percent of

their total enrollment; five of the4 schools were more than 80 percent Hispanic

High schools were asked what percent of their graduating seniors go on to

four-year colleges, two-year colleges or technical schools. Of the 111 high

schools that responded to this question, one-fourth had over 50 percent of

their graduating sediors going on to a four-year college; and in almost half

of the high schools, more than 60 percent of their seniors were headed for

either a two-year college, technical school or four-year college.

Table 3

NON-CAUCASIAKENROLLMENTS OF THE SCHOOLS'

Percent of Non-White
Enrollment

Number of
Schools

Percent of '
Schools

0 . 9 7

1-10 36 26
11-20 22 16
21-30 16 12
31-60 18 13
61-90" 14 10
91-100 21 15

TOTAL 136

,Does not include four schools for which this information was not provided.



III. WOMEN SCIENTISTS

A. Selection of Visitors
/

. Fifty-oneleomen scientists, employed in various science careers,/conduc-
/

ted virits for.the_1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program.- Six women from

North Carolina were chosen to visit the twelve North Carolina schools and 45

women were Chosen to Yisit 128 schools in the three other,reas of the coun-

try.

The yisitors for 1978-79 were usually selected from those who expressed

interest:in participating in the pilot program, or ihose who asked to.be
st:

includedin the Women Scientists,Boster. In all three areas.industries and

yarious_minority organizations also, were contacted for recialtendationa._-

However, ,these original sources did not provide a sufficient number of minor-.

iy and'industry women in Los Angeles.and Philsdelphia;,thussadditional sour-

ces were contacted to find women 'near those cities.

B. Characteriitics of the Visiting Women Scientists

In ,selecting'the ,fiftyrone women scientists Who participated'in the

1978-79 Visiting-Women. Scientists Program, an attempt wassmade to select more
4

women from.inaustry than from academia and to include as many women as possi-

ble in non-traditional fields. This was done to reflect ptojected employment

opportunities. he compoiition.of thegroup of 51 visitors by. area of sciencet

type of emp1oyment, race or ethnic background, and year of earliest degree can

be seen in Tables,4-7. Note that only one mathematician conducted visits for

this program; this was due to the lack of applications from:women in mathemat-

ics in the areas of the country chosen for visits. .

Twenty-seven percent of the woman scientist yisitors had obtained their

doctorate; 35,percent had a master's degree as their highest degree, and 37

percent had nO degree leyond a bachelor's degree.

The woman scientist application form asked for the dates in which degrees

had been obtained. Table 7 shows the'distribution of the visitors according

to the year in which they received,their earliest degree. Based on.the assump-

.tion that the year of award of a bachelor's degree is a reasonable measure of

age, the visitors represent a good balance across a span of ages.

12 1 9
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Table 4

VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS--
AREA OF SCIENCE

Number of
Visitors Percent

Biological Science 11 22
Physical Science 12 24
Engineering r 22 43
Mathematics ,., A 1 24
Social Science , 5 10

Total 51

Table 5

.VISITING WOMENACIENTISTS--
TYPE OF EMpLOYMENT

Numper,of
Visitors Percent

ACademic 14 27
Non-Profit Organization 5, 10

Profit-Making Organization , 29 57
'Government 3 6

Total 51

Table 6

VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS--
RACE OR 'ETHNIC BACKGROUND

Asian or Pacifit Islander
Black
Hispanic
White

Number of
. Visitors Percent

1 2

12 24
3 6

35 69

Total 51
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Table 7

VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS--
YEAR OF EARLIEST DEGREE

Year of Earliest
Degree

Number of
Visitors Percent

1936-55 5 10

1956-60 5 10

1961-65 4 8

1966-70 17 33

1971-73 11 , 22

1974-76 5 10

After 1976 4 /8
/

-51-

Theilogistical plan for the.1978-79, program was to have wqmen scientists

from the-same geogriphical area as the schools visit three schooluin' one

week. Several -WoMen conducted visits to more or:fewer than three,schooli, but

na woman scientist conducted more than three 4isits in one week. Three women

scientists visited one school; 16 visited 2; 22 visited 3; 7 visited 4; 2

visited 5; and 1 woman scientist /isited 6, schooli, Five visits were conduCt-

ed with a team of two women scientists.

C. 'Teams of Two Women Scientists

Far the 1978-79 program, five schools were visited by a team of two women

scientisii; three of thoie team visits were observed by RTI staff. The women

scientists and the school stiffi expressed positive feelings about haviig two

women scientists and the field xepresentative visit with students. The con-

trast between women in two differi-nt fields was enlightening and informative.

It also offered,the students an opportunity to obtain a more varied picture of .

women in science by giving them a perspective' on two careers and lifestyles

and allowing them to observe the interaction of three women.

A recurring difficulty with two women scientists was the lack,of time.

In schools' 45-60 minute Teriods, there was little time for anyone to make a

complete presentation. This was more of a problem when one woman dominated,

leaving even less time for the other woman's area of science. This sit ation
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was improved when follow-up meetiogs were scheduled, since the extra time

allowed students an opportunity to explore additional ideas with each woman.

In cases where class periods could be combined and more time allotted per

meeting or where an additional day ould be used, the effectiveness of the two

individuals would probably be increased.

D. Problems Encountered in Scheduling Women Scientists for Visits

Overall, there were only minor difficulties in scheduling women scien-
i

tists to conduct visits. Because the visits were conducted, within a 50 mile

radius of each area and nearly all the women scientists were from the same

geographical area as the schools, it,was relatively easy to substitute another

woman scientist for a particularyisit on short notice. Two women scientists

withdrew far health reasons and another woman's employer would not allow her

to,visit schools Outside hercommunity. In each case, other women scientists

were located to conduct those visits.

Suggestions had been made to utilize minority-women scientists is ro/e

models ia minority schools whenever possible, as well as in other .schools in

their geographical area. One difficulty encountered in schedulinft women

scientists was finding minority women scientists within the area to visit some

schools with large minority enrollments. Thus it was necessary to locate

minority women from nearby'cities to conduct several visits. Minority women

visited 43 of the schools which participated in the 1978-79 Visiting Women

Scientists Program. Sixteen of those schools were predominantly white; the

remaining 27 had greater than's 60 percent minority enrollment.

15



IV. MATERIALS FOR THE VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM

A. Locating Materials for the 1978 Pilot Program .4

During the planning phase of the pilot program an extensive search was

made for materials which might be useful in the Visiting Women Scientists

Program. Bibliographies of career education materials and publishers' cata-

logues were examined,' and review copies of relevant materials were obtained.

In addition, professional organizations such as the American Chemical Society

and the Society of Women Engineers, and a variety of industrial firms such as

General Electric and IBM were also contacted to obtain existing materials

relating to science careers for womenv, Finally, Advisory Panel members and

NSF personnel provided copies of some materials and information about other,

materialc Many of the early conticts proiuced leads for additional.contacts,

,and these Were subsequently carried out. -As a result, RTI'obt;ined'a rather

comprehensive set of relevant:available pamphlets, books, films, filmstripi,

and bibliographies of additional materials.

Tfie materials which were tollected were examined to determine their

appropriateness for meeting the objectives that had been established for the

Visiting Women Scientists Program. Several of the materials proved to'be

suitable 'for use in the pilot program; either for use by the field represen-

. tatives, for distribution to students, or for inclusion in resource packets.to

be given to the schools. Other materials were listed in an annotated bib-

liography which was also given to the schools.

B. Locating and Developing Mateiials for the 1978-79 Program

Since the objectives of the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program

were substantially the same as those defined for the pilot program, it was not

necessary to conduct another complete search for existing materials. However,

A number of materials which had not teen available at the time of the pilot

program were examined for possible uie in the 1978-79 program, and some of

these were included in the resource packet and List of Resource Materials.
,

In addition to selecting materials for use in the resource packet, RTI

developed a number of materials specifically for use in the 1978-79 Visiting

Women Scientists Program. Materials which were changed substantially from

those'developed for use in the pilot program were used in the North Carolina

visits and revised from the experience of those visits. A copy of each of the
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materials ui!d in the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program, with the

exception Of the resource packet materials, is included in Appendix P.

1. Visiting Women Scientists Program Resource Packet and List of

Resource Materials

The resource packet given to schools in the,1978-79 Visiting Women

Scientists Program is quite similar to the one used in the pilot program. It

includes a variety of materials about career opportunities in the biological

and physicil sciences, engineering, mathematics and social sciences; it also

includes information about financial aid. Two particnlarly good publications

included in the resource packet deserve specific comment. The 16-page illus-

trated booklet Women in Science and Technology: Careers-for _Today and Tomorrow4
0

explores,some of the myths and-realities about women in science, the careers_

available, characteristics of women in science 'careers, and the steps necessary

.to plan a successful career. .I'm Madly In Love with Electricitys gives profiles

of.women in -a variety of seience areas and includes pictures and quotations.-

In Addition to listing the materials in the resource packet, the List of

Resource Materials included with the resource packetcontains an annotated

bibliography of especiallrgood printed materials and films. In the pilot :

program each participating school received one copy of the resourée packet.

Because a_number of the pilot schools indicated they would like to receive

additional resource packets, -each school in the 1978-79 program was given iwo

resource packets and the opportunity to request as many as. three more copies.

-In addition, each school received approximately 50 copies oi Women in Science

and Technology.

2. Visiting Women Scientists Program Brochure

This informational brochure gives,a brief overview of the purposes

and scope of the Visiting Women Scientists Program. It was included with the

letteri to. Chief State School Officers and aistrict.superintendents, informa-

tion and materials mailed to women scientists, and letters mailed to school

principals. The brochure les:Kelso sent to persons who contacted RTI to ask

for information about the program.

3. Careers in Science and Technology: More Women Needed

This brochure has a covet resembling a "help wanted" section of a

newspaper's classifie0advertisements; information about current ana projected

employment opportunities in science and technology careers is provided inside.

For example, some relevant U.S. Department of Labor statistics are reportedl



9 out of 10 women will work at some point in their lives; mid even with a

break in employment for marriage and children, the average woman can expect to

work 25 years. The brochure points out that some science fields such as

engineering are particularly promising for women and that, in general, oppor-

tunities for persons trained in the sciences are greater in industry than in

academia. :he importance of keeping one's options open by getting a good

background in mathematics is stressed. Finally, several sources for obtaining

additional information about careers are described. All studenti who attended

a meeting in the Visiting Women Scientisti Program received a copy of this

brochure.

4. Visiting Women Scientists Program Learning Activities

,A number of learning activities had been developed for use in supple-

menting the basic messages°of the women scientists and field representatives

during the pilot program. Based on experiences in the pilot program some of

these activities were discarded, and much of the material in other activities

was incorporated into the field representatives' introductory remarks (described

in Chapter VI) and other parts of the 1978-79 program. Three of the learning

activities were made available for field representatives to use-in 1978-79.

'They were uied with small groups, as time permitted, to provide-additional_

information and to stimulate discussion about science careers and career

planning.

The case study developed for the 1978-79 program describes a fictitious

but fairly coimon situation: both the brother and sister are good students;

the parents .are encouraging the son to go to,college to become an engineer but

have not spoken to the daughter about career plans. The participants in the

1978-79 program were asked to consider what they think should happen. The

field representative was prepared to use a series of"questions to stimulate

and/or focus the discussion.

A matching activity was developed to illustrate the diversity of science

careers which are available. It was designed to be rather easy to complete so

students would not get the impression that science is difficult to understand.

The sciences are separated into major categories: engineering, physical

science and mathematics, life science, social science, and 'interdisciplinary.

As an example, five different tasks associated with life science are listed,

and the students are asked to match eisch,example with a title selected from a

list of five types of life scientists. After the students were given time to
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complete the matching activity, the field representative noted the correct

reiponses and discussed some of the science careers with the students.

A four-page booklet, Thinking About a Career in Science and Technology:

A Young Woman's Choice, was written to show students the importance of planning

for a care?: The booklet also presents steps for planning a career and

describes some of the resources available to assist students. These include

the Visiting Women"Scientists Program resource packets which were given to the

school, the U.S. Department of Labor's Occupational Outlook Handbook,e I Can

Be Anythinv Careers and Colleges'for Young Women,7 and school counselors.

The field representative was provided with a series of slides to use in pre-

senting this information to students wh, it was appropriate, and copies of

thisnbooklet were made available to the students.

5. Press Release

Dtring the pilot program the goals.of the Visiting Women Scientists.

Program were perceived as very timely and.appropriste, which led.to. an unexpect-

4.4 number of contacts with the press. It was decided that RTI would prepare a

press release -to assist school personnel, field representatives, women scien-

tists, and representatives of the media in the/exchange of information about

the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Piogram. The.press release is included

in Appendix A.

. After being reviewed and approved by NSF, the press release was sent ta a

representative of each district with schools participating in the-1978-79

program; copies were also sent to the field representatives for their use in

contacts with members of the local press.



THE ROLES OF THE FIELD REPRESENTATIVE AND iSCHOOL CONTACT PERSON.

During the planning phase of the 1970,pilot Visiting Woien Scientists

Program, RTI established tne roles of the field representaiiveland the contact

person to ensure4that details of school virits would be successfully arranged

and that logistical'problems would be held to a minimum. The field represee-

tatives in the pilot program proyed to be yery successful and !ere, in almost

all cases, evaluated highly by women scientists, schobl personnel and RTI

staff. The field representative role WW1 considered to be essential,.in con-

ducting a successful Visiting Women Scientists Program that includei more than

aolery localized area. The school contact persons also did a very good job of

arranging for the visits. With only minor changes in definition, both roles

were continued for the '1978-79 program and are 'described below..,,

A. Hiring and Training the Field Representatives

In the fall of-1978-,-a field representative from the pilot program was

hired by RTI to help 'with the design and conduct-of the 1978-79 program; she

aisisted in revising procedures and.materials, and acted as the field repre-

sentative during the North Carolina field trials. 'Through this procesi the

,

role of the field representative was further defined, and the field represen-

tatives' presentations to students 'beca= more strUctured for the 1978-79

Visiting Women Scientists Program.

Three field representatives were'employed, on a full-time basis for the

period from January through did-May of 1979. The field representatives were

drawn from the following Pools: (1) science,graduate students, preferably

those who had work experience in a science field; (2) recently graduated

master's and doctoral students with work experience in a science field who had

not yet found permanent employment; and (3) unemployed scientists who were

seeking short-term employment.

The field representatives were recruited by placing an advertisement in

major newspapers of each of the three metropolitan areas involved in the

1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program. Persons who expressed interest in

the. positiou were requested to provide copies of their resume, including

references; and selected candidates were interviewed in persou by RTI staff.

In making final decisions about candidates, the following factors were con-
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sidered: (1) the ability to relate to women scientists and school personnel.

as a facilitator and coordinator; (2) the abilitv'to relate to school offic-

ials add students in a variety of sitiations including public speaking, small

group seminars, and media presentations; and (3) a flexible time schedule.

The three women who were hired as field representatives for the 1978-79 pro-
,

gram had various levels of science training and education.

The training sessicA at RTI was conducted during the second week of,

January 1979. The.field representatives were asked to complete several pre-

liminary activities designed to acquaint them with program operatitati and

career information during the two weeks prior to the. training session (see

%Appendix D). Included were: activities to be used during the school visits,

statistics about -the career outlook in various fields, percentages, of women

employed in scientific fields, and average annual starting salaries for var-

ious scientific occupations. Supplemental materials wAre provided for the

field representatives to ;lossess a "repertoire" of examples of women's work

situations with which to illustrate a number of points concerning relevant

program issues.

These study activities focused on providing the field representative with

a great deal of information about specific careers ili,science and technology,

a need which became evident during the pilot program. .The field representa-

tives for the 1978-79 program' received more intensive training related to

specifiecareers in order to be adequately prepared to respond to student

questions. In addition, the field representatives' presentations and program

materials included more information on how to use available resources to learn

more,about science careers.

RTI staff, also prepared materials to acquaint the new field representa-

tives with the following: their roles in preparing women.scientists and

contact persons for the visits, the logistical concerns in scheduling each of

the various activities'in the schools, basic content and supplemental informs-
,.

tion for major presentations to students, and administrative procedures for

completing all program forms. The field representatives were to read all of

the materials before the training session to acquaint them with their overall

tasks and responsibilities. (Training materials are included in Appendix D.)

RTI staff arranged two school visits for the week of tLe training session

for the aew field representatives to observe and participate in typical school
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visits: The first visitswas conducted by,the field representative from the.

pilot program and a woman sCientist who had :participated in earlier North

Carolina visits. The field representatives and RTI staff met following the

visit to .discuss all aspects oLthe visit and answer questions. The second

visit gave each field representative an opportunity to conduct at least one

meeting with students.' Again, a discussion was held following the visit, and

individual conferences were conducted for each field representative to 14ar

comments and suggestions about her presentation at the school.

RTI staff arranged a series of conference calls to school contact people

for the new field representatives to liaten to the actual icheduling of a

"schrl visit.: The field representative from the pilot program spoke with the '

colitact person from a few of the first schools to be viaited in two of the

_three,metropolitan areas. The visits were scheduled and details discussed;

also, vital information was exchanged in order for the visit to proceed smooth-
,

ly. Forms prepared by RTI were used when making school arrangements to ensure

that communication was clear and pricise.

The field representatives spent the remaining days of the training session

reviewing and studying ,the career materials and training manual. They also

worked with RTI staff in discussing situations that'might arise in the schools

and possible solutions, establishing guidelines on how to deal with school

personnel and women scientists, and defining procedures for maintaining effec-

tive contact with RTI. They were also able to continue calling school contact

persons and women scientists for schools they would visit in the following few

weeks.

Following the formal training session, field representatives spent a week

studying procedures, calling RTI with questions, and calling contact persons

and women scientists for their early visits.

The Role of the Field Representative

When the pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program was designed, it was

anticipated that the field representatives would act as local liaisons, arrang-

ing the details of visits with the school contact/persons and ensuring that

each woman scientist was sufficiently prepared for her visits. They were to

reduce the burden on participating schools and women scientists and help avoid

logistical problems.
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After RTI staff established a.tentative date for the school visit, the .

designated school contact person received a letter which discussed the general

parameters of the program and introduced the field representative (see Appen-

dix C for the contact person letter). The field representative maintained

telephone contact with each school contact person, often making as many as

five,separate telephone yals to arrange a final schedule of ictivities and to

be sure that facilities and equipment would be ready for the visit.

RTI staff were responsible for selection of and initIal_contacts with

wren scientists; and for,sending-them materials which described the program

and their geheral role in the visiti. The materials provided thei with the

following: a 4st of the.program'objectives, a description of the various

types of activities which might be conducted in the schools, background mater-

ials concerning the issues related to the program, an explanation of the types

of presentations women scientists typically prepared, aid information reilting

to reimbursement for time and expenses. (See Appendix E for woman scientist

materials.)

It was the responsibility of the field representative to inform the woman

scientist of the detailed schedule of actiiities in each of her schools and to

discuss her sPecific roles and presentations. In preparing the woman,scientist

for the visits, the field representative often spoke with her two or three

times by telephone and occasibnally met with her for an hour or two prior to

the first visit. Typically, the visit to the first school for each woman

scientist was conducted as suggested by the, field representative. However,

once the visits began, the field representative and the woman scientist worked

together,in planning and revising future presentations.-

In the Woman Scientist Record of Visit (ApPendix.E) the women scientists

were asked approximately how much time they spent in preparation for the

visits. The responses ranged from four hours to twenty-five hours, but the

average was less than ten hours. Over half of the women scientists recorded

that they had spent between six and twelve hours preparing for the visits.

During the school visit, the field representatives assisted in conducting

many of the activities and worked with the school contact person to resolve

any problems that occurred in coanection with the visit. Field represen-

tatives also handed out materials to students and collected evaluation forms

from them. After visits were made to all schools in the circuit, the field
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representatives wrote personal thank-you letters to contact persons aid women'

scientists; they.Slso completed reports for RTI conrerning the activities

conducted in each school and any problems associated with the visits. (Appen-

dix D contains a summary of field representative responsibilitiesi various

training materials, add the formi theycompleted for RTI.),

The Roleof the School Contact Person

Each school principal designated a staff member to be the contact,person

'for'ihe Visiting Women.Scieitists Program. The contact-person.worked with thee

field representative in arranging,for the visit. As Table 8-illustratesv

_principals designated a variety of persons.(iicludiig themselves in some

cases) to be contact persons. Members of theschool's science teaching staff

-(either department heads or teachers) and counselors were the persong most

likeiy to fill this role.

Table 8

. SCHOOL CONTACT PERSONS WHO KELDPARTICULAR STAFF POSITIONS

Staff Position . Number Percent

Principal i 4 3.

Assistant Principal 16 11
C>

Counselor 48 34,

Science Department Head 43 31
Science Teacher 21 15

Mathematics Department Head 4 3

Mathematics Teacher 1 1

Other 3 2

Total 140

During the 1978 pilot program RTI staff learned that, in some cases, the

contact person was the only staff member who had read the preparatory litera-

ture about the program. Other staff members were often unaware of the,goals

.and objectives of the program, or the activities planned for the visit.

Consequently, some teachers were reluctant to release their students from

class and some were unaware of the visitors in the school. Although many

contact persons involved others in planning for the Visiting Women Scientists

Program, the information received by staff was often sketchy and incomplete.
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To alleviate the problem for the 1978-79 program; RTI developed a memorandum

to.be mailed to the contact perion for distribution to school.staff (Appen-
1

dix C). The memorandum noted the date of,the visit to the school,and brieily

described the major Purposes'of the Visiting Women Scientists Program. Ili

addition, the. visitors' names, occupations, and iMployers were listed, and the

contact persOn was named as-the coordinator for the,program in the tchool.

The memorandum proved to be very effective. The field representatives and

women scientists repeatedly arrived at the schools to find an enthusiastic and

well-2repared faculty, which often contributed to the 'success of the visit..

The'general activities of the 'school contact person prior to the visit,

were: communiOating with RTI staff'to affirm Oie'date of the visit; working

with the field representative to arrange for facilities, equipment, and other

details; distributing memoranda; and communitating with staff in preparation-
,

for the visit.

The School Contact Person Record.of Visit (Appiandix C) asked how much

time was spent arranging for the visit (scheduling, talking to teachers,

corresponding with the visitors, etc.). The responses, shown in Table 9,

indicate that most contact persons spent front two to five hours arranging for

the visit, but a few spent considerably more time;* sixteen contact persons

reported spending more thin ten hours.

Table 9

AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT BY SCHOOL CONTACT
PERSONS TO ARRANGE THE VISITS1

Time Spent
Number of

Contact People

Lest than 2 hours 21

2-5 hours 70
6-10 hours 27

More than 10 hours 16

Total 134

Percent

16

52:

20 ,

12

1 Does not include six schools for which this information was not pro-
vided.
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'N In addition to spending time arrangini the visits, most school contact'

persons also'spent a considerable amount of time working with the field repre-

. sentative and the woman scientist during the visit. Tiley'often were bUsy

arranging for students to attend.sessions, attending the staff meeting, orbtain-

ing neCessaty' equipment and facilities;and'accompan7ing the visitors through

unfamiliar surroundings.

The contact person* participating in the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scien-

tists.Program responded with very favorable comments regarding the program.

6-Among them were: ,

believe in its goals (VWSP) and I feel it is effective in
reaching them...,"

"%..the program exceeded my expectations...,"

"I was 'highly impressed with the presentation especially
the way individual students' needs were met;" and

"Excellent balance of audio-visual media/demonstration/lecture
and cooperative inquiry."

One contact person suggested that the order of presentations should be switched;

that is, the visiting scientist should speak first,-and then the field represen-

tative. Another requested that visitors spend more than one_day at each

school in order to provide all students with an opportunity.to interact with

the women scientists.

ApproximAtely one month after the visit, the contact persons were asked

to complete a follow-up form describing any evidence of the.impact of the

Visiting Women Scientists Program (Appendix C). Among t'.e comments on this

form were the following:

...course registration for 1979-80 (school year) shows an increased
interest in upper level science/math courses over last year;"

...student feedback has been positive,"

...actually, the greater impact has been on faculty--making
them more aware of the opportunities for women...," and

"This was the most encouraging program our girls have ever
experienced. It opened their minds to career opportunities
they generally felt inadequate about considering."
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Evaluation of thelield Plan: 'Use of the Field Representative and

School COntact Person

Data collected in the 1978 pilotlorogram indicated that the use of field

representatives and school contact persons worked ivery well; similar results

'were obtained

were asked to

thin to their

.from dais collected in the 1978-79 program. Womenscientists

rate the performance, of the field representative who. accompaniid

schools (Woman.Scientist Record of Visit in Appendix E). The

response is .shown. in Table 10.,

Table 10-

WOMENIC/ENTISTS' RATINGS OF FIELD REPRESENTATIVES

Category

Percent

Excellent Good lair Poor

Preparing you for the visits 64 34 2

Working with you on the days
of the ifisits

82 18 0

Interaction with school V

personnel
78 18 4 ,

Interaction with studenti 80 16 4 0

Knowledge of various careers 66 30 2 2

, Although these rattngs were made with reference to the performance of

specific field representatives, they.also reflect upon the role being ful-

filled by these persons. In fact, when asked to comment upon the performance

of the field representatile, many women scientists made comments relating to

the various aspects of the role of the field representative. Some commented

about the logistical support which allowed them to concentrate on their pres-

entations and avoid problems. Others appreciated the briefing they received

about the program in general and about the specific characteristics of each

sc400l, based upon communication between the field representative and the

school contact person. Some also remarked favorably about the way field

representatives related with school personnel and about the diversity that was

added by having a second woman scientist present to help with the presenta-
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tions,.The following 'commelits.mide by women scientists were partfcularly'

relevant to the planned role of the field representative.

3 .

I hive done quite a bit of volunteer work of this' nature
in-the past, and have often had trouble being met (the office
Aid not know.I was coming, etc.) and also arranging in.iavance
just'what was expected- of me (what materials .to bring). It
was most pleasant having someone to smooth, the way, for me, and
'to get treatea like a V.I.P. at the schools. The schbols
couldn't have been nicer or more helpful

n ....I felt) the field representative wai valuable' in'laving
some advance preparations, in'Inowing how to change pace
when it was needed; she made the parts of the visiting
scientist much more easily, accomplished--at .times, acting
as a good 'interface.' The tombiiation of one or two
scientists and the field representative is worth retaining.:".

The school contact persons were asked to rate the field representative in

terms of fbur dimensions (School Contact Person Record of Visit in Appendix C).

The# ratings of the field representatives are shown in Table 11.

Table 11

SCHOOL CONTACT PERSONS' RATINGS OF
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES

Category

Percent

Excellent Good Fair Poor No Response

Working with you in
scheduling visit

80 14 1 0 5

Interaction with students 71 20 3 1 5

Knowledge of various careers 67 22 4 0 6

Enthusiasm about program 89 6 1 0 4
c,

n = 140

tr
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Similarly, with only a few exceptions,,the school contact persons did a

very,gOod Joh of arranging for the visit. The field represeniat.ives and the

RTI site visitors reported that in most cases the schools were very well' ,

prepared for the visit. 'For example, there were few initances when teachers .

did not know their students were to participate'or'When needed equipment and

facilities were unavailable.

N
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VI'. PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Between November of 1978 and May of 1979, 51 women scientists visited 140

'junior high and high schools in.four areas of the United States. ,The women

scientistp; accompanied by, one of four specially trained RTI field represen-

tatives made presentations to more than 24,000 students including over 21,000

females and nearly'900 males. This chapter describes the types of meetings ,

which comprised the school visits. (

A major purpose of the pilot program was to make tenth grade females

awareof the potential for women in science careers at a time-when they,could

still redirect their high school program to include more mathematics and

science. For eleventh and twelfth grade females the purpose was to reinforce

their interest in science careers. A number of contact persons and women

scientists who participated in the pilot prOgram suggeited exianding the

program to' other grades, including the entire range from elementary school

'through college. While-no program w6uld be suitable for all audiences, the

"-Visiting Women Scien.*.ists Program was considered tO be particularly valuable

for ninth graders. Therefore, plans for the 1978-79-program included ninth

graders from junior high and high schools.

An additional modification for the 1978-79 propam was the emphasis

placed on arranging all-fe le group
.

meetings. The pilot program had included

Some male and female grou s to promote the attitude among both that science
.

careers are appropriate for women as well is men. However, Wien male students
,

were'present, females rarely raised questions concerning the problems associated

with combining family lives and science careers. In addition, the males often

dominated the discussions about science careers, thus reinforcing the notion

-that science is a male's domain. ,

A., Types of Meetings

After the visit date was scheduled by RTI staff, a letter was sent to the

designated contact person describing various types of meetings. The field

representatives then worked with the contact persons by telephone in arranging

the specific meetings to be conducted during the visit. (The contact person

letter is in Appendix C.) The types of meetings which were included in the

1978-79 program are discussed below.



Large Group Meetings

Schools-were asked to arrange a large group meetihg for their'ninth

and tenth grade female students, and 111 schools (794eiceut) arranged such a

meeting. Large schools sometimes selected a portion of their ninth or tenth

grade,females for the meeting, or they arranged two or,more separate meetings.

Some high schools also included stucoehts from grades 11 and 12 in large group

meetings, and a few junior high schools invited seventh and eighth grade

females. The general approach in the large group meetings was to efficiently

provide a large number of students an opportunity to meet a woman scientist'
,

,role model and to shOw.them examples of women in a variety of science careers.

The field representative began the meeting by distributing coPies of

Careers in Science and Technology.: More Woisen Needed, a pamphlet developed.to

emphasize some of the major messages of the Visiting Women Scientists Program.

She then proceeded with a prepared introduction which included the following

. points: (1) most women work; (2) without proper planning woilien may have to

stay in low-paying, unskilled jobs; (3) 6iere are manfopportunO.ties for women

in the sciences; and (4) while you do not need to be a genius t succeed in a -

science career, you do need to take the necessary prerequisites (An outline
1

of the Field Representative's Introductory Remarks is included in Appendix D.)

As part of the 15-minute introduction the field representative showed a

series of slides of women scientists representing a diversity df science

fields, types of'employment, ages, life styles, and race or ethhic back-,

grounds. These slides were used to illustrate a number of points\including:

women scientists work on many kinds of tasks in a variety of settings, scien-

tists are often involVed in finding solutions to important 'societal\problems,

and women scientists have combined successful careercs with personal lives in a

number of different ways.

The woman scientist was then introduced, and she usually took about 15-20

minutes for her presentation. There was a great deal of variation in these

presentations, depending upon the area of science and the personality of the

particular woman. During the 1978 pilot program, it was clear that women

scientists who brought "hands on" demonstrations or slide presentations were

generally more successful in gaining student attention than visitors without

demonstrations. Therefore, the initial letter to participating women scien-



tists gave examples c(f' successful.demonstrations from the pilot program and

urged them to prepare illustrative demonstratiohs. The field representatives

were also encoUraged to indicate in their conversations with women scientists

that 4 demonstration of their work would4be highli desirable. Ai aiesuit,

women scientists' prepared more demonstrations for ihe 1978-79 program than

they had for the 1978 pilot program.

Many women scientists prepared demonstrations related tO Oeir jobs. For

example, a physical scientist brought claser and optical fiber to illustrate

,the technological advantages of lasers in telephone ind telegraph communicution.

An engineer gave four simple demonstrations to illustrate that basic scientific

principles are not difficult to understand. She demonstrated fluidization of

a solid, a functioning solar cell, the process for an oil spill clean-up, and

(displacement of air and water. In addition, she brought her-hard hat, safety

glasses and gloves, allowing the girls to try them on as an "icebreaking"

technique. An anthropologist portrayed the various specializations in her ,

field by bringing artifacts (to illustrate irchaeology); .skulls (physical

anthropology), turkish coffee maker (cultural anthropology), and examples of

language texts (linguistics).

.As additional examples, some students were shown slides of pollution

sites, fossil research in the field, and insects as seen through an electron

microscope, while some saw demonstrations of-luminescence, fluorescence and

phosphorescence. Other students saw a demonstration of a "talking" computer,

samples of processed food used by NASA in space flights, and pictures of the

inside of,a nuclear power plant. Some women included slides of themselves at

home with their families and friends or enjoying their recreational activities.

In addition, the women scientists told the students about their education,

training and personal backgrounds. Many related how they happened to choose a

scientific career; some had aspired to such careers from an early age while

others seemingly stumbled into them or made later career decisions. Some

talked about the problems associated with combining a career in science with a

family and the ways in which they resolved these problems.

After'the woman scientist had completed her presentation, the field

representative usually informed the students of sources for seeking additional

information about science careers and the importance of early planning for a

career. (The following sources were described: Occupational Outlook Handbook,

Thinking About A Career in Science and TechnologyzA2:gin Woman's Choice
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I.Can Be Anything: Careers and Colleges for YOung Women, and resource packet

materials.)

2. Follow-Up Meetings

In 77 percent of schools in which a large group meeting.was

condunted there wai at least one follow-up meeting of approximately 30 femiles,

.who had attended a large group Meeting. In nearly 30'percent of the schoóli,
A

two or more follow-up meetings were conducted.

The objective of the follow-up .meetings was to make informal sessions'',

available to ninth and/or tenth grade females who had attended the large group

meeting and who were 'particularly interested in exploring science career

possibilities. Some participants in the foilow-up meetings were chosen by

school staff members based upon demonstrated interest and ability in science

and mathematics; others were self-selected, using procedures developed by the
.

contact person. The major purposes of the follow-up meetings were (a) to

establish and reinforce the notion that women can be interested and successful

in science careers, and (b) to provide specific information in response to.

scudents' questions.
Ce

The field representative established an.atmosphere of informality. 'She

usually gave a brief oirerview of the major points from the large group meet-

ing, and she often distributed and conducted one of the program learning

activities developed specificalli for the 1978-79 program (see Chapter IV).

The field representative generally used about 15-20 minutes and then

turned the program over to the woman slientist for about 20 minutes. If the

woman scientist had a.demonstration other than the one used in the 'large group

meeting, she would often open her presentation with it. If not, she might

describe her job in more detail, including anecdotes oftexperiences in her

science career.

-The field representative usnally allowed approximately ten minutes for

questions directed to her and the visiting scientist. In closing, the field

representative gave each participant an opportunity to obtain a copy of

Thinking About a Career in Science and Technology: A Young Woman's Choice.

She usually described the pamphlet and encouraged the participants to utilize

this and other sources in seeking additional information about science careers.

3. Seminars

High schools ilre encouraged to schedule one or more seminars

for approximately 25 females from grades 11 and 12. Since juniors and seniors
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could not so easily redirect their I,, .school program to'include more mathe-

matics and science, school personnel were encouraged to invite or select

female students who were 'particularly interested in a science career, orjthe

were taking electives in mathematics and science. As in the follow-up meet-

, ings, the major purposes of these seminars were (a) to reinforce the notion
,

that women can be interested and successful in science careers, and (b) to

provide specific information in response to theostudents' questions.

Most schools (77 percent) arranged at least one all-female seminar, and

many schools (61 percent) arranged two or more. These seminars varied a great
,

deal in size, depending upon interest and facilities,tand some schools involved',

sophomores as well as juniors and seniors. Participation was limited in some

schools to fema es taking elective mathematics and science courses; other

schools allowed e students to decide whether or not they wanted to attend.

The field representative distributed copies of Careers in Science and

Technology: More Women Needed to all participants and then gave a brief
,

version of the structured introduction and slide presentation used for the

large group meeting. After about 15 minutes the woman scientist was intro-

duced, and she conducted the seminar for the next 26-25 minutes. If,t4e woman

scientist had prepared a demonstration or some type of slide presentation, she

often opened her presentation with%it, as in the large Croup-meetings. In

these all-female settings the women scientists were likely to add a discussion

of.the problems associated with combiningl successful career and a family,

using persOnal examples or those of a colleague.
,

The points of emphasis varied, but there were certain overriding themes

which were generally covered in each seminar: more women are entering the

traditionally male fields of science and engineering; because of new attitudes

and federal laws there are many opportunities for women in the sciences; one

does not have to be a genius to succeed pi a career in science or engineering,

but high school femalei should definitely tske electives in science and mathe-

matics in order to have the option of entering these careers later.

The field representative usually al)owed approximately ten minutes for

questions to the woman scientiit and herself. The field representatives in

the 1978 pilot program reported that the eleventh and twelfth grade femiles

often had more questioni than the younger students; bence, field represen-

tatives were urged to ensure that sufficient time was allotted for questions



during seminsrs. The field representative then gave each student the oppor-

tunity to obtain a copy of'Thinking About.A Career in Science and Technology:

A Young Woman's Choide and urged the participants to utilize available infor-

mstion sources in beginning to plan for a career, as described above for large

groups.

4. Staff Meetings

There were some operational difficulties associated with schedul-

ing and conducting the staff meetings during the 1978 pilot program; thus,

modifications were made for this activity during the 1978-79flprogram. In the

pilot program, 'the contact person had been requested to arrange a meeting

between the visiting scientists and sChool staff, including the following:.

guidance counselors; science, mathematics, and social cience teachers,

librarians, and other interested personnel. Participants often learned little

about the purposes of the Visiting' Women Scientists Program prior to the

meeting; some were unable to'attend during regular school time, and teachers

often resented the'loss of class time. In addition, the field representative

did not have an established set of guidelines or a structured presentation to

use in conducting the meeting. .

For 1978-79 the presentation by the field representative was brief and

more structured. Field representatives were also more flexible in scheduling

the meeting to make it possible for many staff members to attend, e.g., before

school, during lunch, or after school. Also, the contact person received

copies of a desciiptive memorandum for distribution to school,staff members

pq.or to the meeting.

The major purposes of the meeting were: (1) to describe the purposes of

the Visiting Women Scientists Program; (2) to describe the types of meetings

conducted and the information presented: (3) to acquaint them with the resource

packet and other reference,materials that might be of value to females; and

(4) to encourage them to be sensitive to the purposes of the program and to

reinforce the ideas after the visit.

'.- Because of operational problems associated with school schedules, a staff

meeting took place in only 97 of the 140 schools (69 percent). The staff

positions represented in the meetings are shown in Table 12. Counselors and

science teachers were represented in over three-fourths of the meetings;

mathematics teachers and librarians attended about half of the meetings; and

social science teachers were represented in about one-third of the meetings.
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Table 12

SCHOOL STAPT POSITIONS REPRESENTED IN THE
NINETY-SEVIN STAFF MEETINGS

t

Altaff Position
Number of Times One
or More Were Present Percent

Counselor 81 84'
Librarian . , , 45 46
Science Teacher 75 ,

77
Mithematics leacher .-s 51 53

. Social Science Teacher . 28 29
Principal 28 29
Vice Principal 26 27
Other .,, 34 35

\

To initate the staff meeting, the flgld representative usually introduced

herself and the woman scientist, who very briefly described.her area of science

add occupation. Participants were then asked to introduce themselves and ,

identify their teaching area or staff position. The field representative gave

a brief overview of the Visiting Women Scientists Program and reiterated the

major points of. the program to bp presented to participating students. This

part of the presentation was concluded by stating thatIhe hoped the interac-

tion among the role models and students, along with the information and mater-

ials provided by the program, would help influence the students in their

career plinning. It was emphasiied that the message for students was not to

choose'a specific career at this time, but to consider science careers and

take as many high school mathematics and science courses as possible to keep

their optIOns open. Since a one-day program cannot accomplish this by itself,

a major purpose og the staff meeting was to enlist the help of the school

staff in encouraging female student's to consider careers in the sciences. ,P(The

sample narrative for the staff meeting is in Appendix D.)'

The field representative then discussed resources for the students includ-,

ing the Occupational Outlook Handbook, I Can Be Anything: Careers and Colleges

for Young Women and the Visiting Women Scientists Program resource packet.

The resource packet materials were shown to participants and briefly desCiibed.,

The field representative referred the participants to two particularly good
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publications, I'm Madly In Love*With Electricity and Women in Science and Tech-

nolo : Careers for Today and Tomorrow. She mentioned that the packets not

only had pamphlets,about specific areas of science, but also information about

financial aid. The field representative often distributed copies of the List

of Resource Materials explaining that teachers might assist their students by

referencing a relevant publication in the packet.

Having previously determined where the contact person would place the two

resource packets provided to the school, the field representative informed the

participants of.the'locationa. Most schools decided to keep the packets in

the guidance center, counseling office, or library; some schools felt that the

office of the science department chairperson would be an appropriate place for

the packets. The field representative also.noted requests for additional

resource packets to be seint to the school.

In closing, the field representative informed school personnel of RTI's

development of the Women Scientists Roster, a roster prepared at the sug-

gestion of educators'who participated in staff meetings during the 1978 pilot

program. Finally, the teachers were urged once again to reinforce the Visit-

ing Women Scientists Program efforts by encouraging their female students to

take,the necessary mathematics and science courses to ensure the option of

pursuing a science-oriented career.

When it was possible, field representatives provided some time for ques-

tions and discussion. The staff meetings often sparked meaningful discussion

among teachers, counselors, and the visitors. Many teachers were keenly aware

of the importance of career education in the high school years and showed a

desire to learn about career opportunities.

B. Meetings Conducted

The types of meetings scheduled in schools during the 1978-79 Visiting

Women Scientists Program varied to accommodate specific school schedules and

preferences. Table 13 on the following page shows the frequency of the var-

ious types of meetings across schools. More than 24,000 individual students

were seen in the three formal meetings: 16,334 in large groups (13,189 of

whoM were ninth or tenth grade females), and 7,867 in seminars. In addition,

4,608 of these students attended follow-up meetings after attendance at a

large group meeting.
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/able 13

PARTICIPATION IN LUGS GROW
FOLLOW.UP MRITINGS AND MIN

. ' . .

INGS,_.

Nuiber.of Schools
Schools With
At Least One

Type, of With Lich Number Meeting of
Meeting of Meetings of lath Type - Each Type

, 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7

Large Groui 83 .22 4 0 1 1 0 111

Follow-up 45 17 12 6 4 1 0 85

Seminar 23 35 19 17 4 8 2

TOTAL

.108

140

Total Number of
Total umber Students Seen Average Number
of Me tings In Bach Type of Students
of la, h Type .of Meeting Per Meeting

50 16,334 109

,165 4,608 28

300 7 867 26

615 24,2011 40

1 Does not include 201 students seen in 11 other'types Of meetings.

4 6
4 5



At least one large group presentation was conducted in 111 schools. In

all, there were 150 large group meetings with an average attendance of 109

students per meeting. There was a total of 165 followup meetings in the 85

schools which scheduled them, with an average of 28 stulents per meeting.

.There were 300 seminars in 108 schools, with an average of 26 students per

session.

Including all schools, there was an average of more than four meetings

with students per day (615 meetings in 140 schools). Adding.the 97 staff

meetings to the total, the average number of meetings per day was over five

(712 in 140 schools). (These figures do not include informal contacts with

individual students, principals, and contact persons.)

Table 14 shows the combination of seminarss large group meetings, and

follow-up meetings conducted in schoOls. All three types of meetings were

scheduled in 56 schools. Seven of the schools which scheduled multiple large

group meetings had both follow-up meetings and seminars; and three schools

with multiple large groups had neither follow-up meetings nor seminars.

Table 14

COMBINATIONS, OF SEMINARS, LARGE GROUP
MEETINGS AND FOLLOW-UP MEETINGS

No
Large Groups

One Two or More
Large Group Large Groups Total

No Follow-ups, One or
More Seminars 29 16 7 52

No Seminars, One or
More Follow-ups 0 18 11 29

One or More Seminars, One
or More Follow-ups 0 49 7 56

No Follow-ups,
No Seminars 0 0 3 3

TOTAL 29 83 28 140



VII. THE wows SCIENTISTS ROSTER AND THE

MANUAL ON PROGRAM OPERATIONS

A. The Women Scientists Roster

A roster of approximately 600 women s entists interested in visiting

high schools was developed for the 1978 pi.ot Visiting Women Scientists Pro-

gram. Names of women scientists for the oster were' obtained by mailing in-

formation about the program to:

(1) samples from lists of women on available rosters professional
science organizations wuch as the American Astronomical Society
and the American Statistical Association;

(2) women recommended by people in various disciplines and organiza-
tions such as the American Chemical Society's Women Chemists
Committee;

(3) women scientists portrayed in various articles, pamphlets,
etc., such as Space for Women and I'm Madly in Love with
Electricity;

(4) women included on registration lists of the national conventions of
the Society of Women Engineers and the Engineering Foundation; and

(5) respondents who requested more information after reading an
aunouncement of the program placed in various newsletters,
such as The NSF Bulletin and The Association for Women in Science
Newsletter.

As a result of suggestions from school personnel and women scientists who

participated in the pilot program, it was determined that a national Women

Scientists Roster,would be developed for the use of schools, districts, and

organizations interested in conducting similar programs. This roster includes

approximately 1,300 women scientists who are interested in encouraging females

to consider science careers. It includes women from the 50 states, Canada,

Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia. Represented are women from all

areas of science'and a variety of educational, employment, and race or ethnic

background categories.

The roster was developed by contacting nearly 900 women who had expressed

interest in participating in the pilot program. Then, during the fall of 1978

and spring of 1979 the roster's development was announced in the NSF Bulletin

and other professional publications. Women interested in.being on the roster

were asked to return information to RTI.
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The Women Scientists Roster consists of two lists. One is ordered alpha-
,

betically by.last Lame and contains all available information about each

woman: name, mailing address, phone number, generdivirea,of science, specific

science field, higfiest degree, 1978 employment, and rice or ethnic background.

The second list is ordered alphabetically by state, numerically by zip code, -

then alphabetically by last name. This list also shows the city, general area

of science, and race or ethnic background of each woman.

The following tables show the composition of the roster. See Appendix G

for the formats of the lists, the Roster Form, and the announcementeof the

roster's dowelopment.

Table 15

WOMEN SCIENTISTS ROSTER--
AREA OF SCIENCE

Number Percent

Biological Science 351 27
Physical Science 419 33
Engineering 196 15

Mathematics 135 11

Social Science 180 14

Unknown 5 <1
Total TUZ

Table 16

WOMEN SCIENTISTS ROSTER--
HIGHEST DEGREE OBTAINED

Bachelor's Degree
Master's Degree
Doctorate
Other

Total

Number

215
758

305
8

IT/83

Percent

17

59
24
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Table 17

WOMEN SCIENTISTS RO TER--
RACE OR ETHNIC BAC GROUND-

0

Numr .Percent~710
American Indian or Alaskan Native /5 e <1

Asian or Pacific Islander 3

Black /64 5

Hispanic / 16 1

White 848 66

Unknown" 320 25
Total Tin

Table 18

WOMEN SCIENTISTS ROSTER--
TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT

...... ^

a

Number
-

Percent

Academic 746 58
Non-Profit Organization 74 6

Profit-Making Organization 321 25

Government 136 11

Unknown 9 1

Total Tigg

The roster will be available through the National Science Teachers' Associa-

tion at 1742 C9nnecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009. A copy of the

roster will be mailed to each of the 250 schdols which participated in the

Visiting Women Scientists Program as well as to state science, mathematics and

social science supervisors in the 50 states.

B. The Manual on Program Operations

Through the.pilot and 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Programs, RTI

gained considerable knowledge about planning and implementing school visits by

women scientists to junior high and high schools for the purpose of encourag-

ing female students to consider careers in science and technolOgy. RTI is

also aware that a number of other organizations across the country including
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uniVersity-based groups, school districts, and professional societies have

shown interest in conducting similar programs. The manual on program opera-

tions describes in detail the materials and procedures used in conducting the

Visiting Women Scientists Program. Steps which can be taken to avoid poten-

tial prriblems are emphasized, and there is a discusiion of procedures and

materials which were discontinued or revised because they proved to be in-
4,

effective or problematical. The manual was designed to Share the experience

gained through two years of the Visiting Women Scientists Program with others

who may wish to design or conduct similar programs in yhich woman scientist

role models contact female students.

RTI will send a copy of the manual to the 450 schools which participated

in the Visiting Women Scientists Program and to state science, mathematics and

social science supervisors in the 50 states. RTI will also submit the Manual

oh Program Operations to the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) and

the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC).
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VIII! DATA COLLECTION

A number of forms were used to gather information about the 1978-79

Visiting Women Scientists Program from students, school personnel, womea

scientists, and field xepresentatives. The foris and procedures used to

collect these data are described in this chapter. The results of the program

are described in Chapter IX: .

A. Schools Visited in 1978-79 1

Principals at selected junior high schools in Minnesota and Pennsylvania

and high schools in Califoraa, Minnesota and Pennsylvania were sent an intro-

ductory letter and a Principal Form (see Appendix B) to return to RTI if

interested in participation. A visit was then scheduled with each interested

school according to dates suggested on that form. Prior to the visit, the

contact person received an explanatory letter and materials and was asked to

complete and-return a Schooi Information Form which determined the following:

the number of copies of a memorandum to.be sent far distribution to school

staff; problems with the scheduled visit date; and school characeristics such

as enrollment, location, and minority breakdown.

At the time of the visit, the contact person at each school was given a

Record of Visit form to return i6 RTI. This form asked about the time spent

in making arrangements for the visit, the performance of the field represen-

tative, and any problems encountered. A month after each visit, a Follow-Up

Questionnaire was sent to the contact person in each school. It asked about

the value of the Visiting Women Scientists Program, the use of the resource

packet, ordering of other materials, any evidence of the program's impact, and

whether the school would be,interested in participating again. A postage-paid

envelope was provided for the return of each of these forms. The contact'

person materials are included in Appendix 6
A reminder note, with additionallorms and another postage-paid envelope,

was mailed to schools which did not return their original forms. During the

last month of the school year, schools were called (several calls were often

necessary) to attempt to obtain the needed information from forms not yet

received by RTI.

School Contact Person Record of Visit forms were completed by all but six

of the 140 schools visited (96 percent response rate), and the Follow-Up
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Questionnaires used to.evaluate the impact of tile program were obtained from

108 of the 140 schools (77 percont). information about school characteristics

'was obtained from School.Infotmation Forms for 133 of the 140 schools (95 per-

cent).

B. Students

in seminars and follow-ups to the largejgroups, field representatives

e requested that.each student complete a Student Form (see Appendix D). The

students were .to indicate their grade and sex, their rating of the Visiting

.Women Scientists Program, the program's value to them in various ways, and the-

parts of-the progrim they liked best. The questionnaires were collected by

the field repreientative at the end of the aession and returned to RTI.

Completed questionnaires were received from 10,710. students.9

C. Field Representatives

Each of the four field representatives9 was responsible for documenting

her school visits. For each meeting with students, the field'representative

completed a Meeting Activity Record describing that meeting. In addition, she

completed a Visit Record for each school, which prOvided the following: the,

number and type of personnel attending the staff meeting, the location of the

resource packets, the types of meetings held, the .number of students attending,

and any problems experienced during the visit. The Field Representative Visit

Recordl and Meeting Activity Records were returned to RTI along with the ,

student questionnaires following each week of visits.

Field Representative Evaluation Forms were sent to the field representa-

tives at the program's completion. On these forms the field representatives

summarized their ideas about various aspects of the program including the

field trial visits, the forms used and procedures employed, the activities

conducted, the effectiveness of particular types of meetings, problems en-

countered in conducting and scheduling visits, the roles of women scientists,

and their role as field representative. All field representative materials

are included in Appendix D.

D. Women Scientists

Each woman scientist filled out an application form which asked about her

area of science, educational background, employment, and race,or ethnic back-

ground.



A Woman Scientist Record of Visit and a postage-paid envelope were included

With'materials sent to the:women scientists prior to, iheir visits. This form,

to be completed after the school visits, asked about/the amount of preparation

time, the ddmonstration that they prepared for their visits, theik pefteption

of the field representative, their interest in future participation, and any

suggestions they might haie for improving the program. Woman scientist mater-

ials can be found in Appendix E.

E. Site Visits

In addition to maintaining close telpphoni: contact with the field repre-

sentatives, ATI staff attended several visita of each field repcesentative.

The purposes of these site visits were (11 to monitor the performance of the .

field representatives, and (2) to evaluate field procedures and wake revisions

as igcessary.

ATI staff observed visiti to 21 schools, and the NSF project officer

accompanied the central Staff on two of these visits. Two North Carolina

schools were visited by ATI staff during the field,representative training

session. Four other North Carolina visits were observed during November and

December, and fifteen visits were observed in California, Minnesota, and Penn-

sylvania during the period January threugh May.

F. 1978 Pilot Program Follow-Up

Schools which were-visited. inIthe 1978 pilot Visiting Women Scientists

Program were recontacted early in 1979 to determine rif there was any evidence

of the program's impact approximately one year after the visi.t4(for control

schools, one year, after refeiving the resource packet aud_postCards). A brief

questionaaire was used to determine the following: if the number of females

seeking information about science careers had increased; if the resource

packet had been used; if a larger number of females ,were enrolled in elective

science and mathematics courses; and for visited schools, Whether they would

be interested in participating in the Visiting Women Scientists Program if it

again became available in their area. The 1978 pilot program follow-up ques-

tionnaires are included in Appendix H.

Completed questionnaires were obtained from 75 percent of visited and

63 percent of control schools. %hough telephone follow-up was made to each

school, school staff members at several schools indicated that they did not

know this specific information, while others said they were not at the school

the previous year and knew nothing of the program.
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Ir. EVALUATION Of THI VISITING WOW. b.

SCIENTIST'S PROGRAM

OP

A. Introduction

While An important purpose of the,Visiting Women Scientists Programwas

to provide information about women in science careers, it wad clear that one,

or twe sessions with a woman'scientist could provide students with only-a

limited *grunt of information about science dareers. Consequently, encour-

aging high school females to seek a4ditional information and assisting,them in

their search became major goals of the, pilot program. Experimental-control

group comparisons were used to measure these goals in the 1978 pilot program,
0

and the evaXuation showed that the Visiting Women Scientists Program was

successful in encouraging tenth grade females to seek additional information

about women in science careers and encouraging the use of the resource packets

provided to the schools.

There was no experimental-control group design fOr the 1978-79 Program,

but various data.Were Collected from those who paiticipated. This chapter

examines the effectiveness of the 1978-79 program by investigating data pro-

vided by 'students, women scientists and school contact persons.about, the

value of the program.

B. Female Students Seeking Information, lfse of 'he Resource Packets, and

Other Evidence of Impact
0

Approximately one Month after the visit, the.contact person at each

school was asked to complete a brief questionnaire about the impact of the

Visiting Women Scientists irogram and the use of the resource packets. This

questionnaire is included in Appendix C.

Fifty-nine percent of schools indicated that more than the usual number

of female students had sought information about science careers; 41 percent

indicated that the number of females seeking science career information was

about the same as usual.

Contact persons were also asked if the resource packets had been used by

each of a number of types of people, as listed in Table 19. Eighty-one percent

of the schools reported that the resource packets had been used by at least

one of these groups; eight percent indicated they had not been used, and an
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additionii eleyen ;accent indi,cated that they did not know., if, they had bee*

used.

Use of the resource packets by particular categories of people is sho

in Table 19. A majority of the schools (77 percent) indicated that some

students had used the resource packets. Some counselors had used the rssourci

packets in 57 percent of the schools, and some teachers had used them in 51

percent 'of the schools.. Very few of the schools reported thit any administra-\

tors had used the resource Packets.

Table 19

USE OF THE RESOURCE PACIETS

Percent of School.. in Which tbe
Resource Packets Were Used by:

Students 77

Teachers 51

Counselors 57
Lfbrarians 22
Administrators 6

Others 6

Although most schools had used the resource packets, relatively few of

them had ordered any of the materials listed in the resource packets or the .

List of Resource Materials. Only 17 percent of the schools indicated that

they had already ordered materials, but another 50 percent indicated they had

plans to order materials.

Contact persons were asked to describl any evidence of the impact of the

Visiting Women Scientists Program on students, teachers, counselors, or others.

Many contact persons suggested that a great deal of enthusiasm was generated

by the visitors. Several mentioned that there had been an increase in the

number of females signing up for higher level science courses. Also, the

resource materials were very well received. One contact person wrote:

"There was a great appreciation of the availability of the materials,
resources, and ... speakers from both studenei and faculty. Certainly
there was greater awareness of the possibility of a career in science
among the students."
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The idea of increased student awareness about science careers was men-

tioned by a number of schoela. In soli, Clubs were being 'started forirnmen in

science or ngineering; others had written'articles in their school newspaPer

or male displays for appropriate bulletin boards.

Another very important impact mentioned was increased teacher *Wareness.

Some schools reported that.teachers were conducting lessons in career guidance,

and others suggested°that their faculty had been made "... more aware of oppor-

tunities for women." Also suggested was the opening of communication channels

between students, teachers, and counselors. One comment from a junior high

school seflects many schools' attitudes.

4

"This was the most encouraging program our girls have ever experienced.
It opened their minds to career opportunities they generally felt inade-
quate about considering."

C. Student Evaluations of the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program

Students who participated in seminars or follow-up meetings were asked to

cv.lplete a brief evaluation questionnaire; a cOpy.of this questionnaire.is

included in Appendix D. Student evaluation of the program as a whole, as well

aetheir reactions to particular aspects of the vi,its, are presented below.

Table 20 shows the students' responses to the question "How would you'

rate this Visiting Women Scientists Program overall?" broken down rby SOK and

grade." The Viiits were generally well-received, with 92 percent Of students

rating the program.either excellent or good; less than one percent considered

the program poor. NOt surprisingly, a larger percentage of females than males

considered the program excellent (38 and 33 percent, respectively).. For

females, the percent of students rating their meeting excellent tended to

increase with grade range. Thirty-four percent of ninth graders rated the

program excellent compared to 39 percent of tenth graders, 40 percent of those

in eleventh grade and 43 percent of twelfth graders. However, it should be

noted that many of the participating juniors and seniors had been chosen

specifically for their demonstrated interest in science, ind this undoubtedly

affected the ratings.

The 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program was conducted by four

different field representatives and 51 different women scientists; and student '

ratings varied to some extent according to which visitors they observed.
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Table 20
STUDENT RATINGS BY SEX AND GRADE1,

Female

sakles
Percent of Students Prcitramitatinuthe

Number of
Students2 Excellent Good Fair Poor

p

'v. :,:Gride 7 115 33 58 9 0

Grade 8 -265 33 52 13 2
Grade 9 2,784 34 56 9 1

Grade 10 2,647 39 . 53 8 0

Grade 11 2,788 040 54 5 0

Grade 12 1,779 43 52 5 0

Total Females 10,378 38 54 7 0

Male
-Made 7

.

Grade 8
1
-

,

.

-

-
-

. .

-
-
-

Grade 9 24 :, 38 46 17 0

2 Grade 10 87 38 49 . 11 1
. Grade 11 52 35 52 13 0

Grade 12 63 22 63 . 14 0

Total Males 227 33 53 13 1

Total Students 10,6453 38 54 7 0

1 Does not Include 13 females and 6 males who filled out forms but
did.not rate the program,.25 females who did not indicate grade, and
three 'females and one,male who did not indicate rating or grade.

2 Does not include 12 students who filled out forms but did not
indicate their sex, and five students who did not indicate sex, and
rating or grade.

3 Totals include students who did not indicate their sex or grade,
but do not include 145 students who filled out forms but did not rate
the program. Also, forms from three Philadelphia schools were hit in
the mail. ,

Table 21 shows student ratings of the program broken down by field represen-

tative. While^there is some variation in the ratings, the vast majority of

the students visited by each field representative rated the program either

excellent or good (90 to 97 percent).

There was no discernible pattern of program ratings based on the charac-

teristics of the women scientists who participated in the program. When

analyzed separately for each of the 51 women scientists, the percent of stu-

dents rating the program excellent varied considerably, from 9 percent to
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Table 21

STUDENT RATINGS BY FIELD REPRESENTATIVE1

Percent of Students

N
Rating the Program

umber of
Field Representative . Students

1 3,197 .

2 , 3,125_
3 3,454

'I

4 869

Excellent . Good Fair Poor

38 53 8 0

43 . 51 6 0

31, 59 9 1

50 47 3 0

!-1 Does not include 145 students who filled out forms but did not rate
the program.'

73 percent; and the percent rating the program either excellent or good varied

from 73 to 100 percent, with the majority falling.in the 90 to 100 percent

range. However, the group of scientists with the highest ratings and the

group with the lowest ratings each included women from a variety of science

areas, types of employment, ages, and degree levels.

As discussed earlier, the yisiting Women Scientists Program included

three basic types of meetings: large group meetings,lollow-up meetings; and

seminars. Table 22 shows that students'whd attended follow-up meetings were a

little more likely to rate the program excellent than were those who attended-

seminars, but the percent rating those meetings\excellent or good was the same

(92 percent).

While students in large group meetings were generally not asked to complete

questionnaires,- the field representatives and RTI site visitors felt that the

large group was the least effective type of meeting. However, the more highly

structured presentations used in the 1978-79 program generally increased their

effectiveness, according to those involved in both programs.

In addition to rating the Visiting Women Scientists Program as excellent,

good, fair, or poor, students were asked to indicate the parts of the program

they particularly liked. Table 23 shows that the students rated "learning

about careers for women in science" most highly, as 65 percent liked that part

of the program very much and 32 percent liked it somewhat. However, the woman
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scientists' talks were also very highly rated, and all aspects of the program

were well received. 9 ,

0

Table 22 ,

STUDENT'RATINGS BY TYPE OF MESTING1

Number

Percent of Students
Rating the Program

Type of Meetink of Students Eicellent Good Fair

Follow-Up 3,997 41 - 51 8

Seminar 6,157 37 55 7

1 Does not include 145 students who filled out forms but did not
rate the program.

Table 23

PARTS OF THE PROGRAM STUDENTS
PARTICULARLY LIKED

Percent of Students'

Liked
Did Not Liked Very Did Not
Like Somewhat Musk_ Apply Miesint

Vomen scientists' talks 3 42 52 0 3

Slides of women in various
science careers

4 49 38 4 5

'Learning about careers
for women in science

2 31 ' 62 1 3

Opportunity to have
questions answered

3 37 51 5 4

n = 10,790

Students were also asked to rate the value of certain aspects of the

program. These results . shown in Table 24. The program was rated either



aomewhat valuable or very valuable in each ofAlle five ways by at least 91
,

percent of the students. As measured by the percent of "very valuable"

responses, the Visiting Women Scientists Program was most successful in com-

mtinicating the dmportance of keeping one's options open by taking mathematics

and science in high school; there were also particularly high proportions of

IIvery valuable" ratings for encouraging students to seek further information,

and showing that women can successfully combine careers and family lives.
r.

Table 24

STUDENT RATINGS OF THE VALUE OF
ASPECTS OF THE VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM

Taught me about a number of
careers of which I hadn't

Not
Valuable

Percent of Students

Missing
Somewhat
Valuable

Very
Valuable

been aware 5 51 42 2

Showed me that women can
successfully combine
careers and family
lives. 8 43 47 2

Taught me about the
preparation needed
.for various science
careers 8 48 42 3

Showed me the importance of
keeping my options open
by taking science and
mathematics courses in
high school 7 38 53 2

Encouraged me to seek
further information
about science career
opportunities 9 41 48 2

n = 10,790
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p Interest in Future Participation in the Visiting Women Scientisti Program

Only one woman scientist who returned a Record of Visit (Appendix E)

answered "no" when asked if she would be interested in participating in the

Visiting Women Scientists Program in the future. In addition, contact persons

were asked whether they :would,be willing to act ails contact person again if

their schools decided to participate in the future (Appendix C). Contact

persons in 96 percent of the schools responded "yes," whije those in four

percent said "no." While the role of the contact person often required a

considerable expenditure of time and energy. (as discussed in,Chapter V), most

of the contact persons appear to have accepted the role well.

Approximately a month after the visit, the contact persons received the

Follow-Up Questionnaire. The purpose of this form was to evaluatc the impact

of the program; and the contact persons were asked to consult their colleagues

as necessary in order to answer the questions. When asked if the Visiting

Women Scientists Program was of value to.their,studentsOntact persons in

107 out of 108 responding schools said "yes." Contact persons were also asked

if their schools would like to participate in the future if the program were

to be continued. Ninety-eight percent of schools who returned forms indicated

that they would like to participate again.

Comparison of-the 4978 Pilot-Programand the 1978-79 Program

The 1978 pilot arid the 1978-79 'Visiting Wcxen Scientists Program were

very similar in design. The 1978-79 program was conducted in sOriewhat larger

schools in more urban aieas, and sorie:modifications were made to the program

based upon recommendations from the pilot experience, mostly in program ma-
,

terials and training the visitors for more structured presentations. As might

be expected, descriptive evaluation results were very similar in the two

years. The Visiting Women Scientists Program was well accepted by all partic-

ipants- with only minor differences in results from one year to the next.

Contact persons.were asked if their schools would like to participate if

the program were offered again; at least 90 percent of

both years answered "yes." When asked if they would

contact person again if their school participated, 95

responded answered favorably in both programs. Also,

sponded very positively to their role in both years.

those who responded in

be willing to act aA

percent of those/Who

women scientists re-

All of the women sci-



. entists who' participated in the Slot program indicated interest in partici-

pkting again, and all but one of those who returned a form in the 1978-79 ,

program expressed interest in participating again.

The field representatives were also rated quite highly as a group in both

years. During the 1978 pilot irogrem; 35 of the 40 women scientists rated

their field representative as "excellent" in a composite rating, with the

other five rating her- "good." In the 1978-79 program, ratings were made by,

categories; field representatives were rated "excellent" or "good" in every

category by at least 98 percent of the women scientists who returned forms.

Similar ratings yere made by school contact persons. In the 1978 pilot

program, 97 percent of them rated the 'field representatives "excellent' or

"good" in the composite rating, and in4978-79 at least 96 percent rated the_

field representatives "excellent" or "good" in each category: Finally, field

representatives were rated somewhat more highly by students in 1978-79.

During the pilot program the-percent of students rating each field repre-

sentative excellent ranged from 21 to 40 percent, while the range was 31 to 50

percent' during the 1978-79 program.

The 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program was rated excellent more

often by students than in the 1978 pilot progrmn'(37 percent compared to

29 percent), and the percent of students rating the program either excellent.

or good was also larger for the 1978-79 program (91Tercent compared to 84,

percent). In both years more females than males conaidered the program ex-

cellent; those percents also improved.for the 1978-79 program. (37 percent of

females and 32 percent of males compared to 31 and 21 percent for the pilot

program.)11

The class meetings with both males and females were not conducted during

the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program, but'seminars were rated about

the same in each year of the program. The new follow-up meetings for the

1978-79 program were rated very well, better than either classes or seminars

in the pilot program.

Comparing responses for the two years of the program, students indicated

that several specific aspects of the program were more valuable in the 1978-79

prOgram than in the pilot program. Responses in 1978-79 ranged from 53 per-

cent considering the program to be very valuable in communica,ting the impor-

tance of keeping one's options open to 42 percent indicating that it was very



valuable in teaching them about a number of careers. Comparable percents for

those two questions in the pilot program were 47 and 34 Percent. The largest

difference in percents occurred in the question about showing the students

that women can successfully combine careers and family lives; in 1978-79,

47 percent considered that a very valuable part of the program compared to

only 32 percent of students in the pilot program.

Overall comparative ratings showed a small increase from the pilot program

to the 1978-79 program. This prvbably can be attributed to modifications made

from recommendations of participants in the pilot effort. , Most of these

modifications involved one of the following: revised program materials; more

highly structured presentations using ideas to which the students were most

responsive; and improved training and orientation of field representatives and

women scientists.

F. Pilot Program Follow-Up

During the 1978-79 program, schools which were part of the 1978 pilot

Visiting Women Scientists Program received follow-up questionnaires to obtain

some data relating to the program's impact approximately one year after the

visit.- The questionnaires (included in Appendix H)ask about: females seeking

information about careers; use of the Occupational Outlook Handbook; any

increase in the number. of females taking elective mathematics and science

courses; use of the resource packet; and interest in future participation.

This section presents results from school staff in experimental schools

which were visited and control schools, which received the resource packets

but were not visited-during the 1978 pilot program. Questionnaires were

received from 59 of 75 experimental schools for a response rate of 79 percent,

and from 25 of 40 control schools for a response rate of 63 percent.

None of the differences in results between experimental and control

schools were statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence. Because

the results are based on very small samples, the sampling errors associated

with statistical estimates are quite large and only very large differences

between groups would be statistically significant. In the paragraphs below

the control group results are presented in parentheses with the appropriate

results from experimental schools.
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When asked about the number of females seeking information about science

careers from guidance counselors since the visit, 49 percent of the experimen-

tal schools responded there were more than the usual number for a similar

period of time, while another 49 percont said it was.about the same (32 percent

and 60 percent.respectively in control schools). In those schools having a,

copy of the Occupational Outlook Handbook 34 percent of 'respondents said more

than the usual number of female students used it; in 64 percent usage was
,

"about the same" (29 and 71 percent respectively in control schools)'.

Respondents were also asked about the number of female students enrolling

in elective mathematics courses since the program.° Thirty-four percent respond-

ed "more than the usual number;" 63 percent responded "about the usual number;"

and 3 percent did not respond (16 percent "more" and 84 percent "about the

usual" -for control schools). In response to the same question about elective

science courses, 34 percent said that more than the usual number were enrolling

and 64 percent.said it was about the same (36 and 64 percent in control schools).

When asked if the resource packets had been used, 78 percent said they

had been, and 3 percent said they had not, with 19 percent saying'they did not

know (72, 8, and 20 percent in control schools). In terms of use by particu-

lar types of school people, results in experimental schools were similar to

those found during both the pilot and 1978-79 programs: students used the

resource packets in 64.percent of the schools; counselors and teachers each

used,them in over 45 percent of the schools; and librarians, administrators

and others used them much less frequently. Fourteen percent of respondents

said that some films or other materials listed in the List of Resource Mater-

ials had been ordered; while 51 percent said none had been ordered, 32 percent

said they did not know, and 3 percent did not respond (16, 56, 28, and 0

percent respectively in control schools).

Finally, respondents in experimental schools were asked whether their

schools would like to Participate in the Visiting Women Scientists Program if

it again became available in their area. Eighty-eight percent said they

would; six percent said they would not; and six percent did not respond.

G,5
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FOOTNOTES

"The Development of a Visiting Women Scientists Program for Secondary Schools:
Phase I Final Report." National Science Foundation, Washington, D.C., October
1977.

2
"Tbm Visiting Women Scientists Pilot Program, 1918,/ Final Report" Iris R.

Maas, Carol Place, and Larry E. Conaway, Nationat Science Foundation, Wash-
ington, D.C.1 August 1978. The pilot. report is aiailable from the National
Technical Iniormation Service (NTIS), U.S. Departslent of Commerce, Spring-
field, Virginia 22161. The access number for the full technical report is
PB286372/AS ($9.00), and the Highlights Report is TB286373/AS ($4.00). The
pilot report has also bein submitted to the Educational Resources Information
Center (ERIC).

3

These materials are not copyrighted and may be reproduced as needed. It is
requested that the source be acknowledged as follows: "Prepared by the Center
for Educational Research and Evaluation, Research Triangle Institute, 44 part
of the National Science Foundation-supported Visiting Women Scientists Program."

4
This booklet had been mailed to students in the pilot program who returned a
postcard requesting additional information. Since postcards were not used in
the 1978-79 program, the remaining copies of the booklet were sent to the
schools for distribution to interested students. It is published by American
College Testing Publications, Iowa City, Iowa.

I'm Madly in Love with Electriaty, Lawrence Hall of Science, University of
California, Berkeley, California.

6

Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1978-79 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Washington, DC.

7

I Can Be Anything--Careers and Colleges for Young Women 1978 (Mitchell)
College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton, New Jersey.

The forms from three schools in Pennsylvania were lost in the mail and were
therefore not included.

9

Three Iield representatives were employed in California, Minnesota, and
Pennsylvania and an RTI staff member, who had been.a field representative
during the pilot program, was the field representative in North Carolina.

10
Although the plan for 1978-79 was to have only females at meetings, ,a few

schools included some males.

11
Nonrespondents are included in total students when calculating these percents.
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RESEARCH TRIA'NGLE INSTITUTE
POSY OPPICR. 1901t, ;2194
RIVISARCH ;TRIANDLI PARK,' NORTH CA R.OLIN A 277,9

COMO FOR SOUCATIONAL RIISSARCH AND RVALURTION

0

September 26, 1978

Secretary of Education
, 'Pennsylvania Department of Education

.

Harrisburg, PA 17216 ,

4Dear.

, Last year a number of Pennsylvania schools participated in the
National Science Foundation's pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program ,

which was conducted by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI). The pilot,
progiam was quite successful, and as a result NSF has contracted with'
RTI to tonduct the program during the 1978-72 school reit. / am encloaing
a biochure which destribes the plans for this program. We have discussed
the purposes and procedures of the program Oith the CEIS Data Acquisition
Subcommittee; a copy of the SubcommittsescDocument of Detail Study and .

Recommendation is attached.

Fofreasons of cost-effectiveness, we would like to
schedule a total of 45 visits in the Philadelphia area for the period
January-May, 1919. Our plan would be to first arrange visits'to interested
fhiladelphia schools and then fill in the schedule with other schools
within a 100-mile radius of Philadelphia. If you have any questions or
concerns please call me (collect 919-541-6317).

IRW:cr
Enclosures

(19) 1419000 FROM
.t

RALEIGH,

Sincerely,

Jeta44,..va.k
Dr. Iris R. Weiss

Visiting Women Scientists Proglam

DURHAM AND CHAPILL. HILL



RESEARCH TRIA'NG.LE INSTITUTE
posT orroes sox Isis.
WISE AIR ON TRIANGLE PAWN, NORTH CR 004.IPIR 1111511

CENTER POW 1101JCATIONAU IssANCH RHO EVALUATION

Desk Superintendent:

March 8, 1979

(4.

The National Science Foundation is supporting a Visiting Women
Scientists Program to be conducted by the Research Triangle Ihstitute.
The program is designed to endbaage high school females to consider
careers in science, Ancluding biological science, physical science,
engineering, mathematics and social science. Visits will be conducted
in approximately 45 Philadelphia area schools January-May, 1979; 45
schools in each of two other areas of the United States will also be
visited. A brochure describing the program has been.enclosed along with
the letter which would be sent to principals.

We..would like to offer the opportunity to participate in this
program to high schools in your district. The purpoge of this letter is
to obtain your permission to contact the schools. If you have no objic-

'tions to our contacting high scshoolsein your district, would you please
fill out the enclosed form and return it to RTI in the postage-paid
envelope provided as soon as possible.

Thank you for your assistance and cooperation. Feel free to call
me collect (919-541-6318) if you have any .questions.

CP:cr
Enclosures

1515/ 414000

6.9

PROM RALEIGH,

Sincerely,

03.,42,04
Carol Place
Project Director

Visiting Women Scientists Program

GI,/ RH AM A ND C HA PCL H ILL



District:

You have
interest

VISITINGrWOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM

SUPERINTEND= FORM

my permission to
in participating

Signed by:

Title:

Date:

contact schools in our district to determine their
in the Visiting Women Scientists Promm.

If there are particular schools youirould like us to
complete the following:

1: School:

Address:

contact please

Grads Range:

S.

Principal:

School:

Address:

Phone #:

Grade Range:

Principal: Phone #:

3. School

Address:

Grade Range:

Principal: Phone #:



) VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM
SUPPORTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE.FOUNDATION

From January through May of 1979, women scientUts will visit with.
female students in approximately 145 junior and senior high schools in
the United States for the National Science Foundation-supported Visiting
Women Scientists Program.

The Visiting Women Scientists Program is an attempt to increase the
participation of females in careers in mathematics, engineering, physical,
biological and social science. In* additionto giving female students an
opportunity to meet and-interact with woman Acientist role models, the
program provides information about career opportunities an&presents
examples of women scientists mho successfully combine their science
career and personal life.

A pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program, also supported by the
National Science Foundation, was conducted in 1978 by the Center for
Educational Research and Evaluatiou of the Research Triangle Institute
(RTI) in North Carolina. The visits to 110 United States high schools
in the pilot program were very wall received by students and staff, and
evaluation results indicate that they were successful in encouraging
female students to seek further information about science careers.

In-1979, about 45 schools will be visited in each of three major
metropolitan.areas: Los Angeles, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Philadelphia.
Typically, an RTI representative and a woman scientist from the local
area will spend one day at a school. In addition to making presintations
to groups of ninth and tenth grade female students, the visitors w
conduct seminars for eleventh and twelfth grade females who a1reaf have
an interest in science. They will also meet with teachers, counselors
and administrators to encourage them to provide support to women who,are
considering science careers.

For more information, please contact:

MX. Carol Place, Project Director
Visiting Women Scienpists Program
Research Triangle Inxtitute
.P. O. Box 12194
Research Triangle Park, N. C. 27709

7 1
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RESEARCH. TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
PO ST OP /ICS PDX 1 /I 1 4

R PSI AR CH TR SANG LS PARK. NOR TH CA R 0 LIN A II 7 7 0

MINTIER /OR SOU C AT IO NAL R USA RCN ANO IVA LLI AT N

Dear Principal:

The National Science Foundation (NSF) is supporting a Visiting Women
Scientists Program to encourage high school girls to consider pursuing
careers in science (including social science, mathematics, and engineering
as well as biological and physical.science). The program will be conducted
by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI) during January through May, 1979
in Philadelphia and in.two other areas of the United States. The purpose
of this letter is to determine if your school wishes to participate in this
program.

The enclosed brochure describes the Visiting Women Scientists Program
in some detail. Visits will include (1) at least one large group meeting
of 9th and/or 10th grade females, (2) one or more follow-up seminars fur
interested females who attended the large group meeting, and (3) one or
more seminars for llth-and 12th grade females who.are particularly interested
in science, mathematics or social science. We would also like to schedule
a meeting with interested staff melbers to discuss-the program'and methods
for assisting students to learn more about science career opportunities.
'In addition, participating schools will receive WO Resource Packets of
scienci career materials.

If you are interested in having your school participate in the Visiting
Women Scieutists Program, please return the enclosed form to RTI in the
postage-paid envelope that has been provided as soon as possible. We will
work with the "contact person" you designate in scheduling, planning, and
conducting a visit which will be valuable to the participants without
causing undue disruption to the normal operations of your school. Brief
questionnaires will be given to some of the participants to evaluate the
program.

We feel that the Visiting Women Scientists Program will be a valuable
contribution to your ongoing career education activities and look forward
to the opportunity to provide this service to your school.

CP:cr
Enclosutil

(910) 11410000 FROM RALZIOH.

Sincerely,

Ms. Carol Place
Project Director
Visiting Women Scientists Program

1.3
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VISITING MIN SCIENTISTS MORAN

PRINCIPAL PORM

I. ilia daylong visit will be scheduled between mid-January and early
May, 1979. We will attempt to schedule the visit at a (convenient
time for you.

a. Are there periods of time (e.g., weeks or months) when you
would prefer the visit be scheduled? If so,-please indicate.

b. Are there specific dates during which school will not be in
session or a visit would be impossible? If so, please indicate.

2. Please proVide the name, title, and phone number of the person that
we should contact to discuss details of the program. This person
should be available to assist in'schediling the visit. It would
also be.helpful if he/she could accompany the_women scientists
during the day of the visit. we will contact this person within the
nazi few weeks..

Contact Person's Name:
(Include Ms., Mr., Dr., etc.)

Title or Staff Position:

Phone Number: Area Code ( )

School Name:

School Mailing Address:

Principal's Name:

THANK YOU TOR YOUR COOPERATION.

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO RTI IN THE
ENCLOSED POSTAGE-PAID ENVELOPE.

7 d
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RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
POST MICR O X 111114
RESEARCH 17 RI.ANOLS PARR, NORTH CANOI.INA S7 7111I

February 12, 1979

[Contact Pe on's
Name and res.]

Dear [Contact Person]:

Your school will be participating in the National Science Founda-
tion's Visiting Women Scientists Program to be conducted by thi Research
Triangle Institute (RTI)-ofNorth.Carolina. An RTI Fie0 Representa-
tive and:a woman scientist from your area will visit your school foro
tie entire day on [day and date of visit], and meet with female students
&ad staff. members. The purpose of the program is to encourage female
students to consider careers in science, including biological science,
physical science, mathematics, social science, and engineering.

Your principal has Aesignated you as the person to contact in
making the arrangements for the visit. Typically a visit will include
4 or 5 meetings with students and a brief meeting with some staff.
members. Each visit must include at least one seminAr of no more than
30 interested llth and 12th grade females and one large group meeting
of 9th and/or 10th grade females. These meetings are described below
and our Field Representative will work with you in planning a visitation
schedule that is appropriate for your school.

1. One or more seminars each consistin of 20-30 llth and 12th
grade female students. Teachers could desiLnate students
with particular interest or ability in science and mathematics
or students could be provided.the opportunity to decide to
attend a seminar.

2. A large-group meeting o; up to 150 9th and/or 10th grade female
students. If your school has more than 150 of these students
or if°there is no room to accommodate this many at once,
multiple large group meetings can be conducted. Since
slides will be shown at the large-group meetings (and possibly
at other meetings as well), it will be necessary for you to
provide a slide projector.

3. One or more meetin s with small groups of 9th and/or 10th grade
females who attended the large group meeting no more than 40 per
meeting). These students should be selected based on their
interest or ability in science or mathematics.

4. A brief meeting with guidance
school librarian, and as many
science teachers as possible.
personnel are interested they

(PIP) 1141-11000 PROM RALEIGH,

and/or career counselorst the
science mathematics, and social
If other district or school

are also welcome to attend.)

ff
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The purpose of the meeting will be to discuss ways to assist
female students in obtaining information about science career
opportunities. As part of this, you might like to have a librarian,
counselor, or other knowledgeable person talk briefly about the
relevant resources (such as the Occupational Outlook Handbook)
already available in the school. The visitors will then describe
the science career materials in the Resource Packets which are
being given to the school.

.
You will note that male students are ,not included in any of the

program activities. In the pilot program conducted last year we included
males in some sessions to see if we could promote the attitude among both
males and females that science and technology careers are appropriate for
women as well as men. Because of their overall greater interest in science,
male students often dominated discusSions about science careers and thus
may have reinforced the notion that science is a male'S domain. In addition,

female students almost never raised questions concerning the problems
associated with combining personal lives and successful careers when males
were present. For these reasons, it was decided not to include males in
the 1978-79 program.

Please complete the enclosed green School Information Form and return
it to RT1 as soon as possible in the postage-paid envelope that has been
provided. The form requests certain information we need to plan the visit.
Questions 2a and 2b refer to a faculty and staff memorandum which RT1 will
prepare and ask you to distribute; a draft of the memorandum is enclosed.
We would like you to indicate the number of copies of this memorandum you
will need. Some schools will wish to distribute these to all faculty and
staff, while others will wish to distribute them to a limited number of
faculty and staff who will have students involved in the program or who
have a particular interest in the program's purposes.

When we receive your completed form, we will send you the requested
number of memoranda, as well as several announcements of the program for
you to post. We will also send you two Resourt.e Packets containing science
career materials. [Field Representative's name], the RT1 Field Representa-
tive who will accompany the woman scientist during the visit, will call you
shortly to work out the details of the visit.

We appreciate your assistance and look forward to working with you in
this program. If you have any questions, please feel free to call me
collect at (919) 541-6318.

Sincerely,

Carol Place, Project Director
Visiting Women Scientists Program

CP:cr
Enclosures



RESEARC.H TRIANG.LE INSTITUTE It/NTPOST OFFICC OX 12194
aRISIARCH TRIANOLI PARK, NORTH CAROLINA 27709

MEMORANDUM DATE: [

TO: Faculty and Staff
[School Name]

FROM: Carol Place
Project Director, Visiting Women Scientists Program

On [day and,date of visit], visitors from the Visiting Women Scientists
'Program will be in your school to meet. with female students in grades 9-
12. This program is sponsored by the National Science Foundation:

The major purpose of the Visiting Women Scientists Program is to /

encourage the participation of women in careers in science and technology
(including biological science, physical science, mathematics, social
science and engineering) through interaction with woman scientist role
models. Participating students will be provided with information
about career opportunities in science and technology and abodt the
preparation needed for such careers.

Two packets of science career resource materials are being given to your

school. In addition, we recommend that all schools make available to their
students copies of The Occupational Outlook Handbook and I Can Be Anything--
Careers and Colleges for Young Women.

For the visit in your school, the woman scientist will be [woman
scientist's name, occupation, employer]. [Field Rep's name], the
RTI Field Represencative who will accompany [woman scientist], is a
[Field Rep'p background experience].

The program at [name of school] is being coordinated by [contact
person's name and title]. [Contact person] is working with [Field
Rep] to establish a schedule of activities for the daylong visit.

We are looking forward to the visit in your school and hope it will be
a worthwhile activity for your students.

9

CP:cr
Enclosures

1919) 14141000 rnotA
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O.M.B. No. 99-R0310
ID4 Approval Expires 5/31/82

VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM
SCHOOL CONTACT PERSON RECORD OF VISIT

Name Title

School Date of Visit

1. Approximately how much .time did you spend in arranging for the visit?
(Including time spent arranging the schedule, talking to teachers,

. corresponding with the visitors, etc.)

(Circle one.)

Less than 2 hours 1
2-5 hours 2

6-10 hours 3

More than410 hours 4

2. It is important to the success of this program that the Field Repre-
sentative (the visitor who worked with you in setting up the details
of the program) be pleasant and courteous and do everything possible
to ensure that the visit runs smoothly without inconveniencing the
school. Please rate the Field Representative's performance in the
following regards, and add any other comments which you think will
help us.

(Circle one on each line.)

a)

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Working with you in scheduling
the visit 1 0000 2 .... 3 0000 4

b) Interaction with students 1 0000 2 .... 3 0000 4

c) Knowledge of various careers 1 0000 2 000 3 0000 4
d) Enthusiasm about the program 1 .... 2 0000 3 .... 4

Comments:

(OVER)



3a. Were there any problems encountered in planning for and/or conducting
the visit? (Problems might include scheduling difficulties, equipment
failure, visitors could not be heard in the back of the room, etc.) ,

(Circle one.)

Yes 1 Go to Ob.
No 2 Go to QC

3b. If so, please describe the problem(s) and suggest how they were solved.

4. Would you be inning to act as contact person if your school decided to
participate in this program at some future time?

(Circle one.)

Yes
No 2

If no, please give your reason(s).

Other Comments

Please send this form to RTI in the postage-paid envelope provided
as soon as possible. Thank you for your cooperation.

e
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ID#

Name

Title

0

1978-79 VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM
POLLOWUP QUESTIONNAIRE

School

,No. 99-10310

4pprovel Expires 3/31/81

Several weeks ago your school participated in the Visiting iomen Scientists
Program. We would like to enlist your aid in evaluating the impact of this
program; you may naid to consult With several of your colleagues in order
to answer these questions.

Was the Vlsiting Women Scientists Program of value to your studenti?

Yes
No

(Circle ono.)

1

2

2. The number of femule students seeking information about science careers
from guidance counselors since the program has been:

(Circle one.)

Mote than
of time
About the
Less than
time

the usual number for a similar period
1

usual nUmber for a similar period of time... 2

the usual number for a similar period of
3

3a. Have the resource packets which were given to the school been used?

3b. By whom?

(Circle one.)

Yes
No
Don't Know

1 Go to Q3b.

2 Go to Q4.

3 Go to Q4.

(Circle all that apply.)

a) Students 1

b) Teachers 2

c) Counselors 3

d) Librarians 4

e) Administrators 5

f) Others 6

(OVER)



" 74,74'

I

Alive **tilos or other materials listed in the resource packet or
innotatei,bibliography been ordered?' 9

.

(Circle one.)
"

a ,

.. Yes ...... .. . ., . .

. No . ... . . 2
,.

i
,

Don't know. : ii, . . .. . . v : 3

5. Are there plans to order an;, materials listed'in the guide to the
resource packet in the future? 9 .

(Circle one.)

Yes . . OOOOOOOO . . 1
No 2.

. .

Don't Know . . O 3

6. If, there is any other evidence of the 'impact of the Visiting Wagon
Scientists Program on students, teachers, counselor*, and/or'adminis-

,

trators, please describe.

--e

If the Visiting Women Scientists Program 'becomes an on-going program:
voulkyour school like to,participate in the future?

(Circlenone.)

Yes 1
No 2

I.

Pldaso send this to RTI in the p6stage-paid enveloPe provided as,soon'as
possible. Thank you for your cooperation.

4
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0.M.E. No. 99-R0310
Approval Expires 5/31/82

V .SITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM

SCHOOL INFORMATION FORM

1. School Name: State:

2a. How many copies of the facuity and staff memorandum shoulebe sent .

to you for distribution? \

\

21): You will be mentioned in the memorandum as the school'3 coordinator\
for the program. Please indicate the exact nameand'title you would\
like us to use.

%.

3. If there is,a problem with conducting the visit in your schot the
scheduled date please check here Q and we will contact you
'rescheduling.

4a. What grades are included in your school?

4

4b. How many students are there in your school?

4c. What is the enrollment in each of the grades 9-12?

T
9 10 11 12

5. Which of the following best describes the location of your school?

(Circle only one.)

A rural or farming community 1

A small city or town of fewer than 50,000 that is
not a suburb of a larger place 2

A medium-sized city (59,900-100,000 people) 3

A suburb of a medium-sized city 4

A large city ,(100,000-500,000 people) 5

A suburb of a large city 6

A very large city (over 500,000 people) 7

A suburb-of a very large city 8

. .

6. 4pproximately what percent of the students in your school are in each
0 the following categories?

. a. . American Indian or Alaskan Native
b. Asian or Pacific Islander
c. Black, Not of hispanic Origin
d. Hispanic
e. White, Not of Hispanic Origin

100%

Answer question 7 only if your school includes the twelfth grade.

7. What percent of your graduating,seniors r- on to:

4-year college

2-year college or technical school 7.

Total



APpENDIX D

Field Representative Introductory Litters

Field Representat*ve Training Materials

- Outline of Introductory Remirks
C.

- Descriptions and Guidelines for Meetings and Learning

Activities (See Learning Activities in Appendix F)

- Field Representative,Study Guides for Women in Science

Careers

- Summary of Field Representative Responsibilities

Field Representative Meeting Activity Record

Field Representative Visit Record

Field Representative Evaluation Form

Student Form



RESEARCH TRI.A.NGLE INSTITUTE
roar orrocc PDX 121,4
RISCAPICH TRIANOLP: PARR. NORTH CAROLINA 27712

December 15, 1978

Dear

4

We are delighted that you have agreed to serve as a Held Representa-
tive for the.NSF-Sponsored Visiting Women Scientists Program. As we mentioned,
there will be a one-week training session at RTI 'Monday, January 8 through
3:00 p.m. Friday, Jinuary 12; please plan to arrive the evening of the 7th,.
We have made reservations for you at the Governor's Inn in Research Triangle
Park for the nights of January 7-11; a limousine to the Inn is available
from the Raleigh-Durham Airport. Let's plan to meet in the lobby of the
motel at 9:00 a.m. on Monday for breakfast.

You will need to make your own travel arrangements. We will soon send
your travel advance to pay for your round trip airfare and your expenses
while here. Be sure to save your hotel receipt and a copy of your plane
ticket. Keep track of the amounts you spend each day for meals, limousine,
tips, etc.; you will not need receipts for these items. We will go into
detail at the training session about receipts you will,,need and how to
document expenses.

Your period of employment begins'on January 2. You will have four
working days prior to the training sesslon to read a number of materials
related to the Visiting Women Scientists Program. Enclosed are some of the
materials; additional mategials will be mailed soon.

Please read the enclosed.15-page Highlights Report of the pilot program
first. It will give you a good overview of the way the 1977-78 program
operated. The full Technical Report is enclosed for your reference; you may
be particularly interested in reading the recommendations chapter as we have
incorporated man? of these ideas into the plans for the 1978-79 program.

It is extremely imporltant that you become well informed about a variety
of science careers in order to answer student questions. We also want you
to be familiar with a number of sources that students, teachers, and counselors
can use to obtain additional information about ccience careers. Thus, the
following are enclosed:

1. Reprints from the Occupational Outlook Handbook (in the black
notebook). This "encyclopedia of careers" includes information on
more than 800 occupations. We have included only those which
relate to science and technology careers (note that NSF defines
science to include biological science, physical science, engineering,
mathematics, and social science). Feel free to underline or

VI I 91 241.11000
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December VI, 141/8

Pi!ge 2

highlight these reprints if that will help you remember important
points. We have also ordered a copy of the entire Handbook for
you to take with you to,the schools; this is one of the maor
-sources we will be recommending that schools mike available to
students. r

a. Engineering And Related Occupations

Concentrate on pages 1-17 about engineering careers;
this field will be stressed repeatedly in the Visiting Women'
Scientists Program. Also read about engineering and science
technicians (pp. 17-22). While NSF is focusing on careers
which.require at leas; a 4-year degreet_you will need to be
prepared to answer student questions on technician careers.
This is especially true in schools where relatively few
students go on.to 4-year colleges or universities.

b. Physical and Life Scientists

Read the entire reprint. (Please note that NSF does not
include medical fields in their definition of science.)

c. Environmental Scientists

Read the entire reprint.

d. Mathematics and Related Occupations

, Skip over "accountants" and "actuaries" but read the
sections on Mathematicians, Programmers, Statisticians and
Systems Analysts (pp. 6-14).

e. Lawyers, City Managers, and Soc.ial Science Occupations

Skip the sections on lawyers and city managers, but read
the sections on social scientists (pp.7-15 and.17-24; note
that NSF does not classify history as a social scienCe).

f. Education and Related Occupations

Read the section on college and university teachers
(pp. 7-9); a major message of this program is that the employl
ment outlook for scientists is much better in industry than
in academia. You may also want to skim the sections on
elementary teachers, secondary teachers and librarians.
While we will not make negative statements about these or any
other traditionally female careers, we will point out that
both the eMployment outlook and salaries are more favorable
in "non-traditional" occupations.

2. Excerpts from Science Career Briefs (also in the black notebook).
These short descriptions of careers provide some additional infor-
mation which is tv't included in the Occupational Outlook Handbook
and they will tulip you familiarize yourself with a number of career
opportunities.



9vrember'15, 19/8
Page 3

3. I Can Be Anything - This book was written specifically for high
school girls and includes a description of various caretrs as well
as a consideration of lifestyle. Please read the intrauctory
sections and the,sections on specific science careers.

College catalogues are a useful source of information about the training
required for particular careers. Please obtain a recent catalogue from at
least one major college or university near you (UCLA for Los Angeles, University
of Minnesota for Minneapolis, and Temple for Philadelphia come to mind);
then skim the science-related sections to get an idea of the entrance and
graduation requirements for various majors. Be sure to include engineering
since this is such a promising field for women yet few high school girls
know anything about it.

The black notebook also contains a section on "comkunications with
schools." Each principal received a letter of invitation and was asked to
give information about date preferences and the name of a contact person.
The contact person then receives a letter which gives details about the
visit, including the date, and a form to use in providing information about
the school (e.g., size Of school and racial distribution). Once the school
information form is returned to RTI, the contact person is sent copies of
materials to distribute to faculty members; these materials describe the
purposes and procedures of the visit and give the name of the Woman scientist
and the field representative.

We will shortly send you a copy of the Resource Packet which is being
left at the schools, detailed information about the various types of presen-
tations you and the women scientists will be giving, copies of the forms
which will be used in documenting and evaluating the visits, and other
related materials for review and use at the training session.

Please do not hesitate to call me (collect 919-541-6318) if you have
any questions or concerns.

All of us at RTI who are involved with the Visiting Women Scientists
Program are looking forward to meeting with you at the training session.

Sincerely,

Carol Place
Project Director
Visiting Women Scientists Program/

CP:cr
Enclosures
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RESEARCH TRIANGLE INSTITUTE
.POST oritsce sast
RESEARCH TRIANIGLICJEARK. NORTH OAROLINA 22250

December 22, 1978 .

Dear

Here are the additional materials for you to use prior to the
training session. Please add the hole-punched pages to your black
notebook. The slides are for your presentation on women in science
careers (see the "Activities" section of the black notebook).

The brown folder is the Visiting WOmen Scientists Program Resource
Packet. Each school will receive 2 of these and can request.additional
copies (usually limited to 2 more). Typically a school will keep one
Packet in the counselor's office and one in the library or science
department. As'part of your presentations you will be encouraging
students to refer to these materials. You will ,Ilso describe the
contents of the Resource Packet durinirthe staff meeting. Specifically
you will be mentioning the ACT booklet "Women in Science and TeChnology"
(it is included in the Resource Packet and each contact person will
also receive approximately 50 copies for distribution to students) and,
the booklet kl'm Madly in Love with Electricity." You should also
pick out 5 or 6 additional publications and be prepared to say a
sentence or two about 4ach so that staff members will get a better
idea of the potential utility of the Packet.

Also read over the annotated bibliography section of the List of
Resource Materials. *You will be stressing the first 3 entries as
mckterials all schools should consider ordering, and wil] also mention
a number of the films. You will get a chance to see tne films at the
training session and will also receive copies of New Career Options for
Women and the complete Occupational Outlook Handbook.

. Please read the activities section of the black notebook. We
, will spend a good deal of time at the trainint, session discussing the
various prebcntations you will be giving. You (41.11 be able to observe
the presentations in a visit to be conducted by Mary Ellen Taylor (one
of last year's field representatives and now an RTI employee) and a
woman scientist; you will also get a chance to conduct some,of the
presentations yourself in another visit.

' The outline of the.field representative introduction lists,the
points you will be making in each large group meeting (9th and/or 10th
grade girls) and seminar (11th and/or 12th grade girls). The narrat.ive
introduction is the way Mary Ellen presents these points. You are
free to use your own words as long as you get the points 'across and

1ft t 91 4414004
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spend no more than 15 minutes for the introduction and slide presentation

combined. The slides are keyed to the outline of the slide presentation;
asterisks indicate scientists who participated in last year's program. You
should practice the introduction and slide presentation since you will be
trying it out in a seminar during the training session.

The Case Study, Matching Exercise, and "Thinking About a Career"
handouts are modular activities. You will find them most useful in the
followup meetings (where particularly interested 9th and 10th grade girls
who attended the large group meeting return for a small group meeting).
Again you will get an opportunity to observe, and perhaps try, each of
these activities during the training session.

The Outline of the Staff Meeting is self-explanatory; we hope to be
table to have you observe a staff meeting during the training session.
Also, please read the woman scientists "training" lettor carefully. You
will have an opportunity to see how 2 different women scientists interpreted
our suggestions.' In addition, Mary Ellen will also give you some suggestions
for helping women scientists plan effective presentations.

41

You need not concern yourself with the section on documentation and
evaluation at this point, although you may want to skimAhrough the forms;
the use of each of these forms will be covered at the training session.

Your remaining tasks relate to information about science careers.
Your :.esources for these tasks are I Can Be Anything, catalogues from
colleges in your area, the classified sections of your local newspapers,
the tables included in the "Statistics on Science Careers" section of your

'black nt..tebook, the iccupational Outlook Handbook reprints and the Science
^lreer Briefs. :de tasks you need to complete are described in the "Study
Guide" section of the notebook.

Please bring the black notebook, college catalogue(s), classified ads,
slides, and your completed written work to the training session. Also keep
a list of any questions you have as you read these materials so we can be
sure to answer them at the training session.

We realize that we've given you quite a lot of material to deal with
in a Short period of time. Feel free to call if you have any questions
(collect 919-541-6318).

If you have not already done so, you need to make plane reservations
to Raleigh-Durham January 7 for the training session; your travel advance
is enclosed.

Sincerely,

02
I

i et (
Carol Place, ProjecrDirector
Visiting Women Scientists Program.

P.S. - The other 2 Ifel.d Representatives are Sandra Levine of Los'Angeles
and Gail Goldman of Philadelphia.
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VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM.

Outline of Field Repreientative Introductory Remarks

I. Definition of Proiect

A. Introduction of Speakers - Woman Scientist and Field Representative -
Background and Occupation

B. VWSP Purpose: A National Science. Foundation PrOject to
Encourage Young Women to Consider Careers in Science

C. Fields of Science Included in Visiting Women Scientists
'Program,

1) Engineering: More than 25 speoialt as with 85
subdivisions

2) Life Scisuces: Biology, Zoology, Aatomy, Biochemists,
Agranamy, Botany

3) Physical Sciences: Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy
4) Social Sciences: Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology,

Economics, Political Science
.5) Mathematics: Statistician, Mathematician, Computer-

related occupations

II. Career Mnformation

A. Women in Labor Force

1) 90% of all women work at some time in their lives;
60% work 30 years or more

2) Many of these woman in the labor force are working out of
necesaity, - supporting themselves and their families.
Today s economy requires two incomes for many families.
4 out of 10 women become beads of.households. due to
divorce or death of husbands

3) Chances are females will work: Don't get locked into low-
paying unskilled job by failing to realize that posibility.
Begin to plan for career and take steps necessary to enter
a range of careers

B. Opportunities in Science

1) Breaking down myths

a) You Can B. Anything - All areas open to womeA today -
pioneering has taken place - women have proven their
abilities in science & technology careers

b) Affirmative action and equal opportunity programs
expanding opportunties for women

c) You don't have to be a genius to have a career in
Science



(.2)

2) Favorable job opportunities

a) Ptivate industry...Eastman Radek, 'Proctor and Gamble, IBM
b): Engineering ... less than 22 of all engineers in work force

are women, but colleges and universities have larger
percent of women in engineering training. Most
favorable'opportunities in agricultural, ceramic, .

industrial, mining and petroleum engineering..

C 3')

Emerging careers: 'With prerequisites one can moveinto
new areas with. ease as they open up. Twocexamples are:

\\

a) Environmental science
.b) Computer related careets

4) Combining areas of interest: Combining scientific or
technical degree and other interests is one method of siscuring
financially rewarding position while retaining interests

a) Art and science
b) Computer science and psychology
c) English/writing ability and science

5) Solving society's problems: Women often express desire
to "help otherse /n science, one can work toward'
solutions to societal problems, e.g., pollution

6) Challenge of science career

III. VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRKM SLIDE PRESENTATION: Slides of women in
. diverse nontraditional careers will be.shown with comments about each.

IV. Seek Additional Information - The importance of intelligent, informed
decision re: career. You don't know that you want to be a(n)
isnless you know what they do, what training is involved, etc.
To help you seek information, chock these sources:

1) Resource Packet
contains ACT boo
on financial a

2) Occu ational Out
3)

4) School personae familiar with career publications; people
in the field in which you are interested

rovided by the VWSP - location in school -
et, mady career publications, information

ook Handbook

V. Plan for A Career

A. Importance of Prerequisites

1) Students should take as many math and science courses as
possible lov

2) Don't closeoff options at high school level by not
taking math and science coursework - Don't have to be an
"A" student to make it worthwhile

3) No science career is out of reach if you have prerequisites



LARGE GROUP MEETING

Description

In every school there will be at least one large group meeting of ninth
and/or tenth grade females, and in many schools there may be two large group
meetings.. While we would like to include all ninth and tenth grade females in
each participating school, we realike this may not be possible in very large
schools without appropriate facilities for presentations to at least half of
the target females.

The major purpose of the meetings is to make all>of these students aware
of the potential for women in science and engineering careers at a time when
they can still easily redirect their high school programs to emphasize (or
include) mathematics and science. The meeting consists of the following:

(1) distribution of a copy of the "Help Wanted" brochure to each partici-
pant;

(2) a structured introduction by the Field Reiresentative, including
slides and profiles of several women scientists in nontraditional
careers;

(3) a presentation by a woman scientist;

'(4) and concluding remarks by the Field Representative.

In many cases those who attend a large group meeting will have no other
exposure t6 the Visiting Women Scientists Program; therefore, it is important
that the infornation be presented as clearly as possible in a quiet atmosphere.
Although there will occasionally be circumstances beyond the control of the
Field Representative which prevent a fully successful large group experience,
the degree of success is generally very dependent upon the preparatory work of
the Field Representative. The crucial areas of preparation include: working
with the school Contact Person in arranging for the large group meeting;
preparing the woman scientist for making a presentation to a large group of
younger females; making last minute adjustments to the facilities; and command-
ing the interest and respect of the audience, particularly in the early minutes
of the presentation.

The "guidelines" for the large group session include many details that
require careful attention and which may appear on the surface-to be asking a

lot from the Contact Person. However, we believe this attention to detail is
essential because school staff judge our program by how well our sessions run.
In our various small group sessions, informality and interaction with students
and teachers are beneficial; howeier, in the large group sessions, even minor
disruptions are frustrating to Field Representatives and women scientists,
distracting to students, embarrassing to school staff, and reflect negatively
upon the program. Generally, school staff, women scientists and students will
appreciate and respect our sincere desire for a quiet atmosphere and our
careful attention to the detailr which will insure this.



LARGE GROUP MEETING

Guidelines

I. Telephone Discussion with School Contact Person

A. Determine maximum size of audience for a successful large group
experience in the school. Remember that the objective is to place a
great number of ninth and/or tenth grade females in a conducive
atmosphere rather than a small number in a perfectly quiet atmosphere.

Then schedule the large group sessions. If all the ninth and tenth
grade females cannot be reached in one or two sessions in the school's
large group facility, it will be necessary for the school to select
the students to participate in the sessions. Under these conditions,
consider the following: (1) try to schedule two large groups of the
maximum appropriate size so the Visiting Women Scientists Program
reaches many young females; (2) and when such choices must be made,
the students most appropriate for the program's purposes are those
of higher science aptitude and/or those who have shown some previous
interest in science.

When possible, schedule large group meetings early in the morning.
Students are geaerally more receptive to a large group atmosphere in
the morning, and the Field Representative and woman scientist have
more of the energy which is sometimes required for these more formal
presentations.

It is desirable to have 50 minutes or more for a large group meeting.
You cr.n generally plan on the following: at least 5 minutes to dis-
tribute the "Help Wanted" brochures and get the students seated and
quiet; 15-18 minutes for the Field Representative introduction;
20-25 minutes for the woman scientist; and 5 minutes for the Field .

Representative to make concluding remarks. For every aspect of the
session there is usually pressure to take more time, rather than
less time.

Try to get at least 50 to 55 minutes scheduled for large group
meetings. It is very undesirable to have only 45 minutes, and it is
nearly 'impossible to conduct a large group session with less than 45
minutei. If you have less than 50 minutes, make adjustments in your
presentations and discuss the potential problem with the woman
scientist. It is preferable to leave out some information and have
an orderly session rather than to attempt to squeeze in every piece
of information and have a hectic session. Also, the Field Represen-
tative should be sure the woman scientist is not caught in the
middle of her presentation as the large group session ends.

B. Discuss the availability of a public address system and whether it
is needed with the projected size of the audience. If it is question-
able, it is better to have it made available and not use it versus
needing it and not being able to get it at the last minute.



C. Discuss the possibility of having a few faculty or staff present
during the presentation. While we have very seldom had major dis-
cipline problems in large group meetings, the presence of 2 or 3
staff members.prevents the "buzzing" which can be very distractive
in the large group setting. One problem is that it does not take
much noise to cause distraction in an auditorium with poor acoustics,
especially when the presenters do not have amplification equipment.
However, you shouAd be sensitive to the fact that we have helped
create our own problem in this regard. We are asking to have only
females present, and this means the males are in classes so that
most teachers are not free. Some sources may be: teachers who have
free periods; counselors; librarians; administrators. One advantage
we have is that some staff members, especially some women, will have
an interest in the program and be willing to give some of their free
time. Also, many counselors will view this program as very worth-
while to career education.

D. Be sure a slide projector and screen will be available. Also,
at least briefly the capability for darkening the room and

for positioning the screen and projector far enough apart for a
large image. You may not be able to determine the conditions exactly,
but the discussion will help you determine if there may be serious
problems and a need to insure some time in the facility prior to the
large group presentation. .

II. At the School Prior to the Session

A. Prepare slide projector and screen:

1. Be sure light, focus, and advance are working.

2. Check darkness of room and how to work room lights.

3. Set up for as large and clear a picture as possible.

B. Check acoustics:

1. If amplification, try it out for clarity.

2. !Have woman scientist (or staff member) stand near the back of
,the room to check if you can b heard; do the same for her.

III. During Session

A. As students come in, the Field Representative and woman scientist
(and possibly school staff) should have students sit toward the
front, leaving no large gaps.

B. Speak loudly and distinctly.

C. The Field Representative must limit her introductory presentation to
15 minutes, including the slides. (There may be time for additional
remarks after the woman scientist's presentation.)

4



D. Keep in mind that the large group session is basically a presenta-
tion and not a discussion period. We must make our points clearly;
and while we can be friendly and interesting, it is not possible to
successfully turn large group sessions into informal discussion
periods.

Do not attempt to create question and answer periods and do not
entice the students with promises that they will have an opportunity
to ask specific questions during the session. If there is to be a
follow-up session, tell the group that questions will be answered in
that session for those that attend. (rhis does not mean that you
will never, answer an individual question in a large group session;
however, experience has shown that large group sessions are basically
one-way presentations.)



SEMINAR

Description

In every school there will be at least one seminar oi eleventh and/ore
twelfth grade females, and in many schools there may be two.or three seminars.
The seminars will generally include I maximum of-30 females, but they may
include as few as ten.

(-

It is the-objective of the program to make the seminars available to
'eleventh.and twelfth grade females who have already shown an interest in
science and mathematics and who are partiCularly interested in exploring s

science career opportunities. PartiCipants in seminars may be chosen by -*

school staff based on demonstrated interest and ability in science and
mathematics, or they may be self-selected, using procedures developed by tie
contact person.

The major purposes of the seminars are (1) to reinforce the notions
,that women can be interested and successful in science careers snd that Amy,/
can combine these careers with full iorivati lives, and (2) to proVide specifit
information in response to students' questions. The meetirg consists of the

. .

following:

(1) distribution of a copy Of the "Help Wanted" brochure to each
participant;

(2) a brief version of the structured introduction by'the Field Represen-
tative, including a shortened presentation of slides and profiles
of several women scientistrin nontraditional careers;

(3) a presentation by a woman scientist;

(4) a question-And-answer session;

10) an opportunity for eich participant to obtain a copsi of "Thinking
About A Career";

(6) and filling out of stUdent forms'.

In virtually every case,.those who attend a seminar will haVe no other
exposure to the Visitim Women Scientists Program. The success of the
seminar is probably dependent upon an adequate balance of clearly presented ,

material and an informal,.personal atmospime providing an opportunity for
questions and answers. The crucial areas of prepara%ion include: working
with the school contact person in determining the size of the seminars and
the selection process; preparing the woman scientist for making an appropriate,
brief presentation; and limiting tae Field Representative's remarks to
insure an opportunity for some audience interaction.



SEM.NAR

Guidelines

I. Telephone Discussion with School Contact Person

A. Determine the location for the seminars. Experience has shown
that the large group,meeting room is not usually the best location
for the seminars. This is especially true when the large group
meetingroom is built to accommodate over 100 people. These
facilities often have poor acoustics,for small groups, poor lighting,
and a feeling of "emptiness".

If it is possible to convenienily obtain a regular classroom, this
should be done; however, do remember that it is possible to overcome
most operational circumstances and conduct a reasonably successful
seminar with good presentations and vitality. In attempting to
obtain optimal facilities for seminars (as for fo/low-up meetings),
keep the following in mind:

(1) slides will be.ihown; therefore, the room needs to be darkened

(2) if the woman scientist has'a demonstration, a table or desk
thould _be available

(3) if at all possfble, a single room should be available fnr the
various seminars and follow-ups to prevent moving slide
projectors, screens, and other materials around the school.

B. Detetmine how many seminars there will be, approximately how many
students will attend each, and how the contact person might select
the students. This will be affected by many factors, and the
following are some important considerations:

(1) In schools with eleventh and twelfth grades, there must be at
least one seniinar. It is envisioned that there will often be
two, and sometimes three.

(2) The most conducive atmosphere generally prevails when there
. are ten to 25 students in a seminar, and seminars should be

limited to 30 students whenever possible.

(3) Many schools ask teachers to help select the participants.
Those who would most appropriately have candidates are teachers
of mathematics, science"and social science, specifically the
following: advanced algebra, trigonometry, calculus, physics,
chemistry, advanced biology, and advanced social science
courses such as sociology, economics, political science and
anthropology. If the school decides to use self-selection
procedures, attempt to clarify the types of students we want .
and to have them limit the number of participants for each
seminar.

C. Be sure a slide projector and screen will be available.
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II. At the School Prior to the Session

A. Prepare slide projector and screen as for large group. [Read
parallel section under the large group meeting.]

B. If there is to be a demonstration, assist the woman sCientist in
setting it up.

C. Check to see that there are enough seats for the projected audience
size. Sometimes a few extra desks need to be brought into the
room. With smaller groups you may be able to arrange*the seats in
a circle.

III. During Session

A. If necessary, as students come in, the Field Representative and
woman scientist should have students sit toward the front, leaving
no large gaps.

B. It is the responsibility of the Field Representative to insure
that there is some time available for questions by the students.

In addition to preparing the woman scientist for a reasonably
timed presentation, the Field Representative must control her
introductory presentation to allow for interaction time. The
shorter slide presentation will help, but there will be sessions
in which it is necessary to limit remarks even further. Do not be
concerned that students may not ask enough questions to fill up
the remaining time. If there is time left afpr questions, there
will be other information or modules you can use to fill out the
time:

C. Attempt to have students ask questions loudly enough for all to
hear. if-this- does-not-work, repeat the-question-{or-the-lhetie
ideas behind it) so all participants understand it.



FOLtOW-UP MEETING

DesCription

In most schools in which a large group meeting is conducted there will
be-et.,laut one follow-up meeting. In many schools, there may be two or
three follow-up meetings; and in schools with only ninth grade students, the
program for students may consist of one or two large group meetings and
several follow-up meetings. The ,follow-up meetings will generally include a
maximum of 30 females.

It is the objective of the program to make follow-up sessions.available
-to ninth and/or tenth grade females who Lave already shown an interest in
science and mathematics and who are particularly interested, in exploring
science careerpossibilities. Participants in follow-up meetings may be
chosen by school staff based upon demonstrated interest and ability in
science and mathematics, or they may be self-selected, using procedures
developed by the contact person.

. The major purposes of the follow-up meetings are (1) to establish and
reinforce the notions that women can be interested and successful in science
careers and that they can combine these careers with full private lives, and
(2) to provide specific information in response to students' inestions. The
meeting usually consists of the following (a/though the order may vary):

(1) a brief overview of the major points from the large group meeting;

(2) one of the three modules;

(3) a presentation by the woman scientist;

(4) a question-and-answer session;

15) an opportunity for each participant-to -obtain a-c-opy-of -the -"TP4ittving

Mut A Career" pamphlet;

(6) and filling out of student forms.'

In virtually every case, those w42..aLik_ad a'follow-up meeting will have
attended a large group meeting. sucCess of the follow-up meeting is
probably dependent upon 4,mf.t.cting additional information in a lively stimu-
lating manner anA an opportunity for some questions and answers.
The crucks4 areas of preparation include: working with the school contact
peison in determining the size of the groups and the selection process;
preparing the woman scientist for making an appropriate, brief presehtation
which does not repeat the points made in the large group meeting; and limiting
the Field Representative's activities to insure an opportunity for some
audience interaction.



- FOLLOW-UP MEETING

Guidelines

I. Telephone.Discussion with School Contact Person

A: Determine the location for the follow-upomeetings. [Read the
parallel section under "Seminars".] In some cases, you may have
to use the large group meeting room for follow-up 'meetings before
moving to a separate room for seminars, as this will be operation-
ally better for the school.

Determine how many.follow-up meetings there will be, approximately
how many students will attend each, and how the contact person
might select the students. This will be affected by many.factors,
and the following are 'some important considerations:

(1) Even in schools with grades 9-12, where there will be seminars,
it is envisioned that there will be at least one follow-up
meeting, and there may be two of them. In schools with only
ninth grade students, there may be a series of three to five
follow-up meetings which include nearly all of the students.

(2) Follow-up meetings should generally be limited to approximately
30 students unless the school makes this.an issue.

(3) Many schools select the participants by talking with teachers.
Those who might most appropriately have candidates are those

c who teach t4e most advanced mathematics and science courses
, available to ninth and tenth grade students. If the school

decides to Use self-selection procedures, attempt to clarify

;

the types o' students we want and to have them limit the
number of p rticipants for each follow-up meeting.

II. At the School Prior tio the Session

[Read parallel section under "Seminars".]

C. Be sure a slide ;projector and screen will be available, if needed.

III. During Session

[Read parallel section under "Seminars.1

In follow-up meetings there will generally be very little time pressure
as these students have already attended a large group meeting. The
Field Representative needs to prepare a very brief overview of the
large group session and assist the woman scientist in preparing a brief
informal presentation which does not repeat her remarks in the large
group session.



STAFF MEETING

Description

In schools where it iajossible there will be a brief meeting of
several members of the school staff, including at least one representa-
tive of the following areas: science, math, social science, counseling,
library, and administration. We realize this may not be possible in
some schools due to operational problems, but in most schools it will
be possible to schedule a meeting with representatives of most of
these areas. There is no need to schedule the meeting for more than
20-30 minutes but it should be scheduled for at least 15 minutes.

The major purposes of the meeting are: (1) to describe the
purposes of the Visiting Women Scientists Program to those who will be
having their classes disrupted, and briefly relate to them the types
of activities we conduct and the information we present to students;
(2) to acquaint them with the resource,packet and other reference
materials that are of value to female students; and (3) to encourage
them to be sensitive to the purposes of the program and to reinforce
the ideas when they have the opportunity in the future.

In the pilot program it was found thai a brief meeting that
covered the basic points was worthwhile. It provided staff members
with knowledge of what the "strangers" are doing in the school, and it
allowed whose who wanted it an opportunity to express their opinion or
ask questions. Therefore, we have decided to continue the staff
meeting as part of the Visiting Women Scientists Program. At the same
time, we must remember that a high school schedule is not easily
rearranged for setting up such meetings, and teachers have very little
"free" time. You should keep the meetiag brief and businesslike.
After the basic presentation is completed and the group members have
had an opportunity to ask their questions, dismiss the general meeting;
if you and the woman scientist have some time available so individual
staff members wto haat.: greater interest in the program can talk with you.

The woman scientist has no specific role in the staff meeting;
however, it is important that you make her feel comfortable with the

, meeting situation, and it is positive for the program when she has an
opportunity to contribute to the conversation. Some suggestions for
her contributions are presented in the attached guidelines.

Be sure to use this opportunity to invite staff members to drop
into sessions during the day. It is important that they feel welcome
to do this, and nearly all school staff have had positive reactions to
INK, sessions. Sometimes when school staff members are informed about
the program, they respond by having follow-up discussions in classrooms;
and occasionally they have discussed the program with students prior
to the sessions.



STAFF METING

Guidelines

I. Telephone.Discussion with School Contact Person

A. There should be a staff meeting in nearly every school. In
the pilot program there was a meeting in SO% of the schoole.
We have become more realistic about time reqUirements and
participants so that it should be easier to schedule. Since
we have defined the purposes of the meeting more clearly and
developed a good presentation using experience in the pilot
program, the meetings have become productive and beneficial
for the participants.

Be sure and mak* our specifications clear to the Contact
Person: we want to meet with interested staff for only 15-20
minutes. (They may interpret that we want to meet with many
staff members for a long period of time.) Once this has been
clarified, a staff meeting can usually be arranged.

B. The best time to conduct a staff meeting will probably be (and
should be) based on when the Contact Person can get the most
key staff members together for 15-30 minutes. /f everything
else is about equal, there seams to be some advantage to
having the meeting early in the morning. Staff members are
generally more receptive; they may be able to attend some
sessions later in the dayI and they may discuss the program In
their classes. However, the Field Representative should not
sacrifice valuable school time for student sessions in order
to start the day with the staff meeting.

Other times that have been used frequently are: just after
the f Cited-tiny -whi-cah 'is --usually.-a-targe-group -sess-ion-;

.sometime during the lunch period; immediatelY after the last
class.

C. We would like to have at least One representative of the
following areas: science, math, social science, counseling,
library, and administration. The science, math and social
science teachers will generally be department chairman. If

choices must be made, science and math have priority over
social science.

Counselors have flexible schedules, and usually at least one
can attend. If there is departmentalization, career counselors
tend to be most interested in this program. The librarian may
haVe access to the Occupational Outlook Handbook and may be
the person who would order I Can Be Anything, if the school is
interested. Also, the library may be a location for one of
our resource packets.
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If the principal has the time and interest, ha or she might be
able to encourage staff members to reinforce the ideas of the
program. The principal might also encourage teachers to use
the films in the resource guides or make the decision to order
I Can Be Anythina.

Encourage the Contact Person to invite other interested school
staff or members of the distriot staff. They are often in-__

terested in the presentation at the staff meeting.

D. 'The only reqUirements for a meeting location are enough.seats
for all participanti-and a large table or desk for your
materials. The library has often been used, as well as the
counselor!. office or a vacant élassroom.

II. At the School Prior to the Meeting

A. This should be arranged as an informal meeting. In a library,
you might arrange your materials at one table and have staff
members sit at surrounding tables, or you might pull two or .

three tables together. In a classroom you might pull student
desks into a semi-circle around the main desk. .Be sure the
woman scientist has a seat near you.

B. Arratige your materials for easy reference

a. Displiy a resource packet and be able to access "Women in
Science and Technology" and "I'm Madly in Love with
Electricity" as well as the List of Resource Materials.

b. Have your copies of the 00HB and I Can Be Anything to
show the participants.

c. Have extra copies of the "Help Wanted" brochure, the

yellow informational brochure, and the List of Resource
Materials available for those who have received no informa-
tion.

C. In order to be fully prepared for the staff meeting and to
appear very professional to thi. important audience, you
should try to have a few minutes in the room prior to the
scheduled starting time to make the necessary arrangements.
If this is not possible, be well organized ahead of time and
use the first couple of minutes to arrange the room and your
materials as you want them. It is very important to be poised,
organized, and businesslike during the presentation. It is
generally preferable to keep participants waiting for just a
couple of minutes while you organize rather than to begin and
appear disorganized as you proceed through your presentation.



liuring the Session

A. The Contact Person will probably want to introduce you and the
woman scientist. Also, various participants may want to
interject comments as you proceed. You can generally move
through.your "formal" presentation without much interruption
and handle the interjections and copments during the question
and answer session. However, you should be,aware of the
possible need to break into your presentation to allow a
question or comment.'

You may even want to ask a librarian, counselor or teacher to
speak,very briefly about the availability of related materials
at a specific school. It is generally a good idea to have
discussed this with that person ahead of time, if you.desire
to have someone speak.

B. When you introduce the woman scientist, have her say a couple
of things about her job and company, as well ap something
about herself. This should be brief and serve to set the tone
for an informal meeting. Also, sha may be able to contribute
at some other points. Examples are:

1) She may have told you or the students in a session that
she was the only girl in her high school chemistry and
physics classes in the late 1940'i; or she may have said
that her high school teachers and parents tried to talk
her out of taking science courses. If so, you cpuld have
her briefly relate this at appropriate points in your'
presentation. Prepare her in advance for this so she
will be brief and to the point.

2) She may have expressed to gins that certain booklets in
the resource packet were particularly interesting to her.
If so, have her comment.

3) Haniwomen scientists have been very favorably impreJsed
with.the.attitudes of counselors and teachers toward
females today compared to a few years ago, or toward the
,wealth of materials available. If so, have her comment
about this.

4) Staff members sometimes ask several questions at the end
of the session. Turn to the woman scientist to see if
she has eelevant comments in response to these questions.



.STAFF MEETING

Sample Narrative

I. Introductions .

, Welcome to the *siting Women Scientists Program. I am Mary Illen.Taylor;
Field Representative, and I'm pleased to introduce Carole Sawicki who is a
Research Chemist'at the Environmental Proiection Agency working in the area of
air Pollution. (The woman'icientist might then make brief remarks about her
job and place of eRployment.)

I would like for all participants to introduce themselves, giving their
titles and departments .... (Be sure and recordAnformation on Field Represen-
tative Visit Form.)

II. Purpose of the Meeting

The purpose of this meeting is to tell you about the program and enlist
your aid in furthering its objectives.

First, let me ask: Did you all receive a memo and brochure outlining the
objectives of the-Visiting Women Scientists Program? I won't repeat all of
.the information in those materials but I would like to tell you a little bit
more about the program.

This program sponsored by the National Science Foundation is designed to'
encourage young women to consider careers in the various areas of science.
NSF defines science to include engineering, physical science, mathematics,
biological science, and social science.

Traditionally, many women have not been motivated to take math and science
courses in high school that would give them a basis for entering science
curricula in college. Although the job outlook is favorable in the sciences,
especially engineerinvanii computer_aciencewomen have not taken advantage of
the opportunities, often due to lack of knowledge about science careers. NSF
has recognized that the underrepresentation of women in science careers is a
serious waste of national talent.

We would like to take a short,time to tell you about the major points of
our project and describe the materials that we have put together for you and
your students to use. We hope you will comment on our efforts and offer
suggestions.

III. Major Points of the Visiting Women Scientists Program

The major points that we are stressing to your students today are:

A. The fapt that most women work: 90% at some time in their lives--60%
work 30 years or more. Many young women do not plan for a career,
consequently they must accept low-paying, unrewarding positions even
though they could have succeeded at other jobs.
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B. In recent years, job opportunities for women in the sciences have
increased considerably. Engineering is a particularly promising
field for women. Although preoently less than 2% of employed engineers
are women, the percentage of women being trained in engineering is
much higher--in part due to the high salaries (Average starting
salary $14,800--many are higher) offered in industry.

C. Many young women think that science courses are out of their reach,
when in fact, they are not. One does not have to be a genius to
pursue and succeed in a science career. Young boys seem to know
this. Many average male students become scientists but women seem
to think they have to be geniuses to be scientists.

D. Hopefully, the interaction among the role models and students, along
with the information and materials provided by the VWSP will help

o influence the young women to build a good educational foundation
that will enable them to keep their career options open. Our message
is not that they choose a specific career at this time, but that
they consider science careers and take all of the high school math
and science courses they possibly can. We realize, however, that a
one-day program cannot accomplish this by itself. One of the pur-
poses of this meeting is to enlist your aid in encouraging your°
female students to consider careers in'the sciences.

IV. Resources

We will encourage the girls to use the following materials. ,We hope'that
you will also encourage their use to reinforce our efforts.

A. Resource Packets: Your resource packets provi.ded by the Visiting
Women Scientists Program will be located in the library and guidance
center. You have received A list of the resource materials contained
in the packets to enable you to refer students to the packet for
answers to specific career questions. We hope this collection of
current career publications and information about financial aid will
be helpful.. In addition., there is a more extensive guide in the
packet-that-includes an-annotated-bibliography-of-materialt-and----
films. I would especially recommend "I'm Madly in Love with Electricity"
which gives profiles of women in a variety of science areas (hold up
a copy oi each publication you mention) and "Women in Science and
Technology"--the latter being an ACT publication; 50 copies have
been given to [contact person]. Other pamphlets are more specific.
For example, if a student wants to find out more about engineering
there are pamphlets on engineering in general, and women in engineering
in particular. We have given each school 2 resource packets. Some
schools, particularly larger ones, have indicated they would like an
additional packet so they can keep one in the science department as
well as the library and guidance center. Would an additional 1 or 2 5

packets be useful to you? [Record this information on the Visit
Record.]

6
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B. The Occupational Outlook Handbook, which is located in your counselor's
office is a publication of the U.S. Department of Labor. It is a,
general reference book providing descriptions of about 850 occupations
and gives the following information about each: the nature of the
work; places of employment, qualifications needed; earnings and
working conditions; job outlook; and sources of additional information.

Another publication, _ICanBei.hi.
Young Women by Joyce SlaytotAlitehilscription of
career intormation and introduces the critical consideration for
girls and women: that of life style.

Although your school does not have a copy, your counselor may want
to order this excellent publication. Complete information about the
book is incIUded in your list of resource materials.

V. Closing Remarks

As a result of teachers' suggestions last year, we a e developing a Woman
Scientist Roster so that schools will be able to invite-a ditional women
scientists to meet with their students. The roster will probably be available
next fall; details of the release are not yet finalized.

Research tells us that high school girls need more ncouragement than
boys to become interested in a science career and that t ey require reinforce-
ment once their interest has been sparked. As teachers and counselors, your
help in these efforts will be mostvaluable.

Are there any questions or comments?

°Thank you again for yoUr time.

7



CASE STUDIY

'GruidelineL

Have students read the case studysnd then ask for volunteers to respond
to the two questions. As long as the grbup appears interested and is responding
with relevant points, it is probably worthwhile to allow the discussion to
continue.and maintain the role of discussion leader, in the general sense.

If the.discussion lags or if the Major issues surrounding the differing
aswumptions toward males and females do not become clear, the Field Representa-
tive can more diLectly lead the discussion`by using some of the following
guidelines and questions.

Some points to consider in utilizing this module are:

(1) It only takes about 2-3 minutes for students to read this case
study. The entire module will generally be prfAuctive for 10-15
minutes.

(2). Your eble is a key one; you should be prepared to help keep the
discussion moving. Sometimes you will have to lead the discussion
through specific questions. Other tirei, you may have to slow down
a lively group and work to focus upon the major points. And occas-
sionally, things will just fall into place.

Be fully prepared for those few occasions when it just will not work
at all,well, in spite of all your efforts. That is the nature of
this tipe of activity. When this happens, wrap it up gracefully and
move on to the next activity as though you planned it that way.

Sometimes this module will come to a natural ending point, but in
other instances, the Field Representative may have to bring it to
closure because of time limitations or because it will no longer be
productive to continue. In either case the Field Representative
should have some way of closing the discussion and moving on to the
next actiiiity-.--With this-type of-activity-, it is possible to leave
a dangling situation which negatively affects the module and the
following activities. Strictly as'an example, you might say the
following:

"Well you have certainly made some excellent points
about possible ways to resolve this situation while being
fair to both Sally and Bob. Our purpose in discussing this
wita you was to help you become sensitive to the need for
all of us to consider the educational and career goals of
young women as well as young men. It looks like we all
agree that while there are still some problems in this
area, the situation has improved and is probably going to
continue to improve.

Mrs. Jones from Express Chemical Company will now do
the demonstration on combustion I talked about this morning.
You can keep your copy.of the case study; I don't need
those back...."

1 () 8



(3) The woman mientist has no specific role in this module; however,
it has been our experience that in many instances, she has
been able to contribute meaningful examples at certain points.
It in a positive siplation when the role model contributes in
the more informal activities. Be attuned to the possibility
that she might want to contribute; or if a particular example
she has used previously would be appropriate, ask her to
discuss it. In conjunction with this, the Field Representative
should briefly discuss this modie.e with the woman scientist to
prepare her for a possible.contilbution.

,

.1'

4 C,

.1
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CASE STUDY

Possible Questions to Stimulate and Focus Discussion

I.

1. Is it more important for Bob to go to college than Sally?

Most women will work even if they get married. In many cases,
married couples choose to delay having children for several years while
both work. Also, many families need two incomes, and there is always the
possibility that the woman will become sole support of the family because
of divorce or death of husban4. One engiaeer who participated in the
Visiting Women Scientists Program was married to a policeman who Vas
killed in the line of duty, leaving her as sole support of their 4 month
old child. Fortunately she_had the necessary training_to_get_a_10....khia.
provided a good salary.

Also, many women choose.to pursue careers that interest,them, and
for many women science careers are among the most satisfying. Without
proper preparation women are fdrced to settle.for less satisfying, lower
paying.lobs.

C.

2. Should Sally go to college simply because she'is older?

There are a lot of ways to help finance college so that both Sally
and Bob can have the opportunity to pursue the careers that interest
'theta. Among the possibilities are scholarships, loans, part-time jobs,.
and cooperative college-work arrangements.

3. Has this situation been true in theyast? Do you think people are changing
their minds about this?

A

At the present time as many females as males are entering college,
and increasingly more women are. entering traditionally male careers. For
example, while only 7.percent of the current physicians are women, 17
percent of medical students are women.

4. Do any qf you kncw of examples similar to this and how they were resolved?

Why do you think _girls tend to concentrate on certain careers such as
secretarial, nursing, teaching, library sciences, and social work rather
than science and engineering?

Among the points which can be made,are:

a. Parents often suggest different occupations for boys and girls
who are thinking about what they want to be when they grow up.

,



Possible Questions (continued)

b. There are very few women scientists as role models.
9

c, Teachers and counselors sometimes steer girls away from math
and science courses.

d. Females have the mistaken notion that they need to be geniuses
to succeed in science careers.

e. More points are shown on the attached sheet from a module
in the pilotiprogram.

1.
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MATCHING

Guidelines

The purposes of the matching exercise are io acquaint students
with a variety of science occupations and to raise their interest
level in science careers. It was designed to be fairly simple to
complete in order for them to feel that they already-know quite a bit
about science careers.

os

The module should be passed out to the students, and then time
should be provided,for them,to complete the mathcing activity -rusually
about seven to ten minutes. Then the Field Representative Should lead
the group in discussing tt;e answers. The way this is done can vary,
and different methods can be used W.thin any one group of students:

(1) Ask the students as a group and repeat the consensus answer.

(2) Ask for a voltinteer to match the occupation with the definir
tion.

(3) If time is running short, occasionally just give the correct
answer for 4 specific item.

For variation,.if the interest level is high or if there is:4 lot
of extra time, you might do something like the following as you go

- through the job titles.

(1) "Do any of you know a chemist? A.lot of them work locally
at Express. Chemical Company. Does he/she.work with detergents
'or cosmetics? Like I said-, this wai just an example. Ifou .

say'your friend works with,fertilizers for .house plante.
She probably works closely with'botanists and some agricul.
'tural engineers. Are there other. women, workingewith her?"

(2) The scientist I worked with last week was a civil engineer.
She was the first woMan civil engineer to supervise conStruc-
,tion of a bridge for the, state dePartment of highways. At
first the construction workeri_resented her being at the
sites; but.after she proved she really knew how to do her
job, they accepted her and treat her really well. Now there
are two other women doing that job in other parts of the
state."

.

When finished, bring the module to a definite close as you move
to your next activity. For example:

'This group really knows science and engineering. There
were only one or two which gave you any problems at all. I'm
also surprised you have so :many friends, including a lot of women
who are scientists. That's very encouraging. We like to show
students that scientists work on problems that affect all of us
everyday, not just high level laboratory research; but this group
seems to already understand that.

"Janet.Jones, the physicist you met.in the large group this
morning dossn't work in a laboratory developing mathematical
models as our example showed. She combines her training in

physics with her love of flying; she actually takes a lot.of test
. flights, doing stress tests on airipligops as they are being designed..."

-8 4.
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THINKING ABOUT A CAREER

Guidelines
tO

I

The objectives pf thiS module are (1) to introchice females to the concept .

of thinking abeUtleiteers in general and.science ca eers in particular, and
(2) to assist them in\tikiig some initial steps in thinking about careers and .
selecting some valuable source's of information. Itf was designed for flexibilit
in format of presentation and time required. -

As presented in the "Sample Narrative" with a companying.slides, this
module requires about 15 minutes. However, once you learn the material and
are familiar with the slides, it'can be used very flexibly to fill in saps of

i---timin_seminara-,,and-fallows..ups.--For-exampler-yowisight-mention-ths-major---
' points and offer the.handout, or,you might use aelected'slides to discusvonly

,

the reiource picks the Occupational Outlook Haddbook, or I Can Be Anything.
,

. ,, .

.
,.' 1 ,

, Whether you,uSe`the Module formally or not,I.you are to make "THINKING
, ABOUT'A CAREER" alienable at each seminar and t011owaupi In doing thisi /use a

paragraph;suchas thejolloWing: : '.

I % .,

;;. 1

. ,

After'r.our discussions today:90e of you may be interested in ,

..thinking mire about a career'iiN cience. :If so we haie copii*'
.of a pamphlet,which may interest u talled:"Thinking About A.
Career in Science and Technoloiy: Akung .WOman's ChoiCe"
lhoIcrup:iLcopyl.-4- -.-

:
,

3
This tells about some references. ind provides a checklist for

'starting your°planning of a career. 'If, you would:4k* a copy,
stop' by and:pick one' up.

".

The information in this module is appropriate for females in all of the
grades 9,-12. Our experience has shown that those in grades.11 and 12 are
generally moreinterested.in tae additional information in the pamphlet. '

Therefore, be sure to make participants in both seminars and follow-ups aware
of its,availability.



THINKING ABOUT A CAREER

Sample Narrative

Most young woman will work for a nunber of years and there are many
new, exciting job opportunities available to those who qualify. Each
young woman today should realize that she can succeed at a !ariety of
careers, including those in science and technology.

It is not essential for you as a high school sEudent to choose and
prepare for a specific career. 'You should, however, spend some time.
thinking about possible careers, and relating them to your personal
interests, abilities and ambitions. This will provido,you the opportunity

-to-plinr-a-histrychool-and-college-progrant-whieh-will-prepars-you-for-a-----,
job-that satisfies your goals and interests.

If you haven't begun to think about citesr alternatives or study
materiaXs relited to careers in'scioncerand technology, heft ate some
resourcea you might want to use.

,VISITING. WOMEN SCIENTISTTPROGRAM RESOURCE PACKET

,Packets.of-resource material have been prepared specifically for
this4rogram and are available in yoUr school. One is located in your ,

[library] and the other will'be in your [career canter], Ihey contain
pamphlets About financial aid-and career opportunities in theareas Of
science, mathematics, Social science and engineering.

-Start Slide Show

This slide shows a few of the pamphlets describing
diffetent-areas of engineering, a particularly good
field for woman and minorities..

HAII are some of the pamphlets that describe careers
in mathematics and the social sciencei. [Possibly
point out ona'or two by title.]

Two especially, good pamphlets you see in this'slicle
are "I'm Madly In Love With Electricity" and "Women
in Science and Technolpgy." There are also several
good sources of financial aid included-in the packet.

[Engineer Slide]'

[Math & Social ,

sciencer

-[Bigd Slider
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I CAN BE ANYTHING

[I Can Be Another excellent resource is a book by Joyce Slayton
Anything, Slide] Mitchell titled I Can Be Anything: Careers and Colleges \

for Youna Women. [At this point, show your coPY
of I Can la Anything.]

In addition to describing a large number of careers,
thin book encourages women to consider the conct of
life style as they think about career alternatives.
The author includes examples of working woman in various .
careers and discusseA the future for women in those
careers.

(ICBA Info Slide] For each occupation this book discUsses the following:

are.in the field and where they work; what the.salaries
are; the future for woman in the job; what colleges
award)the most dggrees to woman in.the field; and whore,
mote information can be obtained.

.

'THE OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBObK

[bee. OutL This "encyclopedia of careers" is published by.the
. HandbOok] W.S. Department Of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.'

It is available in miit school ind public libraries.-'

In your school, i copy ip available in the (Couniglor's
office]. (Show your copy of Handbook.)

100HB Reprints The Handbook includes infOrmation about 850 jobs and more
Slides] 'than 30 major industrial. In the table of contents,

most science, mathematics, and engineering Octupationsl
are iiatediundei "Science and TechniCal Occupations;"
there is also a section on "Social Scientists." pm-

, following examples show /Wit 4 small sample of the
Information you'can obtain in the Occupational Outlook
Handbook.

[OOHS Info SliasSl Nature of the Work

°. Civil engineers design and supervise the
construction of roads, bridges, airports, and
buildings._

Places of Employment

I

Most anthropologists, geographers, and political
scientists work'in colleges and universities while
mofikt statisticians and economists work in private
industry or research organizations.
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Places of Employment (continued)

For science majors, there are more jobs with higher
salaries in industry than iu academia. Several
of the scientists involved in-the 1977-78 VWSP
were employed in industry. For example:
Katherine Deuce, a geophysicist is involved in
oil and gas exploration for Superior Oil. Judy
Benham, a chemist, propktos now organic materials
and evaluates them for 3M.. \

. Training, QUalifications and Advancement'

A bachelor's; degree in engineering is the usual
requirement for a beginning engineering job.

o A doctoral degree is illhost always 'required
. for a job as an sstronomer or a .psychologist.

Job Prospects Through the Mid-1980'

-End of Slide Show-

a*

The outlook'for graduatet,of computir-related
curriculums should be excellent.

The number of persons who will graduate.with
advanded degrees in.sociology is likely to
exceed available job openings.

.1

Salary.and Working Conditions

o liologists with a bachelor's degree and no
experience had an average starting salary of

. 010,200 in private industry in 1976, while the
average statting.salary for engineering graduates
was $14,800 a year.

Sources.of Additional InformatiOn

Lists of schools offering education in forestry,
are available froi the Society of American
Forestbrs, with addresses listed.

.I,think you will find the OccuPational Outlook Handbook very useful
when you are exploring various careers. It is an excellent.reference tb.
use first, and it will lead you to other resources. /

1
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SCHOOL COUNSELORS

In addition to the sources mentioned and depending upon the organiza-
tion of your school, there may be guidance counselors, career counselors,
or both avap.able to you. Part of their job is to assist individual
students in thinking about future careers and how to prepare for'them.
The counselors have been trained to help you in thinking about careers,
and they have many materials available which can help you.

School counselors are often very busy people with many different
jobs and responsibilities. It is possible that they will not have the
time to take the initiative to work with each student In discussing a
career. However, if you wish to discuss your career alternatives with
your counselor and take the initiative to make an appointment, it is
very likely that he or she will assist you with personal discussion and
useful materials available in your school or public library.

A great deal of the information just preiented is included in this
booklet .(show copy..to students) "Thinking About A Career." In addition,
you will find a list of steps'for you to take.in starting.to plan,i'
succesaful career. If-you are interested, you may.pick up a copy at the.,
end of the class period. .

We have now 'introduced" you to several women in.science careers
through slides and tn person. We have also discussed the reality of
women working, mentioned career areas thatlave a particularly gpod
employment.ouqook and,outlined how you can begin to seek further
information. We hope you will find' thig information helpful in your
career planning and.decision making process. Are there any questions?

1

c.
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Study Guides

By ncel you're aware that the materials about science careers we have

provided contain more information than you can reasonably be expected to

absorb in such a short period of time. The following study guides will help

you focus on the information we consider most important. This does not mean

you need to memorize these facts but it does mean you should become thoroughly

familiar with this information.

The guides are organized into 4 areas:

-1. Information About Science Careers

2. Information About the Employment of Women

3. Science-EmproyMientiii-Your-Geographic Area

4. Preparation for Science Careers

If you have not already done so, please read the materials described in

the letter of December 15 before you begin these exercises. Next, unless you

are instructed otherwise, try to complete each exercise without-references;

then check your responses using the appropriate resources. *This procedure

should give you a good idea of the areas where,you need further study.



A. Information About Science Cakeers

1. Define (or give examples of the work done by) each of the following types of
scientists:

a. Biochemist

b. Systems Analyst

c. Ceramic Engineer

d. Biomedical Engineer

e. Forester

f. Meteorologist

g.

h. Physiologist

1. Molecular Physicist

j.' Organic Chemist

k. Crystallographer

1. Paleontologist

la. Anthropologiat

Refer to the Occupational Outlook Handbook reprints, the Science Career Briefs,
and I Can Be Anything to check your answers and/or complete your responses.

2. Approximately how many persons are employed in each of the following occupations?

a. Anthropology

b. Astronomy

c. Biology ,

d. ChemiStry

e. Computer Programming

f. Economics

g. Engineering (Total)

h. 'Geology

i. Physics

j: Psychology

(Check one.).

5,000
or less

5,001
-100,000

100,001 i 500,001 i More Than
-500 000 11 000,000 I Million

i

,

Check your answers against the,information provided in Table 4.

1 .? 9
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3. While there are 25 major branches of engineering, more than three-fourths
of all engineers are employed in one of four branches. Listtthese four major/
branches of engineering and give an example of the work involved in each.

a.

b.

C.

.,d.

Branch of Engineering.. Example of Work Performed

=11.M

Refer to Table 4,Ahe Occupational Outlook'Handbook reprints, the Science
Career Briefs and I Can Be Anything to check your answers.

4.. Indicate if the employment outlook for each of the following occupations is
favorable-or-unfavorable.

a. Chemical Engineer
b. Civil Engineer
c. Electrical Engineer
d. Industrial Engineer
e. Mechanical Engineer
f. Yetroleum Engineer

g. Biochemist
h. Chemist
i. Geologiit-
j. Life Scientist
k. Oceanographer
1. Physicist

m. Computer Programmer
n. Mathematician
o. Statistician .

p. Systems Analyst

q. Anthropologist
r. Economist
s. Geographer
t. Political Scientist
u. Psychologist
v. Sociologist

w. Elementary School Teacher
x. Secondary School Teacher
y. Social Worker

(Check one.)

Favorable or
Very Favorable Unfavorable,

Check your answers against the information provided in Table 5.
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5a. List 2 science occupations where many jobs are available tit persons with 4-year
college degrees

1.

2.

b. List 3 science occupations where doctoral degrees are generally requirei for
employment.

1.

2.

3.

Refer to the Occupatlonal Outlook Handbook reprints and I Can Be Anything
to verify your responses.

6. For each of the following occupations, indicate if the primary place of,
, employment is private industry or academia.

a. Anthropologist

b... Astronomer

c. Chemist

d. Computer Programmer

e. Economist

f. Engineer

g. Life Scientist

h. Mathematician

i. Sociologist

j. Statistician

Check your answers against

. (Check one.)

College or
Industry University

11

the information provided in,Table 5.
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B. Introduction About the Employment of Women

1. Approximately what percentage of women will work outside their homes at some
time in their lives?

.1)

2. Approxlimately what percentage of women will work for 30 years or more?

3. Approximately what percentage of women will become heads of households due to
divorce or death ofAusbands?

Refer to the Outline of Field Representative's Introduction in the
Activities- section -of the notebook -to-check --your-answera_ta_,quest ions_ 173.

Approximately,what percentage of persons enrployed in the following
occupations are women?

a. ,Anthropology

b. Astronomy

c. Biology

d. Chemistry

e. Computer Programming

f. Elementary School
Teaching

g. Engineering

h. Physica.

i. Psychology

j. Secretarial

k. -Social Work

(Check one.)

<2 2-5% 6-15% 16 25% 26-50%51-75%. >75%

. ,

..

, .

I

r.

Check your answers against the information provided in Table 1 in the
"Statistics on Science Careers" section of your notebook.
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.

Science Employment in Your Geographic Area

1. List several companies in your.area which employ lLrge numbers of scientists.

. According to the Classified Advertisments in your local newspapers, which
science occupations have the largest number of job openings?

.For each of the following occupations, list a, company in your area which employs
these persons and give a brief example of the work performed. iDlo the best you

can; perhaps make a few calls to people you know in major. companies.) Try to

get examples which you will feel comfortable using,when you talk to students.

a. Chemical Engineer

b. Civil Engineer

c. Electrical Engineer

d. Industrial Engineer

e. Mechanical Engineer

f. Chemist

g. Physicist

h. Computer Programmer

i. Biologist

j. Economist

k. Statistician

Company Work Performed



D. Preparation for Science Careers

1. List the colleges in your area which enroll substantial numberi of graduates
from local high schools.1

.2a. Using I Can Be Anything as your resource, complete,the following chart by
listing the colleges in your: local area, your state, and nearby states which'
'award the most Bachelor's Degrees in each field to women. This chart will
serve as a useful resource when you talk to students.' (You might also
skim 'the lists for mastee,s and.doctoral degrees to see if nearby colleges .

are mentioned.)

Area of Scieuce,

1. Engineering

2. Chemistry

3. Physics'

4. Computer Programming

5. Mathematics

6. Ecology

7. Zoology

8. Anthropology

9. Geography

10. Psychology

11. Sociology

Colleges Awarding the Most Bachelor's Degrees in Each
Field to Women

Local Your State Nearby States

It is likely that college!, near you have a number of strong science departments
whether or not they currently award many degrees to women. Use the space below
to record information about the science programs in colleges near you. For example,
where is the nearest engineering degree program? Does one of the k:olleges offer
a sptcial program in marine biology? etc., etc.
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2b. Use the catalogues of major 'colleges or universities in your area to complete
the following chart. (Requirements may be staied in terms of years of courses
rather than names of individual courses.)

' College
' ,Mi'or Area or University

A. 4 Year Degrees

1. Biology 1.

2. Engineering 2.

3. Mathematics 3.

it

4. Psychology 4.

B. Master's Degrees

1. Chemistry 1.

*

2. Computer Science 2.

C. Doctorate

1. Anthropology 1.

2. Physics 2.

Course Prerequisites
For Admission

Math and Science Courses
Needed for Degree
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Table.

ir

iARTIdIPATION OF 1#01101.nt EACH OF A AMU OF .C.ARkERS
3. 3

zo

Occupation
TIIN11.111116

Engineering
Phylics.
Astronomy
Chemistry
Anthropology,
Biology
Mithkmatics
Computer Programming
Psychology
Secondary School Teaching ,

e. Social Work.

'Elementary School Teaching
Secretarial

1

Approximate
Percent Wome

2
4
7

11
20

.r
-

I

go
20
22:
41
50

9 61
85

lirrom I Can Be Anything:
Joyce,Slayton Mitchell.
New York, NY., 1978.

1°

.1

Careers and Colleges for Young Women,
College Entrance- Examination Board,

3

:,

f

.1
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Education Business Govrnment 'Other

;

SOURCE:

Education BO inest , Government Other

1

49681.'
,,

,

.

, 4 :,..974..
c;;aa

National Science foundation, Women and'Minorities in
Science and Engineering, 1977.

,

Note that in 1968, over 60% of women were employed in education while
only aboup 15% were.employed in business; by 1974; the percent of women
employed in education was reduced substantially, and the employment off
wolnen had incrthsed.in private induitry end the geVernment.
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,ingimeeriat ,$14A04*

Chemistry. 12,500

Computer Science 12,500

lartbScience 12e500

Mathematics. 11,800

or

v..

iiilogical Science 9,500

Sociallicience' 9,200

4;

SOURCE: .The College Placement.Council,Salary.Survey,
Final Report, JUly 1975 and Jui.y 1976:

Alsonote that,1978,salary figures show wide discrepancies between-
traditionally male and traditionally female careers. Example: Average
annual salary-for a beginning petroleum engineer ir$19,770 compared
to $9,948 for a person with a degree in humanities.

es.
0
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.

0,

I

t I. $

it

I.
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AritOrtural .

cii

Life kience:

HSelOtod Branches'

BioloSY 71,000*
'EcolotY 48,000*
Biechemietr, 11,000

Physical Science:

Selected Stanches

Chemistiy 150,000
.Physics 48,000
Astronomy 2,000.

Mathematics:.

0

ii

Selected Aranches
S.

.Computer
. ProgrampAng 230,000
Systems Analysis 160,000
Mathematics -. 38;000
Statistics .24,000

Social Science:
0

Selected Branches

Economics 115,000
Psychology 90,000
SociologY. 19,000
Political

Science 14,000
Anthropology 3,500

Environmental Science:

Selected Branches

Geology 34,000
Meteorology 5,500
Oceanography 2,700

SOURCES: Occupational OutloolOAdbook, except those with an ,
asterisk (*) came from I Can Be Anything.

2
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e.

Agricultural Engineer
Biomedical Engineer
Ceramic InginOsr
pdustrialolingineer
Metallurgical Engineer
Mining Engineer

Chemical Engineer
Civil Engineer
Electrical Engineer.
Mechanical Engineer
Biochemiat
Chemist ,

Very Favorable

Petroleum Engineer '

Computer Programmer
Systems Analyst- '

Geographei
Geologist
GeoPiysicist

Favorable

e.

Food Scientist
Forester.(with advanced degree

or experience),

Life Scientist (with advanced degree)
Meteorologist
Physicist
Statistician

Mnfavorabli .

Anthropologist
Astronomer
Economist (bachelor's degree)
Geographer ( chelor's degree)
Mathematic
Oceanographe ;(bachelor's.degree)

Political Scientist ,

Psychologist (bachelor's degree)
Social Merier (bachelor's degree)
Sociologist
Soil Scientist.

Elementary School Teacher
Secondary School Teacher

SOURCE':

. of Lab
Occupational Outlook Handbook, 197.8-79, U. S. Department
19784'

C.

::
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PIAUI 01
VARIOUS MIS ST8

. ,

Prkesci4 14.10704 14 Alvoi Dului*
Iasi:tears

Aconomists
8tatistieiads
Chemists

Computerfrogramisra
04ologisti
Spasms Analyst*,

, Primarily Imployild in.Collaies and

Anthropologists
Astronomers
Political Scientists
Sociologists' .

ettathematicians
Life Scientists

SOURCE: Occupational tutloOk RandbOok,. 1978-79,, U.S.
Departments of Labor, 1978k

Note that emploiment outlook is related to type of employment. Those fields
where most paroons are employed in industri generally have a more favorafte
employment outlook than those where most persons are in academia.
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SUMMARTOF FIELD REPRESENTATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES

I

i,. Prior to the Visit

A. Phone contact With School Contact Person -- At least two full
weekasprior to the scheduled visit date, call the School Contact
Person. Introducelourself and conarm that he,or she has received
the School Contact Person letter and accompanying materials and
that the scheduled ate is acceptable., (If those materiels have
not been received or if the date is unacceptable, it will be

- necessary to terminate the call explaining that you wiil check
into the causes for the problem. Immediately call Carol-Place who

, will determine the problem and'contact you when it has been resolved, .

with instructions concerning your next step.)

After thinking _the Contact Person for participation, you
should complete the tasks. associated.with the attached form,
"TELEPHONECONTACT SUMMARY: SCHOOL CONTACT PERSON:" Complete.one
of these forms for each schoo/. The,following cotments refer to

) sections of the forM1

1. School Information Form (Green) -- If the form has been
completed and mailed, thank the Contact, Person and
proceed with scheduling. If the form has not been
returned to RTI, you must obtain, the answers to questions
2a and 2b (number of copies of the schodl memorandum and
the exact name and title of the Contact Person)'and
relay that information to'Carol Place immediately. In,
addition, if the Contact Person 6in provide you with the
rest of the information, record it on one of your extra
forms and relay it to Caiol Place. If not, ask the
Contact Person to please complete the form and mail it
to RTI as soon as poi:bible.

Schedule -- The information obtained for this section
will become your school schedule. For each type of
meeting'be sure and discuss the various concerns covered
in the guidelines, and use the "Remarks" section to
indicate problems or to remind you of the specific
situation. The following are examples of topics:

a. Large Group: Projector and screen, amplification/
acoustics, lighting, length of school period, how
students will be selected, numberof teachers to
monitor

b. Seminar or follow-up: Projector and screen, size
. of room, number of students, how students will be
selected, facilities for demonstration

c. Staff meeting: Location, who will attend, length
of meeting
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3. Miscellaneous -- The concerhs noted have proveh to be
important in the past; and you will probably find-other'
imporiant considerations as you conduct visits.

4. Summary of Calls -r This.is a necessary, and.drucial,
reminder of conversations 'completed.whenmaking future
calls to the Contact Person. Also RTI may need this
information to help-deiermine the number of calls needed ,

to finalize arraugements with schools for programs'of
this type. Note that you will need o make a final..
confirmation call during the week prior to the visit to
be sure the schedule and arrangements have been cOmpleted
and are acceptible.

Be sure to give the Contact Person your name and tele-
phone number, as well as the timei you can most-likely
be reached there. Also inform the Contact Person that
he/she can call Carol Place (collect) at the number 'in
the Contact Person letter if you cannot be .reached.

Although you will sometimes be able to complete the
school schedule and feel reasonably.comfortable after
one telephone call, in many cases you will have to make
as many as 4 or 5 calls to set a schedule and feel
comfortable that the school is ready for your visit.
Remember that the success of the visit is very dependent
upon.both your relationship with the School Contact
Person and your ability to establish an appropriate
visit schedule for eadvschool.

B. Phone Contact with Woman Scientist -- After conversations with
school contact persons and all schedules have been arranged, call
the woman scientist. (If there are problems which delay scheduling
every school, be sure to call the woman scientist no later than
two weeks before the visit. You can discuss these specific problems
in later calls.)

1. Introduce yourself, thank her for her interest and
participation in VWSp

2. Confirm the dates of visits and school names and provide
her with the following:

a. Your telephone number and address as *ell as the
times you can most likely be reached there

b. Names of school contact
telephone number of the
school to be visited in
that visit.)

1 33

persons. (Provide the
contact person at the first
case of a problem prior to
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Discuss demonstration and/or presentation. Gilie her examples

.of previous demonstrations, what generally worki well with
students, and encourage her.to develop's demonstration or
materials.(charts, pictures, artifacts, etc.) instead of
relying completely on everhal presentation and slidea. ,

Advise her to'svoid technical language and to try relating to
ihe students st their level. J

*'

4. Give her an example of a "typical day", including the approximate
length of her presentations. Tell her the leneh of class
periods in schools she will visit. Discuss the needs for
varying presentations in large groups, followTups, and seminars.
Also discuss any unique characteristics of specific schools
(especially the first school to be visited) which might
affect her preparation. For example, the percentage of
students who attend four-year colleges may be relevantt or
the precentage of minority'students.

Explain the.staff meeting and her role in that meeting

6. Mention the modules you may use and explain her role in them.
(You may elaborate upon this during the visits)

7. Verify infomation you know about the scientist to weave into
your introduction. You may want to gain some new information
which would be interesting to school staff and students.

8. Mention the importance of keeping school personneL satisfied.
The visitors must remain flexible.

9. Give her very specific direciions to the first school.or to
the place you first plan to meet.

10. During the week,prior to the first visit, call the woman
scientist a second time. If she appears to be well along in
,her preparation and comfortable with her role, this call will
be only for confirmation. If she expresses concerns or if
you detect potentiel problems, try to assist her through
discussion and offer to talk with her as needed by telephone.
If you feel it is necessary, offer to mee* with_the woman
scientist to discuss the visit and sessions. Based upon
previous experience, it is not generally necessary to meet
personally with the woman scientist to have a successful
first visit; however, in specific instances this may be
necessary.

11. After the woman scientist's first school visit (and even
during the first visit) the Field Representative can be very
helpful in improving the woman scientiit's presentations. In

most cases this can be done in a positive manner through
mutual discussion or by stressing her most effective techniques,
examples and ideas.
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II. During'the Visit

A, Materials (See atached SchOol Vislt--List of Materials Needed -

Gold)

'SOecific Duties

1. Meet Contact Person and give him/bevthe blui Record of Visit
Form.and return envelOpe. Be sure of schedule for the day,
etc: Find out Resource Packet locations and if the school4
has an Occupational Outlook Handbook-and copy of I Can Be Anything.:

2. Staff Meeting .

a. Set up materials in preparation for meeting

b. Introduce yourself and woman scientist; woman scientist
briefly describes her place of employment and position

1

c. Record .on Visit Record(yellow) number of each type of staff

d. Make brochures, List of Resourte Materials available to those
who never received them

e. Present purposes of staff meeting and of VWSP

f. Present inajor points to be stressed to students

g. Discuss resources available to itudents

h. Encourage staff members to:reinforce program 'goals

3. Large Group (9th and/or 10th grade)

a. Pass out "Help Wanted brochure

b. Introduction, including slide presentation (15 minutes)

c. Introduce woman scientist then she speaks or presents
information

Field Representative Wrap-up with encouragement, direct
students to available resources, ACT, Resource Packet

e. Fill out Meeting Activity Record (Pink)

4. Follow-Up Meeting

a. Recap large group points briefly

b. Questions and answers

n
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c. Module, woman scientist slides or demonstration, and
Field Representative's remarks

d. Hand out Student Forms (Green) for completion
1

, e. Make "Thinking About A Career" available

f. Fill out Meeting Activity Record.(Pink) and be 'sure to
attach to the Student Forms:

Seminar

a. Hand out °Help Wanted" brochure

b. Introduction, including short slide presenOtion

c. Woman scientist demonstration talk-(shortened)

d. Questions and answers

e. Hind out Student Forms for completion

f. Fill out Meeting Activity Record (Pink) and be sure to
attach to Student Forms (Green)

g. Make "Thinking About A Career" available

III. Following the Visit

1. Complete Visit Reocrd (Yellow) and attach to Meeting
Activity Records and Student Forms for that school

2. , Send Visit Records along with Meeting Records and Student
Forms,to RTI at the end of each week

3. Send a thank-you note to wolan scientist

4. Send a thank-you note to contact person

5. Send an invoice to RTI every two weeks with receipts

136
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TELEPHONE CONTACT SUMMARY
SCHOOL CONTACT PERSON

School: Contact Person:

Visit Date: Telephone:
4

Wman Scientist:

C.

a

I. Has School Information Form been completed and sent to RTI?'

II. SCHEDULE

1.

3.

4.

5.

0 .Yes

0 No . Action,Taken:

Meeting Meeting
Time Location Type* . Remarks

4* L = Large Group, F = Follow-Up, S = Seminar, ST = Staff Meeting

(OVER)
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III. MISCELLANEOUS

A. Directions to school, parking and contact person:,

B. Arrangements to meet woman scientist:

C. Other:

IV. SUMMARY OF CALLS-7CONTACT PERSON

1.

3.

4.

Date Person Remarks.

Final confirmation call (during week prior to visit):

pate: Remarks:

V. SUMMARY OF CALLSWOMAN SCIENTIST

1.

Date ,Remarks
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c,School COntact.. ter.* sltoiord of Visit- 7o* (11100).- sod Itetlint spve

'..1Pield topoortatilo Vieit,,Itectord

Yield itipresictatilie.,tisetis Activity Lia'Orde

° ;lids, aid Slide Carocaellor 7Mtroductioai.

0 "Thicklas About.A Career" (Ielie apProxim.ately 100) lad 'Slid..

o "liel.p Wanted,: k'ochere apprOilmatily

CI &samples -of Sciencc.Careere., Hatching iherciee (31o*).

(approximately 75)

. 0 Career Decisions Case Study (Cold, approximately 50)

Q Student Forms (Green, approximately 150)

.0 Lists of Resource Materials (Blue, appraximately 10)

0 Pencile.for Students to Fill Out Forms
1

0 Occupational Outlook Handbook

410 I Can B. Anythini

Informatio'nal Brochures (10)

0
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VISITING WOMRN SCIENT/STS PROGRAM.

FIELD RIPRISENTATIVE MRITING.ACTIVITY RECORD"

School ID:

School Nome:

Wbman Scientist:

Misting Number: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1. Large Group 2 Follow-Up 3. Seminar 4. Other (Describe)

Number of Females

Grade
Total Number . Number of Total Number

.<8 9 10 11-12 Females Males Students

t

Activities Conducted:
(Circle all that apply.)

Field Representative

1. Mbdule 1: Introduction
2. Mbdule 2: Slide Presentation
3 Mbdule.3: Thinking About A Career
4, Mbdule 4: Definitions of Science Careers - Matching
5. Mbdule 5: Case Study, Career Decisions

Woman Scientist

, 6. Slides
7. Demonstrations
8. Other (Describe)

Field Representative and/or Woman Scientist

9. Question and Answer Session (>10 minutes)

(Attach this form to Student Questionnaires for this meeting.)
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zwitwIT,PmftwngTAIP57

V/1211110 .1110101, PDOGRA11.

FULD linNOWIATIVD, VISIT ISOM

. :

1.

a

'School 124 School Names

.

amen Scientist:

Stet' Meeting

(Check hare if there maw no meeting 0.)

Cou.selors
Librarians'
Science Teachers .

Mathematics Teacher..
Social Science Teachers
Principal
Vice Principal
Others.(Specify)

Number

- State: Date of Visit:

COntact Person: Titles'

C.

.14.ur,iii`Pacitet LOcations

(If additional resource. packets were requested,
specifY hciw assiy._ )

Number Located In .

a. Lib
b. Guidance Office

. c. Career Center*.

d. Science'. Department

e. Mathematics 'Dipartment

f. Social Science Department
g. Other (Specify).

0110.0.011

*if a'different location from guidance office

Briefly describe the woman scientist's presentations, demonstrations, etc., and how well they were received'.

(Attach a separate sheet if you need more space.)

Briefly iescribe any problems which were encountered during the visit.

141 14
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,Larse group :

TOTAL 110111
LAM 01007

1M4cpprryWIrintiviliirCIff-PrkirrirKfs7F.!* 417,-PririT-10117.17-1.7.17 7-1T-74T;:17" "Yt'v41..,"

4 9 10 11410

01101M ...1110

,111=111

AMIII11

US.' 9 Total 0 :

ALM-. 01111OU

a=MINIIIM1 01=111111 .1110111111019

Seminar

TOTAL MAU
=WU

IN.111. dIMMNIIMIL 11.11P

4111111, 1.1111111MM 41111111111111

..M111111

Other

TOTAL MUMS
OMER

.

.

Imola 'Students

Total f
Tamales

Total 0
Males

. .

Total 9
Students

grade I

41 9 10 11-12 .

.
.,.

. .

lollow-Up
Matins

TOTAL !MIER
TOLLOW-UP

01

TOTAL
Men
=WW1
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1979

4 VISITING WOMEN SCIINTISTS PENMAN

. FIELD REPRESENTATIVE EVALUATION FON,/

I Please discuss the training session he
you for actual visits, answerincyour
larly interested in methods and nateria
helpful and in dome that you foe/Ishii
for commeneincludes worksheets at tone

written.matsriels, and act
and women scientists. Please discuss y
structured field representa4ve introd
Hew were they'received? Now might

it ATI in'terms of preparing
stions, etc. Wie are particu-

s.that were particularly
d be improved. Specific areas
fipld trial.visits, staff, *.

1 Falls to Contact persOn0
sir/experiences With the

n and slide presentation.
inproved?

. .
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2. How often and under what conditiOns did you use the.following modules?.
I How well were they received and how valuable did you perceive.them
to be?

4. The matching module:

:"'"

b. "Thinking About A Career:"

c. The Case Study:

cv



I.

. What types of. meetings do you feel worked best! large group, seminar,
follow-up, mixed)? Why/

r,

4. Please talk about your overall experience with staff meetings.
Vhat ideas4an you offer for providing further information to
teachers and counselors?

0

*/



5. What did you find to,be the most frequent problems in your preparation of
schobls and women scientists,and in your visits?

a

1;

111

6. Please provide us with any comme ts you have or reactions of Students or
school staff about informational materials provided by the program:
"Careers.in Science and Technolfigy;" "Thinking About a Career" and the
yellow informational brochure. Were they valuable? How could they be
improved? Were there important gaps in information?

(MORE)

,



7. Were,the administrative forms clear And concise for easy compltion?
?, Discuss any specific problems you had in completion.

a. \ How w 11 prhpare4 do you feel schools were for the visits? Can you make
' any su gestions Or improving the preparation process?

4

118
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9. How well srepared were the women scientists with which you worked?
Overall, how effective were they in encouraging females into science?
How might their preparation be improved?

10. Do you have any suggestions as to the characteristics of women scientists
that seem particularly effective in high school visits?



11. Do you have sussestions retarding the.role of the field rrpresentative in
such a props??

11

42. Any other comments?

THANK YOU FOR SHARIN9 YOUR TIME, YOUR SUGGESTIONS AND VALUABLE INSIGHTS..

GOOD LUCK IN YOUR FUTURE ENDEAVORS. .



C.

O.M.B. No. 9940310 .

Approval Expires 5/31/82

1978-79 VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM
STUDENT FORM

Name of School: Date ofNisit:_-----------
Please indicate your grade:

° (Circle one.)

6 7 8 9 10 11 , 12 Other

2. Please indicate your sex:

(Circle one.)

1. Female 2. Male

3.% How would you rate this Visiting Women 5cientists Program overall?

(Circle one.)

1. Excellent 2. Good 3. Fair 4. Poor

4. How valuable was the program to you in each of the following ways?

(Circle one on each line.)

a.

Not
Valuable

Somewhat Very
Valuable Valuable

Taupht me about a number of careers
of which I hadn't been aware 1 2 3

. b. Showed me that women can suc essfully
.

combine careers and family lives 1
,

2 3
c. Taught me about the preparation needed

d.

for various science careers 1

Showed me the importance of keeping my ,

options open by taking science and

.. 2 3

e.

mathematics courses in high school 1

Encouraged me to seek further informa-
2 3

tion about science career opportunities 1 2 3
C.

5. Which parts of the program did you particularly like?

(Circle one on each line.)

Did Not Liked
Somewhat

Liked Does Not
Very Much Apely_Like

a.

c.

Women acientists' talks
Slides of women in various

1 2 3

c.

science careers
Learning ;thout careers fur

1 2 3 4

d.

women In science

Opportunity to have questions
1 2 3 4

miswerod 1 2 3 4
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APPENDIX E

tt

Woman Scientist Traihing Letter .

Visiting Women Scientists Program Application Form

Woman Scientist Record of Visits
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[Ditto]

Women Scientist's -.
Name and Address]

Der [Warm Scientist]

We are delighted that you will be participating in the Netional kience
Foundation's Visiting Women Scientists Program. The program is designed
to encourage.jUnior.high and high school females to consider careers in
science and technology.. (Please note that NSF defines science to include
mathematics, engineering, and social science, as well as biological and
physical science.) The pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program conducted
last year was quite successful, and we,hope to build upon those experiences
to have an even better program in 1978-79.- I am enclosing a yellow
°brochure which describes the purposes and procedures of the 1978=79

0

program. !

The objectives established for the Visiting Women Scientists Program ate
as follows:

1.. To provide an opportunity for high school students to meet and
interact with women scientists as role models.

2. To provide exampleu:of women in a variety of science careers.

3. To provide e4idence of women who have cOlbined personal lives
and successful careers in.a variety of ways.

4. To promote the attitude that virtually all careers, including
those in science and technology, are appropriate for-women as
well as men.

5. To provide information about science and technology job oppor-
tunities fOr women in the future (including emerging careers),
and about equal opportunity laws and affirmative action programs
which guarantee women-access to these opportunities.

To provide information about the preparation needed foi various
, science careers, the importance of keeping various options
open, and the sources of financial aid-which are available for.
obtaining this preparation.,

7. To encourage students to seek,additional information about
women in science careers, and tO provide aisistanci in obtaining
such information.

8. To.encourage teachers and counselors to provide support and '

encouragement to women who are considering science careers.

To accomplish these objectives, you and an RTI Field Representative will
be meeting with students, teachers, counselors, and librarians in each
school. You are scheduled to conduct, visits the week of .

The schools and dates for your school visits are as follows: Any
changes in this schedule will be confirmed by the Field Representative
when you speak with her. Each one-day visit will consist of some combination
of the following meetings:

1. a large group presentation to is many as 150 ninth and tenth
grade female students (in large schools there may be more than
one large group meeting);

/ 3



2. ore or more meetings with small groups of students as a follovup
to the large grim meeting;

3. one or more seminars, each consisting of 20730 eleventh and
twelfth grade female students who have particular interest in
.science and mathematics; and

4. a meeting with counselors, librarians, and science, mathematics,
. and social science teachers, when possible. .

Your responsibilities in each of these meetings are discussed below.

1. Large Group peetint of 9th and 10th Grade Female fludents

.Each large group meeting will consist of formal presentations
by the Field Representative and the women scientist. The lieldlepresentative
will begin the meeting by presentingi brief overview of the program's
purposes and making a few major points: more Women are entering.the
traditionally male fields of science and engineering; because-of new
attitudes and federal laws there are many opportunities for women in the
sciences; one does,.not have to.be a_genius to succeed in a caresr in
science or engineering, but high school females should definitely take
electives in science and math in.order to have the option of entering
these careers later, and there are materials readily available for use
in learning more about carzer Opportunities. [The outline of the Field
Representative's 'introductory remarks is included in Module 1.] The
Field Representative will then give a brief slide presentation [(see.
Module 2)] to illustrate women in a diversity of science careers. It is

mmticipated that these two activities will take approximately 15 minutes.

At this point the Field Representative will turn the program over

to you. You will.need to be prepared to talk about various aspects of
your career and your life. While you will probably spend no more.than
15 or 20 minutes speaking to any one group of students, you should have
enough prepared so that you can vary your presentations somewhat. If

you kept repeating ehe same remarks to Several groups in each ichool it,
is inevitable that you would begin to lose some of your sparkle.

Wet strongly recommend that you iticlude as part a your presentation
a demonstration or materials to illustrate some jobrelated activity..
In the pilot program We found that women scientists who made use of such
"show and tell" devices generafly had an easier time motivating the

students.

Many women scientists in the pilot program were able to demonstrate

aspects of their work. For example, an engineer assembled a miniature
water treatment system and showed how it removed minerals from hard

water. Another used a portable air monitoring device to determine
levels of various chemicals in the school. A chemist brought photographic

plates and developed them. A sociologist illustrated the use of surveys
to collect data by conducting an informal survey of the students' role

expectations. A mathematician showed how the "Golden Rectangle" has
been used in great works of att over the centuries. An environmental



scianiist brought a set of line .drawings whidh illustrated.how diseases
are spread and discussed hoe her, work in sanitation tOntrol helped
prevent this spread. _A computer scientist.brought along both a slide
rule And a mini-computer; although she could not hook up'the compUter,
it served as an effective prop-for her diecusiion about emerging careers.

'There are several points to keep in mind as you consider what to
demonstrate. Men the simplest demonstration is the most effective .

sure.your demonsiration is something which will be of.interest to
, 'high school students and at a level they can understand; the Field

Repreientative will be able to advise you ibout,the appropriateness of
the demonstration you are considering. Please resist the temptation to
use the occasion to teach the students'science or mathematics in an
obvious fashion; A couple of women scientists,attempted this in the
pilot programwith unfortunate resUlts. Plan to use only materials
which you can bring with you to the school, and make sure all students
in the room will be able to see what you are doing. (Some demonstrations
might be-inappropriate for large group meetings but excellent for smaller
meetings. For example, demonstrations whic0 actively involve the students
in handling equipment are vary effeccive, b(zt these should not'be attempted
in large group meetings.)

A number of women scientists in the pilot program used slides to
demonstrate aspects of their jobs, while others showed slides of people
_they work with. This latter approach was particularly effective since
it gave the women scientists an opportunity to show examples of a number
of different jobs which require different skills and varying levels of
education. They were also able to show women with differing personal
situations, and,women working with (and sometimes supervising) man as
wall as other women.

2.. Follow-up to the Large Group Meeting

Schools have been asked to allow interested students who
attend the large group meeting to participate in a.small-group follow-up
meeting. This will give those students an opportunity to ask you questions
about, your career and your life. /f you have a demonstration which you
were unable to ups with the large group you may wish to use it in this

'meeting. .If time permits, the Field Representative will explain to the
) students how they can go about seeking additional information about
science career opportunities [See Module 3].

3. Seminars for llth and 12th Grade Female Students

Students who attend the seminars will have been either self-
zelected or selected by the school for their interest in science and
mathematics. The Field Representative will present the introductory
remarks, mention the major points, and then introduce you. Your presen-
tation to a seminar group can cover the same material as your large
group presentation. However, the meeting will be much less.formal and
students will be encouraged to express their opinions and to ask questions.
Since each of these students will attend only one meeting you need not
be concerned about repeating a demonstration or remarks you have already

/ :5



made. In the pilot program we found that the llth and 12th grade females
were more interested.than the younger students in exploring ways of
combining careers and personal lives, so.you may wish to include remarks
'About these issues. In any case, the students will probably have questions'
for you. In the event that discussion lags, the Field Representative is
prepared to use one of a number of Modular activities to spark a disCussion.

4. Staff Meeting

Teachers and other staff members will already have received
information about the purposes and procedures of the Visiting Women
Scientists Program. The purpose of the staff !Dieting is to encourage
tachers and counselors ta assist female students in exploring science
career opportunitied. part ot the program, two Resource rackets
containing pamphlets abo t science careers are being given to the school.
The Field Representativ will describe the materials in the packet and
also, discuss-other.mate ials such as films which are available. The
school will also be as d to have a librarian or counielor talk about
the resources the echo 1 already has available. °.(For example, most
schools have a copy off the Department of Labor's Occupational Outlook
Handbook but very few eachers know of its existence). Though you have
no specific responsib lities in the staff meeting, feel free to join in
any discussion.

You will certain4y want to describe your current job activities and
responsibilities at 1 ast briefly 't$:$ each'group of students you meet.
Additional topics you might discuss are:

1. Your caiebr development -- when you decided upon a science
career, who influenced you, who tried.to dissuade you, your
education, jobs you've held, problems you've encountered'end
how you've solved them.'

2. Now you've combined your career with other pursuits (e.g.,
family, social, community, leisure). If you're tarried, how
does your husband feel aboueyour career? How do you and your
husband divide up housekeeping responeibilities? Have you had
to decide What to do if one of you is offered a position in
another area of the country? If you have children, how are
family responsibilities handled?

A typical day. Several women scientists in the pilot program
kept a brief diary,of their activities both on and off the job
for an entire day and then discussed it with the students.
This proved to be a very effective device for showing the
students that women scientists are "real people" too.

Your remarks should be presented conversationally, should generally
include some anecdotal information, and should include some humor with
which the students can relate. We hope that you are enthusiastic about
your work and that you will be able to communicate your enthusiasm to the
students. However, please be careful not to appear to be recruiting for
your pars-lcular field or employer. Similarly, do not give students the

Nes



impression that you advocate sny one life style (suoh as not working
while your children are very young, having a full-time housekeeper,"or,
'twine both the husband and wife employed half-time); the point of the
program is.that a diversity of life styles, can be Combinedwith careers
in science and technology. Some women scientists in the pilot program
kept a balance by presenting examples of howvomen colleagues handled
similar situations differently.

It is possible that some students will interpret this.program as
"Women's Lib" or "pro-ERA.". Please avoid letting them draw you into a
debate about these issues, regardless of your personal beliefs: Also,
please be careful not to depict yourself or other women scientists as
It superwomen." Studenti will find it hard to identif7with a woman who
is awaward-winning scientistand at the same time sews all of the
clothes her family wears and cooks candlelit dinneri for 20,people on a
weekly basis. They might easily:become discouraged from pursuing a
cience career because such feats,are clearly beyond Item:

In summary, we would like you to keep things in perspective--
science careers can be xciting and rewarding, and these careers can be
combined with complete and satisfying personal lives, but there will be
problems that will need to be worked.out.

To help you prepare for the visits, we are enclosing several materials:

1. The brochure."Careers in Science and Technology: More Women
Needed" which will be distributed to.students during the
visits.

.

2. The pamphlet Woman in Science ind Technology which deals with
many of the topics important to this program.

3. A copy of the List oflesource Materials (a set of materials
about science careers which is being given to each school).

4. A booklet of modular activities which were developed for the.
Visiting "-men Scientists Programvthe Field Representative
will use these activitiet as appropriate during.the visits.

Now for a few housekeeping matters:'

.Please bill us for one day's preparation time in addition to
the days you spend visiting the schools; the consulting rate
for visitors is $100/day.

Reasonable expenses for meals will be reimbursed; reimburse-
ment for travel in your own car is at a rate of $.4tmile.

We are enclosing a "Record of Visit" form and a postage-paid
envelope. Please return your invoice and the completed Record

, of Visit Form to'us in this envelope after you have completed
your Visits.



,

.
-The ATI field Representative in your area, [Field Rep'siname], will

.contact you soon to discuss plans for the visits or you can call her at
[Field Rep.'s phone number]. If you have difficalty in reachingthe
Field Representative or if you have any questions or concerns you wish
to discuss with me, please call me (collect 919-541-6318).

We appreciate your willingness to serve as a role model for young
wouen and hope the alcperiences of the Visiting Women Scientists Program
will be rewarding to both you and the students. .

CP:cr
Enclosures

Sincerely,

Carol Place, Project'Director
Visiting Women Scientists Program',



No. 4994-77014 .
Approvslinpires J/31/82

VIlITISO WONO SCIINTISTS:PROORAN AMICATIOR PORN

Nene (include Dn., Ne.,

Manias Address:

'Cityt

.Telephone: Area Code: Number: Extension:

Business Title:

'11ame of Imployert

State: Zip Cods:

' 1. Please classify yourself into one of the following broad areas of "science."

(Circle only one.)

Biological Science 1

PhysicalScience -2

Engineering 3
.

7,

.Mathematics . 4
Social Science 5,

2. What is your specific field of science (e.g., bacteriology, mechanical
engineering, biophysics, etc.)?

Specific Science Field:

3. Please list the degrees you have obtained, the year of award, and your major
field for each.

a.

b.

pegree Year -.Ma or Field

4. Which of.the foll?wing,best describes your ptesent employment?

(Circle onlybone.)

Academic 1

Non-Profit Organization 2
Profit-Making Organization
Government 4
Unemployed 5

5. How do you describe yourself?

American Indian
Black, Afro-American or Negto
Mexican American or .Chicana
Puerto Rican
Other Latin-American Origin
Oriental or Asian American
White or Caucasian
Other

(Circle only one.)

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

... .. .

8

6. Are you interested in being included in the "Women Scientists Roster" to be
released to schools and other organizations which wish to conduct programs
of this nature? (Your response will in no way affect your eligibility to
visit high schools for the 1978-79 Visiting Women Scientists Program.)

Yes
No

(Circle one.)

1

2

Please attach a copy of your risumi 4f.you have ane available.

-)



1

. 0
School(s) Visited: 1.

2.

3. .

Approximately how much time'did you ipend la,priperatimm for the visits?

2. It is important to the s\access of this program that the RTI Field Repre-
sentative wbo accopinieI¼ the woman scientist be pleasant and courteous
and that'sbe does- everything 'possible.to ensure that the 'visits run

.
smoothly. lasese rate the Field Representative in each of the following

regards, and add any cOmments Which you think:Will help us. .

St

(Circle one on

Excellent Good

each line.)

Fair Poor

a. Preparing you for the visits

b. Working with you on the days of
the visits

.. 1

1

geese 2

2

....

..:.

3

3

....

....

4

4

c. Interaction with school personnel 1 2 0.04 3 SO44 4

d., Interaciion with students
a. Knowledge of various careers

1,

,1

2

2

....

....

3
3

....

....

4
4

, Comments

'a

c

(OVER)

s



c

4. Ao yoi-have any suggestions Ior. lapsavinsiihs Visiting Women-Scisatists -
'Program? If yes, please specify.

,

.

(C
i

ircle
/

'Us ... OOOO 4... 1'
No . . 2

S. If the Visiting Women Scientists Program is continued in the future, mould
.you be interested in participating?

(Circle one.),

J ,Tes 1
No 0 2 ,

Thank you for participating in the 1978-79 Vlsiting Woiep Scientists Program.

Please complete this form and return it to RTI, along with"your invoice,'
in the postage-paid envelope provided as soon after your-visits as
possible.

0

_
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APPENDIX F

f

Informational Brochure

List of Resource Materials

Careers in Science and Technology: More Women Needed

Announcement Poster

Examples of Science Careers (Matching Activity)

Case Studi

Thinking About a CareerAn Science and Technology: A Young Woman's Choice
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showed slides of themselves at home with their
families aid !steeds, or enjoyill their leisure
mememts is recreational activities. In additiOn,
She wakes scimetists talked to the students about
their education, traising and personal backgrousds.
Many related how they happened to choose a scienti-
fic career, asd some talked about the problems asso-
ciated with 'combinine a science careei via a per-
sosal life, tellisehow they resolved ihese problems.

In most schools a, meeting vill be scheduled
with school staff including some or all of the

. following: guidance counselors; 'teachers in .the
areas of science, mathematics and social science;
school librarians; and other interested school, or
district personnel. There are four purposes for
the meeting: (1) to explain the goals and ration-
ale of the Visiting Women Scientists Program and
relate what the visitors are doing in the school;
(2) to discuss how the school's own career-related
resources can be used more'effectively by students
and teachers; (3) to describe the science career
materials which are being given to the school; and
(4) to discuss the overall topic of women in science,
eliciting any ideas the staff might have as to how
the National Science Foundation could assist schools
in encouraging more females to continue in science
and engineering.

Each school which participates in the program
will receive two packets pf materials describing
careers in various areas of science, mathematics,
social science and engineering. Students and
school staff members will also be given assistance
in obtaining additional resources including pamph-
lets, Tilos, games, and bibliographies for further
study.

4

tif:i17.13:3;?i-,Yrif 'rrif".174; 7;77

-TIE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM -f
I.

Conducted by the

41

Center for Educational Research and Evaluation
Research Triangle Institute

163
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina164
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,ttempt to increapc the participation 'of woman 'in

and tathsology by:* -'(1) sivtss
laitI14tOdenteAku opportunity to see and:interact
.Vith: -Orman erientistii; providing Amformation
eboUt'''cateait.,oPpottumitias in scisece and ,technol-
ogy aid 'about. the .preparatiOn ileaded for sich

$44:(3).Prsuating Szalu. of Wail in
width 'women scientists are successfully, combining

cience scare:re and personal lives.

In 1978 the National Science Foundation suppor-
ted a pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program to
encourage hish school females to pursue careers in

science, including biological saMet physital
science, mathematics, social.science'kad engineer-
ing. A. part of the pilotImosram, women scien-
tists visited 110 high schools across the country.
The pilot progreapwas very well received by high
school students'and staff, and'eva;uption results
indicate that .it was successful in encouraging

t females to seek further information about careers
in science.

Because of the success of the pilot program, a
similar program !Ill be cdnducted in the 1978-79
school year by,theo,Research Triangle Institute

(RTI). Visits will be conducted in several Notth
Carolina schools during October and November of
1978; and a total of about 135 schools is three
other areas of the United States' will be visited
Jaivary through Hay of 1979.

Typically, an RTI field representative and a
woman scientist-from the local area will spend one

day in each school. In addition to making presen-
tations to large groups of ninth and tenth grade
female students, the women scientists will conduct

1 C;

seMiaars for eleventh, and twelftfi grade female
stidents who have sirtady shown an interest in
science, and they will meet with teachers, counse-,
lore and administrators on an individual or Shall
group basis..

'The major purposes of the large group meetings
are 11) to.proVide students with an opportunity to '

meet &value Scientist role Model, and (2) to raise
their consciousnesi level while they can still
easily redireOt their high school programs to

include more 'mathematics and science, vhe major
purpOses of the seminars are (1) to reinforce the
notionai that women can be interested and successful
in science careers mind that they can cosibine these
careers with full private lives, end (2) to provide
specific.information in response tothe students'
questions. 'Generally, a. few major points are
stressed: wore women are entering the tradition-
ally malefields of stience'and engineering; because
of new attitudes and federal laws there are many
opportunities for women in sciencerone does not
have to be a genius to succeed in a career in
science or engineering, but high school females
should defiuitely take electivei in science and
mathematics in order to have.the option'of entering
these careers later.

As part of their presentations,' the women
scieptistu will describe aspects of their careers
and their personal lives. During the pilot program,
many yomen scientists prepared demonstrations :
related to their jobs. For example, one woman
scientist b'rought aa actual sross section of a
cylinder head from an sivcraft engine in order to
describe her research on fuel injectors. Some
women scientists brought slides or pictures related
to jobs, including state population and migration
patterns, cultural anthropOlogists at work, and
physiological slides of different animals; others

1 ,t;
.0'



. 1978-79 VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM
LIST OF RESOURCE MATERIALS

A. MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THE VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM RESOURCE PACKET
(Please Note: Prices may have changed since the printing of this list. Many of
the organizations listing a price for their publications will provide one copy
free of charge. In addition, many organizations offer discounts for quantity
purchases.)

----- 1. GENERAL .

$6.00/50 copies a. College Times: Facts for Your Future from the College Board -
College Board Publications, Box 2815, Princeton, NJ 08541

$2.00 each b. Science anqi Engineering Careers--A Bibliography -.Scientific
Manpower C mmission, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, NW,
Washingtot, DC 20036

$1.50 each c. Women in science and TechnoZogy - ACT Publications, P. O. Box 168
Iowa Cityj IA 52240

$2.00 each d. I'm Madly in Love with Electricity - Lawrence Hall of Science,
Universitfr of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, ATTN: Careers

Free e. Science 1d Your Career - U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor St tistics, 1515 Broadway, Suite 3400, New York, NY 10036

2. ENGINEERING

ree \a. EngineoriingA Cdreer of Dedication and Responsibility - National
Societylof Professional Engineers, 2029 K Street, NW, Washington,

DC 20006

$ .25 each b. WOMENGINEER - Engineers Council for Professional Development,
345 East 47th Street, New York, NY i0017

$5.00/hundred c. Several short pamphlets describing areas of engineering such as
civil engineering, mechanical engineering, automotive engineering,
etc. - Engineers Council for Professional Development, 345 East
47th Street, New York, NY 10017

Free d. A Career in Metallurgy, Metallurgical Engineering, .... - The
Metallurgical Society of AIME, 345 East 47th Street, New York,

NY 10017

Free e. Women in Engineering at Kodak - Corporate Information Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY 14650

f. Did You Ever Wish You CouZd Change the World? . American Society
$ .25 each of Agricultural Engineers, 2950 Niles Road, St. Jose1.4?. MI 49085

$ .50 each

$ .20 each

$ .20 each

$ .25 each

Free

3. PHYSICAL SCIENCES

a. Women in Physics - American Physical Society, Committee on the
Status of Women in Physics, 335 East 45th Street, New York, NY 10017

b. Careers in Chemistry Today - American Chemical Society, Department
of Educational Activities, 1155 Sixteenth Street, NW, Washington,

DC 20036

c. Careers in ChemistryOpportunities forMinorities - American

Chemical Society, Department of Educational Activities, 1155 Sixteenth

Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036

d. Careers in Exploration Geophysics - Society of Exploraton
Geophysicists, P. O. Box 3098, Tulsa, OK 74101

e. Your Tomorrow--A Guide to Careers in the Chemical Industrif -

Manufacturing Chemists Association, 1825 Connecticut Aveue, NW,

Washington, DC 20009

PP/



A. MATERIALS (continued)

Free

Free

$ .25 each

(2)

f. Minority Engineers in the Chemical Industry - Manufacturing Chemists
Association, 1825 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20009

g. The Challenge of Meteorology - American Meteorological Society, 45
Beacon Street, Boston, MA 02108

h. A Career in Astronomy - The ExecUtive Officer, American Astronomical
Society, 211 FitzRandolph Road, Princeton, Nj 08540

. 4. BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

$ .20 each

$ .25 each

Free

Free

$ .05 each

Free

a. Careers in Biology'- Education Department, AmeriCan Institute of
Biological Sciences, 1401 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA 22209

b. Microbiology in Your Future - American Society for Microbiology,
1913 I Streets NW, Washington, DC 20006

c. Ecology and Your Career - U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 1515 Broadway, Suite 3400, New York, NY 10036

5. MATHLUTICS

a. Mdth and Your Career - U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, 1515 Broadway, Suite 3400, New York, NY 10036

b. The Math in High School ... You'll Need for CoZZege - Mathdmitical
Association of America, 1225 Connecticut Avenue, NY, Washington, DC

20036
c. Careers in Statistics - Committee of Presidents of Statistical Societies,

c/o American Statistical Association, 806 15th Street, NW, Washington,

DC 20005

6. SOCIAL SCIENCES

$ .50 each a. Careers in Geography - Association of American Geographers, 1710
Sixte nth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009

$ .60 each b. Care rs in Psychology - American Psychological Association,
1290 17th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036

$ .60 each c. Careers and the Study of Political Science (Curzan) - American Political
Science Association, 1527 New Hampshire Avenue, Washington, DC 20036

Free d. What is Anthropology - American Anthropological Association, 1703 New
Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20009

Free

$1.00 each

$1.50 each

$1.50 each

Free

7. FINANCIAL AID

a. A selected list of major fellowship opportunities and aids.... -
Fellowship Office, Commission on Human Resources, National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, DC 20418

b. Educational Financial Aids - American Association of University Women,
2401:Virginia Avenue,4NW, Washington, DC 20037

c. Jon't Miss Out: The Ambitious Student's Guide to Scholarships and
Loans - Octameron Associates, P. O. Box 343,, Alexandria, VA 22302

d. The,As & Bs of Merit Scholarships - Octameron Associates, P. O. Box

343 Alexandria, VA 22302

e. Fin nciai Aid: A Partial. List of Resources for Women - Project on the
Sta us and Education of Women, Association of American Colleges, 1818

R Sreet, NW, Washington, DC 20009



(3)

B. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ADDITIONAL MATERIALS

1. CAREER PUBLICATIONS

a. Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1978-79 - U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, DC 20402 ($7.00) -

General reference book providing descriptions of about 850 occupations
including: the nature of the work; places of employment; qualifications
needed; earnings and working conditions; and sources of additional
infompation.

b. I Can Be AnythingCareers and Colleges for Young Women, 1978
(Mitchell) - College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton, NJ 08540
($.7.95_paperback, $12.95 hardcover) -

Describes.careers for young women--and certainly all careers are for
women. Goes beyond a.description of career information and introduces
the.critical consideration for girls and. women: the consideration of
life style.

c. New Career Options for WomenA Counseldr's Sourcebook, 1977 - .

($16.95), Human Scieuces Press, New York, NY 10011 New Career Options--
A Woman's Guide, 1977 ($4.95); New Career Options for WomenA
Selected Annotated Bibliography, 1977 ($9.95) (Set of all three
publications approximately $26.00) -

Excellent set of iource books dealing with careers for women. Reviews
employment opportunities, legislation, practical advice regarding
family and work, and suggestions for career and educational planning.

d. Careers for Women in the 70's, 1973 - Women's Bureau, Department of
Labor, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($.50) -

Expected numbers of openings in particular fields are presented as
well as the employment picture for women. The suggestion is made that
women's careers should not be any different from men's.

e. U.S. Working Women - A Chartbook, 3975 - U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Statistics, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC

20402 ($1.75) -

Through charts and graphs, a wide range of data are presented on the
characteristics of American working women and their changing status
over the last quarter of a century.

f. SuppZy and Demand for Scieltists and Engineers, 1977 (Vetter) -

Scientific Manpower Commission, Washington, DC 20036 ($1.50) -

An excellent review of studies including projectioas of the supply and
demand for scientists and engineers.
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B. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (continued)

g. Women and Minorities in Science and Engineering, 1977 - National
Science Foundation, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC

20402 ($.75)

Analytical report developed from existing statistical data to illu-
minate the role of women and minorities in science and engineering.

h. Federal Career Directory, 1976-77 - U.S. Civil Service Commission,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($3.45) -

Describes federal careers, employers and job briefs.

i. What Can I Be? A Guide to 525 Liberal Arts and Business Careers
(Leo Lieberman, $6.75), Martin M. Bruce, Ph.D. Publishers, Box 228,
New Rochelle, NY 10804 -

j

Presents the required and desirable academic majors, abilities
and educational degrees for students who know the career they want;
provides suggested majors and careers based on school subjects en-
joyed in the past, for students, who have not yet decided on a
career or occupation.

Career Opportunitus Boxes, 1978 - Time Share, Houghton Mifflin,
630 Oakwood Avenue, West Hartford, CT 06110 ($54.00 each) -

Job information associated with major disciplines. Occupations

covered include a wide range of skill levels and educational

requirements.

k. Science Career Exploration for Women, 1978 - National Science
Teachers Association, 1742 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington,

DC 20009 ($2.50) -

This book-, based in part on the NSF-funded Career Exploration
Project, is aimed at science teachers, counselors, and others who
work with young women of high school and college age. The purpose

of the book is to provide tools that can be used to help young
talented women students explore careers, especially science-related

professional careers.

1. Keys to Careers in Science and Technology, 1973 - National Science
Teachers Association, Washington, DC 20036 ($1.00) -

Comprehensive bibliography of career guidance publications and
information on scholarships and loans, special programs for students
and teachers, awards, and agencies.
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B. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (continued)

m. Engineering as a Profession for Women, 1976 - Engineering Manpower
Bulletin #29, Engineering Manpower Commission, New York, NY 10017

($2.00) -

Discusses misconceptions, current employment picture, barriers,
and problems faced by women in engineering, and also talks about
why engineering needs women.

n. Women and SuccessThe Anatom? of Achievements Kundsin (Ed.) -

Profiles of women in careers in crystallography, mathematics, elec-
trical engineering, physic°, meteorology, chemistry, etc.

o. Test Yourself for Science, 1971 - Scientific Manpower Commission,
Washington, DC 20036 (single copy $1.00; 25+ $.50 ea.) -

For students. This booklets contains
about and try. to solve; also included
to get more information about careers

puzzles and problems to think
is a section which suggests how..
in science.

When I Grow Up I'm Going to be Married
Women, Sacramento, CA 95884 -

- Commission on the Status of

A game which illustrates how time and circumstance affect women.

Job Family Series (e.g., "Jobs in Engineering" and "elobs in Science') -
Science Research Associates, Inc., 155 North Wacher Drive, Chicago, IL

60606 -

Each of the booklets contains informative descriptions of job situations

based on observation and worker interviews. (Booklets $2.55 each,

cassettes $10.75 each)

r. Planning for Career Options 7 CATALYST, 14 East 60th Street, New York,
NY 10022 (approx. $1.95) -

This is a self-guidance booklet prepared for women to help them
develop realistic career goals. .

2. FINANCIAL AID

a. Catalog ofFederal Education Assistance Programs, 1976 - U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($7.30)

b. Federal and State Student Aid Programs, 1972 - U.S. Government

Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($1.10)

c. Financing Postsecondary Education in the United States, 1974 - U.S.

Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($4.00)

1 71
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B. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (continued)

d. Guaranteed Student Loan Program, 1976 - U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, DC 20402 ($3.40)

e. Financial Aid for College Students - American Chemical Society,
Department of Educational Activities, 1155 Sixteenth Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20036 ($.05)

3. FILMS

a. "Keep the Door Open..." - (18 minutes, color). Review copy sent upon
request.

Sandia Laboratories
Box 5800
Albuquerque, NM 87115

An excellent discussion. by 13 professional women of the problems
involved in combining careers with marriage and a family, stereotypes
and obstacles to be overcome, along with the joys experienced in a
career. Women portrayed represent such areas as chemistry, law,
zoology, engineering, math.and biology.

b. "The Women's Prejudice Film" - ($255.00 - 18 minutes, color). Review
copy sent upon request.

Sandler Institutional Films, Inc.

1001 N. Poinsettia Place
Hollywood, CA 90046

Specific prejudices and stereotypes are voiced by both men and women.
Included are short profiles of women in traditionally male careers.
The film states that women must overcome their own self doubts and
worries as well as wade through male chauvinism. While this film is
not specific to science, it is a particularly good consciousness-
raising device for females who have not considered problems of dis-
crimination against working women.

c. "Women's Work: Engineering" - ($295.00 purchase or $30.00 5-day
rental, 26 minutes, 16mm film or color videotape) -

MIT
Center for Advanced Engineering Study
77 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139

Explores the experience of being an engineer and a womanthrough
the professional and personal lives of students and working engineers.

Prepared :9y the Center for Educational Research and Evaluatign
Research Triangle Institute

As part of the National Sci,ence Foundation
Visiting Women Scientists Program

1 P4



What it is like to work at that job
The amount of education needed
The number of women in the field and where they work
Salaries
The future for women in the job
Which colleges award the most degrees to women,in the field
Where more information can be obtained

3. Pamphlets published by professional organizations such as the
American Chemical Society, the Society of Women Engineers, Ana
many others. &biota which participated in the Visiting Women Scien-
tists Program received resource packets containing pamphlets about
financial aid and career opportunities in areas of science and engineer-
ing.

4. Your school counselors. Depending upon the organization of your
school, there may be guidance counselors, career counselors, or both
available to you. Part of their job will be to assist individual students in
thinking about future careers and how to prepare for them. The
counselors have been trained to help you in thinking about careers, and
they have many materials available to assist you.

Prepared by the Center for Educational Research and Evaluation, Research Triangle Institute,
as part of the National Scienc Foundation's Visiting Women Scientists Program

1 73
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An Increasing Number of Women WM Work
Over the put decade, a greater percentage of women have been employed 1

reports that 9 out of 10 women will work at some time in their lives. Evelc, I

outside their homes. The Women's Bureau of the US: Department of Libor

can expect to wo years. And it is not just single women, widows, and .)!

with a break in egli5yment formarriage and children, the average woman I

divorcees who 'aril working; the majority of working women are married \
women living with their husbands and families.

Expanding Job Opportunities for Women
In the put, many women were unaware that they would probably work

for a number of years, and they did not adequately prepare themselves for a
career. When they later decided to seek employment, they were often forced
to accept low-paying and unrewarding positions even though tilt,* were
tenable of succeeding in other jobs. Even professional women have tended to
choose the few fields traditionally open to women, such as teachinginarsing,
and social work; relatively few have chosen occupations in science and
tehnology.

However, times are changing. During the. past 10-20 years, an increasing
number of women have been employed in 'occupations which were once con-
sidered the exclusive doinain of males. For example, in the 6 years from 1968
to 1974 the proportion of women in the science labor force increased from
.8 percent to 14 percent, and it seems that more women than ever are plan-
ning to enter traditionally male careers. For example, while only 7 percent of
American physicians are women, 17 percent of the physicians in training are
women.

It has become quite evident that women can successfully perform jobs
which have traditionally-been carried out by men. In addition, recent federal
laws make it illegal for an organization to discriminate on the basis of sex.
Many schools end companies now have affirmative action plans and are
actively recruiting women for positions traditionally filled by men.

Opportunities for Women in the Sciences
Careers in science, engineering, and technology are included among those

careers that are becoming available to qualified women at an ever-increasrng
rate. Employers are actively seeking qualified women for positions in these
fields, but there is a scarcity of women trained for many of these areas.

Scientists are employed in industry, government, colleges and univer-
sities, research laboratories, consulting firms, etc. Many employers are seek-
ing women trained in the various science fields (including mathematics,
engineering, biological science, physical science, and social science). In
general, opportunities for persons trained in the sciences are much better in
industry that in academia. Also, fields which already have a considerable
number of wiimen are generally less eager than others to train and employ
additional women.

Engineering is a particularly promising field for women. Examples of the
activities of engineers include developing scientific equipment, designing
and supervising construction, and generally planning and implementing
technical solutions to modern day problems. Women are needed in every
area of engineering aerospace, agricultural, chemical, civil, electrical,
industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, mining, and others. Currently, only
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about two percent of all engineers are' women, and employers are actively
seeking more. According to Daniel Drucker, Dean of the College of Engintr-
ing at the University of Illinois, "Large corporations and small are just about
knocking each other down in their eagerness to find qualified women
engineers." Many engineering jobs are available to persons with a bachelor's
degree, and salaries are excellent.

Keeping Your Options Open for a Career in Science and Technology
A woman does not have to be a genius to pursue a succeuful science

career. You might want to consider a career in one of the many science-
related fields if you:

are curious about why and how events occur;
like to see how things work; ,

like challenges; and
take pride in performing tasks well.

As one scientist said, "Gender doesn't matter. A scieotist or technologist
can be 100% feminine and do the job well."

While you do not have to be the brightest student in your class, you do
need to have a good background in science and mathematics to qualify for
many of these jobs, In the put, many young women.who have been fully
capable of obtaining a solid background in science and mathematics have
failed to do so because they did not think seriously about a career or because
they thought science careers were reserved for men. In some cues their in-
adequate science and mathematics backgrounds cost them a chance at an in-
teresting, worthwhile career; .in other cases they were forced to spend
valuable time and money catching up on basic mathematics and science
skills. Keep your options open by getting a good background in mathematics
and science, especially mathematics, while you'are in high school, even if you
do not think you will want to pursue a science-related career. Don't limit
yourself later by failing to get adequate high school preparation.

Obtaining Additional Information About Careers
While you may already have a pretty good idea about your interests and

abilities, you probably need to know about various occupations before you
can decide abbut possible careers. Some resources you might want to use in-
clude:

1. The Occupational Outlook Handbook. This "encyclopedia of careers,"
published by the U.S. Department of Labor, is available in most high
schools and public libraries. The handbook contains information about
more than 800 occupations, including what the work is like; places of
emoloyment; training, qualifications and advancement; job prospects;
salbries and working conditions; and sources `'q additional Information.

2. I Can bs Anything: Careers and Colleges fo0oung Women. Joyce
Slayton Mitchell. College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton,
New Jersey, 1978.
In addition to describing a large number of careers, thti book en-
courages women to consider the concept of life style as t ey think
about career alternatives. The author includes examples of orking
women in various careers and discusses the future for women i those
careers. For each occupation this book discusses the following:
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Our school is participating in the

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

1

VISITING WOMEN SCIENTISTS PROGRAM

Two women scientists will visit us to discuss careers in mathematics, science and engineering.
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JOB TITLES

1. Engineering

A. Aeronautical
B. Civil

C. Electrical
D. Mechanical ,

E. Petroleum

Physical Sciences and Mathematics

F. Chemist
G. Computer Programmer
H. Meteorologist

I. Physicist
J. Statistician

III. Life Sciences

K. Botanist
L. Geneticist
M. Microbiologist
N. Oceanographer
0. Physiologist

IV. Social Sciences

P. Anthropologist
Q. Economist

R. 'Political Scientist
S. indilstrial Psychologist

V. Interdisciplinary

T. Biochemist
U. Food Scientist
V. Psychophysiologist



EXAMPLES OF SCIENCE CAREERS

INSTR9CTIONS: Below you will find an example of the many different
tasks associated with a particular job. Match the example with
the titles of people who may Perform these tasks in ecience and
technology careers. LI

I. lagineering

1. Designs; tests and supervises the manufacture of communications
equipment (telephone, telegraph etc.)

InVolved in the Arilling for and production of,oil

3. Works in the development of clean, quiet jet engines

4. Responsible for the design and production of efficient
internal combustion engines

5. Designs and supervises construction of buildings in high risk
areas to ensure that-they meet earthquake safety'atandards

U. Physical Sciences and Mathematics

1. Analyzes and uses numerical data such as that gathered for a
population census

2. Studies current weather patterns in order to make predictions
about futurv conditions

3. Develops new compounds such as rocket fuel, detergents or
cosmetics

4. Writes detailed instructions for a machine to follow In
order to solve a problem

S. Develops mathematical models of physical phenomenon such as gravity

III. Life Sciences

1. Determines the effect of pollution on marine life

2. Studies the inheritance traits such as eye color from one
generation to another

3. Studies the effects of a new fertilizer on plant life

4. Investigates how the human body reacts to space travel

5. Isolates and analyzes bacteria that causes disease

V. Social Sciences

1. Ad.:ses large corporations on matters of regional supply and demand
for their product

2. Tests job applicants to determine if they fit the personnel
needs of a large company

3. Lives with a group of people to observe and write about their
social customs, beliefs and material possessions .

4. Studies and writes about the structure of governments in
developing nations

V. Interdisciplinary

I. Studies how the imbalance of hormones in humans 'can affect behavior

2. Deals with the proteins and other compounds.involved in the
processes of living things.

3. Conducts tests to assure safe and sanitary processing of
canned goods
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Sally Wilson is a junior id high school. She has always liked school

:land-a1140-1004-;Admh----gh--4--041401.14-11"1-44---si-81/041-64.-"n4"
her chemistry pioject in the science fair and she would like to go to

college to become a chemist., ler younger brother, lob,.with wboa Sally

has a close relationship, is in the 10th grade. le loves to work with
motors, does well in math and science courses and is coniidering an .

engineering career.

Mt. .and Mrs. Wilson-have decided Bob should go to college: They

'have begun to talk to him .about possible engineering schools, and have

encouraged him to disbuss his plans-with the sihool counielor. No.ona.

has talked to Sally about college, and she.is beginning to feal left

out. 2 The Wilsons are not rich--they haven't Sdough money to send both

Bob and Sally to college. SallyInows that if she is to have a chance

to enter college, she shbuld begin to plan right away.

What do' you think should happen?

What should Sally do?

1
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A YOUNG WOMAN'S.CHOICE ,
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Prepared by the
Center for Educational Research and Evaluation

Research Triangle Institute
as part of the

National Science Foundation's
Visiting Women Scientists Program
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Most young women wilpl work for a number ofyears and ihere are
many new, exciting Job opportunities available to those who
qualify. Each young wOman today should consider the lilcelihood
that she can succeed 14 a variety of careers, including hose in
science and technology.

It is not important for you as a high school student to choose a
specific career and p epare only for that career. You should,
however, spend some time thinking about possible careers, and'
relating them to your personal interests, abilities and ambktions.
This will provide you an opportunity , to consider rewarding
careers and plan a high school and college program which will
prepare you for a job that satisfies your goals and interests.

rf you haven't begun to think about career alternatives or study
materials related to careers in science and technology, here are
some resources you might want to use.

Packets of resource materials were prepared specifically for this
program, and they are available in your school. They contain pam-
phlets about financial aid and career opportunities in the areas of
science, mathematics, social science and engineering. They also
include a listing of many other career publications and where you
can obtain them..

On the back page Of this pamphlet is a list of steps you can take in
thinking about a career. This was reprinted from a booklet in the
resource packet; and it might help you begin to plan for a career.
Remember that no matter what resources you use in career plan-
ning, the most important one is you. Only you can relate your in-
terests and abilities to decisions about a future career.

Joyce Slayton Mitchell is the author of I Can Be Anything: Careers
and Colleges for Young Women, published in 1978 by the College

. Entr nce Examination Boa'rd in Princeton, New Jersey.

In a dition to describing a large number of careers, this book en-
courages women to consider !if! concept of life style as they think
about career alternatives. Th author includes examples of work-
ing women in various careers and discusses the future for women
in those careers. -7 1

For each occupation this book discusses the following: What it is
like to work at that job; what education will be needed; how many
women are in the field and where they work; what the salariesare;
the future for women in the job; what colleges ,iward the most
degrees to women in the field; and where more information can be
obtained.
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-This mencyclopedia Of careers" is published by. the U.S.-Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. It is available in most
school and piiblic libraries.

The handbook includes information about 850 jobs and more than
30 major industries. In the table of contents, most science,
mathematics, and engineering occupations are listed under
"Science andlechnical Occupations;" there is also a section on
"socia' 1 scientists." The following examples show just a small sam-
ple of the information you can obtain in the Occupational Outlook
Handbook.

Nature of the Work
, Civil engineers design and supervise the construction of

roads, bridges, airports, and buildings.
Computer systems analysts plan efficient methods of process-
ing data.

Places of Employment
Most anthropologists, geographers and political scientists
work in colleges and universities while most statisticians and
economists work in private industry or research organizations.
Four of 10 oceanographers work in just 3 statesCalifornia,
Maryland and Virginia.

Training, Qualifications and Advancement
A bachelor's degree in engineering is the usual requirement
for a beginning engineering job.
A doctoral degree is almost always required for a job as an
astronomer or a psychologist.

Job Prospects Through the Mid-1980's
Engineers will be p rticularly needed in energy-related activi-
ties such as design g energy-saving systems for automobiles
and homes.
The outlook for graduates of computer-related curriculums
should be excellent.
The number of persons 'who will graduate with iildvanced
degrees in sociology is likely to exceed available job openings.

Salary and Working Conditions
Biologists with a bachelor's degree and no experience had an
average starting salary of $10,200 in private industry in 1976,
while the average starting salary for engineering graduates
was $14,800 a year.
Many engineers work indoors in offices and research
laboratories, but others spend a lot of time in factories, mines,

is. 7
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construction sites, or other outdoor locations.

Sources of Additionid Information
Lists of schools offering education in forestry are available
from the Society of American Forestors, 5400 Grosvenor Lane,
Washington, D.C. 20014
Information on career opportunities and earnings for
chemists is available from the American Chemical Society,
1155 16th Street, NW, Washington, DL. 20036

Depending upon the organization of your school, there may be
guidance counselors, career counselors, cir both available to you.
1Part of their job is to assist individual students in thinking about
future careers and how to prepare for them. The counselors have
been trained to help you in thinking about careers, and they have
many materials available which can help you.

School counselors are often very busy people with many different
jobs and responsibilities. It is possible that they will not have the
lime to take the initiative to work with each student in discussing a
career. However, if you wish to discuss your career alternatives
with your counselor and take the initiative to make an appoint-
ment, it is very likely that he or she will assist you with personal
discussion and useful materials available in your school or public
library.

Take yourself seriously and decide to plan responsibly for your
own future.
Think about how you want your career to fit into the life you want.
As you do, try to picture yourself in careers you may have con-
sidered before, as well as in those you have already tho ght about.

Become an expert on yourse
Explore your interests and bilities. Ability tests and interest in-
ventory results are one wa to begin. See about these at the
counseling center of your sc ool or college. If you took the ACT or
SAT, check your score report.

Find out about some of the many career opportunities which are
open to you.
Don't limit yourself to the outdated lists of "women's careers."
Consider all possibilities: Look for up-to-date information about
specific careers. Talk to women in science and technology careers.
Learn about why they chose careers that in the past were unusual
for women. Write to professional associations. Watch for TV
shows, speakers, and conferences about these fields, too. You
might become interested in a career you have never dreamed of, if

1 8 8

School Counselors

Steps You Can Take To Plan
A Successful Career*
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you knew something about it.

Learn what is required to succeed in each of the careers you con-
sider.
Talk to counselors and advisors who are particularly interested in
helping yoimg women explore the full range of career possibilities.
Ask them to help you find out about the kinds of training and
education you will need. Write to colleges for program informa-
tion.

Begin, to prepare early for your career.
Be sure to take courses in high school and college ihat keep your
options open. Enroll in summer science programs offered by col-
leges and universities, while you are still in high school. These pro-
grams can give you some idea of what a career in science is like.
Look for part-time jobs, summer employment, or volunteer activi-
ties to help you explore the world of work. Career options develop
out of experience.

Don't restrict yourself as you begin to make decisions about your
career.
Consider all the careers that interest you and for which you can
qualify. Women today and tomorrow will be leading full lives,
engaging in a wide range of careers, enjoying a variety of family
life styles, and helping as equal partners in the search for a better
world.

Set your own goals and learn how to work for them.
Keep a strong image in your mind of what those goals are. Work
toward your goals with the idea of success in your mind. Many
women are successful and happy in challenging and interesting
careers. You can be too!

Take charge of making decisions for your own life and career.
Assert your own ideas about what is the best career for you,
whether it is in science or technology or some other area.You
know best what your abilities and interests are. Others can help
you explore your options, but don't let anyone else decide for you.
Keep your dreams alive and make the best ones come true!

Reprinted from iromen in Science. and Technology: Careers far Imlay and nimarraw, 1976,
with slight modification and the permission of the American College Testing Program.
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77577-77777-.7-77-7:

WOMEN SCIENTISTS ROSTER

Last year the National Science Foundation supported a
pilot Visiting Women Scientists Program in which 40, women
scientists visited 110 high schools acrois the country. Based
on the success of the pilot program, a'number of schools have
requested lists of women scientists who might be willing to
meet with their students. Women scientists who wish to be
included in a roster to be released to schools should send the
following information to Ms. Carol Place, Research Triangle
Institute, Box 12194, Resear0h.Triangle Park, North Carolina
27709 by January.31, 1979:

(1) name;
(2) mailing address;
(3) telephone number;
(4) typeof science (biological, physi(11,,engineering,

mathematics, social science);
(5) specific science field (e.g., bacteriology, mechanical

'engineering);
(6) highest,degree earned;
(i) type of employment (academic, non-profit organization,

profit-making organization, government);
(8) race or ethnic background.

Respondents should omit any information they do not wish to have released.
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What is your Spetafic scienci field (e.g. ,. bac4riolofl, anthropaogy,
leohaniaal engineering, biophysits,, etc.)/

. .

Specift: Science Fields

What is the highest &grits you have 'obtainid?
ta

(Circle only 'one.)

1

'Haster's 2

Doctorate 3

7. Which of the following,best describes your
.

eesent employment?

(Circle only one.)

Academic 1b

NOn-Profit Organisation 2
Profit-Haking Organisation 3

0 1,

Government

. Row do you describe yourself?

I.
.

I

(Circle only one.)

America4 Indian 1

11p4k, Afro-American or Negro 2
Mexican American or Chicon* . . . . . . , 3
Puerto Ricak 4

Other Latin-American Origin 5
Oriental or Asian American 6

White or Caucasian 7
..

Other . . . , 8

If' yOu with to bi included in the'Women Scientists Roster please ieturn this form
to RTI by January 31, 1979.

TRAWYOU FOR YOUlt COOPEAATION.
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NLACHRELL, MS. ANN COWES
THE-JNIVERSITY OF TExAS'AT ARLINGTON
RtSOURCE SYSTEMS RES, GROUP .

ANLINGT0N TX 76019

BODY, Hs, Emmy
CooRAD0 SCHOOL OF MINES
GEOLOGY OLPARTMEA

"4.14N C0-60901

06OUTILIER, MS, PHYLLIS
RICHIGANIECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY. .

DEPT. OF HATHEMATIO
HOUGHT3N HI 99931

BRANNON, DR, MARY JANE
MONTINGDOH COLLEGE
BIOLOGf DEPARTMENT
MONTGOMER9 AL 38100

BRIMI, N3. MARJORIE
3207 EAsT LAKE CALHOUN tKRY,

41MAN4APOLI5 MN 55008

BRINKLEy-LARTERI.DR, cmRi3TINA
COL, 0F PhYsICIANS & SUNG, OF COLUMIA Us
60 HAvEN AVENUE
N:Ew YoRm NY 10032

BRomN, DR, pATRIcIA S.
lIENA CuLLEGE
DIVISISN OF ScIENcE
LOUDONVILLE NY 12211

BuTERA, MS, me KRISTINE'
NA3A/EARTH RESOURCeS LABORATORY
1010 GAuSE BLVD,
SLIO!LL LA 7000

CAROmELL, OR. BILLIE JU
1121 ELLIS AVENUE
LUFKIN Tx 7h901

CmANqe DR, ALICE Fs
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL
41101 LINWOOD BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY MO 891d0

CIGLER, DR. BEVERLY A.

T9" COLLEGE
250'ACADEMIC CENIER
GREENVILLE PA Ib12,

19j

PHONE NUHSER HIGHEST DEGREE RACE nR ETHNIC
AREA otTsc/ENcpspectFic rtm ANu 1918 EMPLOYMENT BACKGROUND

(011) 21102561 MASTER'S WHITE
ENSINEEHINs.. ACADEMIC
SYSTEM) IEE01,09CAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

(303) 2,9.0800
ENGINEERING..
GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING

.

DOCTORATE WHITE
ACADEMIC

(906) 407.2068 -MASTER'S
MATHEMATICS-- ACADEMIC
MAIHEMAT.ICs WITH ELECT, ENG, UNDERGRADUATE DEG..'

0

(225) 2.'5-0511
SioLOWAL scIENLE..
PAHASITOLOGY, MTER10LoGy

(612) 1110.2534
EN6INEEH1NG..
CRimIEA ENDIN!..ERING

(212) Avil060
StICIAL:SCIENCE-
DEMOGRAPHY

(510 ) 7!32450.

EN9CRINOLOGY/LUPLOGY

(504) 2sS6531
BIOLOGILAC SCIENCE..
MARSH BOTANIST/mtm0TE 3ENS/N6 SpECIALIST

(713) !)39.5971
SoIAL kIENcE..
PSYCHOLOGY

, (816) 001-000
SOCIAL. SCIENCE--
CLINCIAL PsycmuLuGy (MEDICAL PSyCHUEUGY)

(012) 508.1700
SOCIAL SCIENCE-
POCITICAL 3CILNC!..

WHITE

UOCTURATL NMITE
ACADEMIC

BACHELOR'S mAITE
PROFITIDMANING,
ORGANILATIUN

DOCTURAIL SLACK
AONPRUFIT
URGANIZATIUN

uncTuRAIE WHITE
ACADEMIC

MASTER'S RmITE
GovERNMENT

DUCTURATL mmITE
PROIT.MAKINUI
URGANILAIIUN

UOLTURATL OIAN 04 PACIFIC ISLANuEk
GOVfNNMENT

UOLTURAIL
ACADEMIC

rsmITE

194



1111109 ANN ARB3R
49606 KALAMAZOO
49431 HOUGHTON

MINNE:1TA .

3S40t mINNEAPOEIS
wits MINNEAPOLIS
35HI2 DULUTH
56643 rwADECA

MISSISSIPPI

39701 COLUMBUS
39762

mIssouR4

63135
43141
63301
6411°
6412B
64151
6446P
6SPOI

mT, LOUIS
T. LOUIS
T. CHARLES

KANSAS CITY
KANSAS CITY
LAKE WAUKOMIS
mARYVILLE
COLUMBIA

NEBRASKA

60127 omit%

NEVADA

A9507 RENO

NEW JEzSEY

4740 UPPER MONTCLAIR
nIA/I LYNDHURST
n7102 NEWARK
071101 DovEm
n6py0 plmoNA
(18P9° . POMONA
wep40 POMONA
08P40 plHONA

HCw ME4Ict)

4/10 ALBONUERUOt.

A7945 LOS ALANOS
1181311 pORIALES

.10A16 NE), YoRm
. ;0423 -NEM YORK

0

a

NOW

KOSTYNIUK, DR: L1DIA P.
MFYFII; DR. RUTH A.
UoUTItIFR. MS:.PH'LLIS

BRINI; MS, HARJORIE .

OFRG. DR, MARIE H.
FORBES. DR, DONNA 4
NoEIHER. H3; KATHRYN

OTTIMGER, DP. CARoi. B.
PRIcE. DR, BARBARA

RTNNROUDN, MS: JEANETTE
WIER. DR, WEA.
SMILER. HS, PATRICIA S.
SMITH; MS, JANICE L.
CHANG; DRs ALICE F.
WALIC.DR. BETTY Ls
MORE; DR. DOROTHY T.'
.GIERERTi DR: MARGUERITE

'MIS; MS. PAULA B,

WAKFFIELD, DR: CAROLINE

SEE'OILLER, DR, BONN/
TFtyKY, MS. LORRAINE Ss
WEIA$ DR. JUDITH S.
WEINTRAUB. MS; GERTRUDE
EIMORE. DR. ELItAoLTH
GITrHELL, MS. ALICE H;
HCRIANDS, DR. ROSALIND L.
LEVIN, DR. SO7ANNE

3HIS3LAK. DP. CAIHkRINL M:
BARNES, MS, MARtmA
AnonINO, DR; MERLEUES ".

IOWAN, I". Tj") t'a
101UFRT30 DR. JUAN t,

ARcA or scirNct

ENGINFERING
MATHEMATIC3
MATHEMATICS

0

RACE OR ETHNIC ACWGRUHNDAII
0

WHITE
WHITE
WHITE

ENGINEERING
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
SIULKICAL scrEN4

,
WHITE ;
WHITE,'
WNW'
WH(..t

MATHEMATICS WHIIE
MATHEMATICS H/TF

soC1,4. SCIENCE BLACK
srrAL SCIENCE 'WHITE

14WGINEERING WHITE
Av'MATHEMATICS WHITE

SOCIAL SCIENCE ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANOER
SOCIAL SCIENCE WHITE
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE WHITE
SOCIAL SCIENCE WHITE

MATHEMATICS WHITE

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE WHITE

SoCIAL SCIENCE
PHYSICAI SCIENCE
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
ENDINEERING
SoCIAE SCIENCE
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
sioLoolCAL SCIENCE
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

WHITE
wHITF
WHITE
WHITE
WHITE
WHITE
WHITE
WHITE

SOCIAL MENGE WHITE
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICAL SCIENCE WHITE

HTOloGICAL SC1ENLr
PHTsIrAl ACIENCF

WHITE
WHITE
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ID#

Name
ONNIMMI

School

O.M.I. No. 99-R0310
Approval Expires 5/31/82

1977-78 VISITING W0281N SCIENTISTS PROGRAM
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

Title *

'State ,

Last year your school participated in the Visiting Woman icientists Program;
as part of this program the school recetved a Resource Packet on women in
science careers. We would like to enlist your aid in evaluating the impact
of this program; you will probably need to consult with several of your col-
leagues in order to answer these questions.

A. Were you as contact Person for the Visiting Women Scientiits Program
last year?

I

(Circle one.) 0

Yes
No 2

4

2. The number of female studftats seeking information about science careers
"from guidance counselors since the.program has been:

(Circle one.)

More than the usual number for a similar period of time .... 1
About the usual number number for a similar period of time 2

Less than the usual number for a similar period of time .... 3

3a. Does your school have a copy of the Occupational Outlook Handbook?

(Circle one.)

Yes I Go to Q3b.
No'' J2 Go to Q4a.
Don't Know !3 GO to Q4a.

3b. The number of female studerts using the Occupational Outlook Handbook
since the program has been:

(Circle one.)

More than the usual number 1

Abouethe usual number 2

Less than the usual number 3

4a. The number of female students enrolling in elective msthematics courses
since the program has been: .

(Circle one.)

Mbre than the usual number 1
About the usual number 2,

Less than the usual number 3

(OVER)



a

4b. The number of female students enrolling in elective science courses
since the program has been:

(Circle one.)

More than the usualnumber 1
About the usual number 2
Less than the usual number

Sa. Ras the Resource Packet been used?

5b. If yes, by whom?

(Circle one.)

Yes ...... 1 Go to Ob..
No .2 GO to.4.6.
Don't,Inow 3 Go to QV.

,(Circlepall that apply.)

a) Student ci 1
b) Teachers *2

c) Counselors 3
d) Librarians 4
*) Administrators 5
f) Others 6

6. Have any films or other materials lilted in the,Guide to Counselor's
Resource Packet been ordered?

(Circle one.),

Yes 1
No 2
Don't Know 3

7. If the Visiting Women Scientists Program becomes available in your
area again, would your school like to participate?

(Circle one.)

Yes .

No 2

Please use this space for any comments you wish to add and return this
questionnaire to RTI in the enclosed postage-paid envelope.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.



0.M.3. No. 99-R0310
ID# Approval Expires 5/31/82

1977-78 WOMPX IN SCIENCE CAREERS PROGRAM
. FOLLOWUP QUESTIONNAIRE

Name Title,

School State

Last year your school received a Resource Packet on women in science
careers as part of the National Science Foundation's Visiting Women
Scientists Program. We, would like to enlist your aid in evaluating the
impact of this program; you will probably need to consult with several
cf your colleagues in order to answer these questions.

1. Were you the contact person for the Visiting Women Scientists Program
last year?

(Circle one.)

Yes 1

No 2

2 The.number of female atudents seeking information itbout science careers .

from guidance counselors since the Resource .2acket was received has been:

(Circle one.)

More than the'usual number for a similar period of time 1
About the usual number for a similar period of time 2

Less than the usual number for a stsilar,period of time 3

3a. Does your school have a copy of the Occupational Outlook Handbook?

(Circle one.)

Yes I Go to Q3b.
No 2 GO to Q4a.

3b. The number of female students using the Occupational Outlook Handbook
since the program has been:

:Circle one.)

More than the usual number 1

About the usual number 2

Less than the usual number 3

4a. The number of female students enrolling In elective mathematics courses
since the Resource Packet was received has been:

(Circle'one.)

More than the usual number 1

About ,the usual number 2

Less than the usual number 3

(ovEv.
'WO
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4b. The number of female students enrolling in elective science courses
since the Relource Pecket was received has been:

(Circle one.)

Mora than the usual number 1
About the usual number 2

Less than the. usual,number 3

5a. His the Resource Packet been uied?

5b. If yes, by whom4

(Circle one.)

Yes I Go to M.
No 2, Go to Q6.
Don't Know 3 Go to Q6.

(Circle all that apply.)

a) Students '1

b) Teachers 2

c) Counselors 3

d) Librarians 4

e) Administrators 5

f) Others 6

Have any films or other materials listed in the Guide to Counselors
Resource Packet been ordered?

(Circle one.)

Yes
:No 2

Don't Know 3

Please use this space for any comments you wish to add and return this'
questionnaire to RTI in the enclosed postage-paid envelope.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
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